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Abstract

The subject of this dissertation is the modularisation of user interface code. We provide
a conceptual solution which achieves the separation of the three user interface concerns
we distinguish, namely the Presentation, Application and Connection concerns. As a
proof-of-concept we have implemented DEUCE which uses a declarative programming
language to specify the various user interface concerns. The declarative reasoning mechanism is used in combination with meta-programming techniques in order to compose
the various user interface concerns and the application into a final runtime application.
An important force within the domain of software engineering is the principle of
separation of concerns. It is applied to modularise software systems such that various
parts of the system can be dealt with in isolation of other parts. As modularisation
decreases the amount of code tangling and code scattering, it increases the maintainability, evolvability and reusability of the various parts. Also within the domain of user
interfaces this principle of separation of concerns can be applied for modularising user
interface code and application code. However, the principle of separation of concerns
has not been applied to a full extent to user interfaces yet. The developers are responsible for implementing both the application part and the user interface part, and the link
between both parts. Furthermore, with the rise of new software challenges such as agile
development environments and context-sensitive systems, these software systems and
their implementation need to exhibit an increasing degree of variability and flexibility.
Developing them still requires the developers to deal with tangled and scattered user
interface code. Hence, evolving and maintaining user interface code and its underling
application has become a cumbersome task for the developers. This task can be alleviated by supporting the developers to apply the principle of separation of concerns to
user interface code in order to improve the evolvability and reusability of user interface
and application code.
While there exist contemporary techniques that are geared towards solving the problem of modularising user interface code and application code, these typically fall short
in several ways. For example, the model-view-controller pattern which is still a major
player when it comes to separating user interface code from application code, does not
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tackle the problem of code tangling and scattering to a full extent. Other approaches
such as Model-Based User Interface Development and User Interface Description Languages focus on a generative approach and are typically used for software systems where
all interactions with the application originate from within the user interface only.
The solution we propose deals with separating the user interface code from its underlying application code for software systems in which application and user interface
interact in both ways, for which several views can exist at the same time and in which
dynamic user interface changes or updates are necessary. We elaborate on a conceptual
solution to separate the following three user interface concerns. The presentation concern is related to the user interface itself and represents what the interface looks like
and how its behaves. The application concern specifies how the application is triggered
from within the user interface, and vice versa. The connection concern expresses how
the presentation concern and application concern interact with each other and creates
the link between both parts. We also postulate five requirements that are crucial for
any solution that is aimed at a systematic modularisation of user interface code.
As a proof-of-concept implementation, we provide DEUCE (DEclarative User interface Concerns Extrication). This proof-of-concept uses a declarative meta-language
(SOUL) on top of an object-oriented language (Smalltalk) and by doing so it provides a
specification language to describe the entire structure and behaviour of the user-interface
as well as its link with the application. This specification of the user interface concerns
and the underlying application code are automatically composed into an final application for which a dynamic link with the original UI specification is maintained. DEUCE
is put to practice by refactoring a Smalltalk personal finance application in order to
validate that the conceptual solution does achieve an improved modularisation of user
interface code. This modularisation removes code scattering and makes code tangling
explicit in one location. Hence, the conceptual solution proposed in this dissertation
establishes the separation of user interface concerns from a programmer’s perspective.

Samenvatting

Deze doctoraatsverhandeling handelt over het modulariseren van user interface code.
We bieden een conceptuele oplossing aan die er toe bij draagt om de drie user interface
bekommernissen presentatie, applicatie en connectie bekommernis, van elkaar te scheiden. Om deze conceptuele oplossing te staven, implementeren we het prototype DEUCE.
Dit prototype maakt gebruik van een declaratieve programmeertaal om de verscheidene
user interface bekommernissen afzonderlijk van elkaar te beschrijven. Het redeneermechanisme achter deze declaratieve taal wordt gecombineerd met meta-programmeer
technieken ten einde deze bekommernissen samen met de onderliggende applicatie te
combineren tot het uiteindelijke software systeem.
Het principe van het scheiden van bekommernissen speelt reeds een belangrijke rol
binnen het domein van de software engineering. Het wordt toegepast om software systemen te modulariseren zodat de verschillende onderdelen van dergelijk systeem afzonderlijk van elkaar beschouwd kunnen worden. Hierdoor zal de code die betrekking
heeft op één bekommernis niet langer verspreid staan over de gehele implementatie en
zullen bekommernissen niet langer sterk met elkaar verweven zijn. De modularisatie van
bekommernissen verhoogt de herbruikbaarheid en de evolueerbaarheid van het software
systeem. Het principe van het scheiden van bekommernissen kan ook op user interfaces
toegepast worden zodat user interface code en applicatie code van elkaar gescheiden
worden. Echter, tot op heden werd dit niet ten volle uitgebuit en software ontwikkelaars zijn nog steeds verantwoordelijk om beide delen te implementeren alsook er voor
te zorgen dat beide delen samenwerken.
Het toenemende belang van nieuwe software uitdagingen, zoals agile development en
context-sensitieve systemen, versterken de noodzaak om een goede scheiding van user
interface code te bewerkstelligen. Immers, de implementatie van deze software systemen
moet een steeds groeiende flexibiliteit aan de dag leggen. Echter, tijdens het ontwikkelen van deze systemen worden software ontwikkelaars nog steeds geconfronteerd met
verspreidde en verweven user interface code. Bijgevolg blijft ook hier het ontwikkelen,
evolueren, onderhouden en hergebruiken van user interface code en de bijhorende applicatie code een moeilijke taak. Het principe van scheiden van bekommernissen ten
v
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volle toepassen, biedt ondersteuning voor de software ontwikkelaars bij het creëren van
dergelijke systemen.
De implementatie technieken die vandaag de dag worden toegepast om user interface
code te modulariseren, falen helaas op meerdere vlakken. Bijvoorbeeld het model-viewcontroller patroon wordt op heden nog veelvuldig gebruikt om user interface code van
applicatie code te scheiden. Desalniettemin wordt hiermee het probleem van de software
ontwikkelaars niet opgelost aangezien zij op implementatie niveau nog steeds geconfronteerd worden met het verspreid en verweven zijn van user interface code. Andere aanpakken, zoals Model-Based User Interface Development en User Interface Description
Languages gebruiken een generatieve aanpak om vanuit een user interface beschrijving een applicatie te genereren. De dynamische flexibiliteit alsook de link vanuit de
applicatie naar de user interface gaat bij deze benaderingen vaak verloren.
In deze doctoraatsverhandeling wordt een oplossing aangeboden om de scheiding van
user interface code te bewerkstelligen voor software systemen waarbij de user interface en
de applicatie in twee richtingen kunnen inter-ageren, waar meerdere user interfaces voor
eenzelfde applicatie op hetzelfde ogenblik in gebruik kunnen zijn, en waarbij dynamische user interface aanpassingen gewenst zijn. We lichten de vijf vereisten toe waaraan
voldaan moet worden om een gedegen scheiding van user interface code voor dergelijke
systemen te bekomen. De user interface bekommernissen die we hierbij onderkennen
zijn de presentatie, applicatie en connectie bekommernis. De presentatie bekommernis geeft weer hoe de user interface er uit ziet en zich gedraagt. Hoe de applicatie
wordt aangeroepen vanuit de interface, en vice versa, wordt uitgedrukt door middel van
de applicatie bekommernis. De connectie bekommernis tenslotte geeft aan hoe beide
voorgaande bekommernissen samen gebracht worden.
De conceptuele bijdrage van deze thesis wordt in de praktijk gebracht door middel
van een prototype implementatie, DEUCE genaamd. DEUCE staat voor “DEclarative User interface Concerns Extrication” en maakt gebruik van een declaratieve metaprogrammeer taal (SOUL) bovenop een object georiënteerde taal (Smalltalk). Op deze
manier voorziet DEUCE in een specificatie taal om de structuur en het gedrag van
een user interface te beschrijven, alsook om de link tussen de user interface code en
de applicatie code uit te drukken. DEUCE voorziet tevens de mechanismen om deze
specificaties te combineren met de onderliggende applicatie om tot het uiteindelijke software systeem te komen. Om onze aanpak te valideren, gebruiken we DEUCE om de
persoonlijke financiën applicatie MijnGeld deels te her-implementeren. Hiermee tonen
we aan dat de conceptuele oplossing in de praktijk gezet kan worden onder de vorm van
DEUCE en inderdaad de benodigde modularisatie van user interface code kan bewerkstelligen. Deze modularisatie elimineert de code verspreiding en concentreert de code
verwevenheid expliciet op één plaats. Bijgevolg zorgt de conceptuele oplossing zoals
voorgesteld in deze doctoraatsverhandeling voor een betere scheiding van user interface
bekommernissen vanuit het perspectief van de software ontwikkelaars.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In current software systems, variability has come to play an important role. Software
variability is defined as the ability of a software system or artefact to be efficiently
extended, changed, customised or configured for use in a particular context [Sva05].
For example, software varies because it adapts to changing requirements in various
contexts. This is taken to the extreme in context-sensitive devices such as mobile phones
and PDA’s (a.k.a. Ambient Intelligence environments [Duc01]). These devices put the
software under continuous strain to adapt to different user capabilities, changing usage
contexts, or even spatial information indicating whether it is being held in landscape or
portrait mode.
While a high-degree of variability will allow software to be reused in a broader
range of contexts, it implies that the implementation needs to exhibit a high degree of
flexibility. This does not only require special attention when writing the application’s
logic but it also challenges the user interface implementation which needs to behave or
present itself differently according to the current usage-context. The increase in diversity
of both the types of computing devices in use as the task contexts in which they operate,
implies a major change in user interfaces [Mye00]. Context of use refers to the user
stereotype, any computing platform, and the physical environment in which the user is
carrying out a task with the designated platform [Mic08]. For instance for a novice user
an application can provide a user interface with a step by step wizard interface that
gives the user more guidance. When an application switches from a desktop computer
to a mobile PDA, the computing environment changes and has an impact on the display
of the application. Changing the physical environment includes switching from an office
to a home situation, registering changes in lighting and temperature, switching from
landscape to portrait mode, and many more. Such changes can also have their impact on
the user interface, in addition to changes on the application’s behaviour. With the rise of
context-sensitive user interfaces, also the exploitation of user interface design knowledge
at run-time becomes important as these user interfaces adapt to the context and need
to reflect dynamic changes in context into the user interface when appropriate [Dem06,
VdB05].
Developing applications and their user interfaces such that they support the neces1
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sary flexibility is extremely complicated by the fact that the user interface code and the
application core are tangled. More specifically, the connection that brings both parts
together turns out to be an obstacle when implementing such systems. Additionally, in
current software engineering practices, different aspects of the user interface are implemented at different places throughout the application code. Hence user interface code
and application code are tangled and scattered. In this dissertation we will consider
the user interface code that implements the graphical interfaces of traditional business
applications. These applications typically start from an application point of view (including the business behaviour) and a user interface is implemented on top of this. The
provided user interface often consists of form-based windows with traditional widgets
such as buttons, input fields, text labels, etc.
To illustrate the entanglement and scattering of user interface specific elements
throughout the implementation, we present a small extract of code of the jGnash application. jGnash is a free cross-platform personal finance application written in Java [jGn].
The application itself is shown in Figure 1.1. The finance application contains several
types of accounts such as investment, cash, liability, bank account, etc. The interface
provides a front-end such that a user can select one of his accounts or create new ones.
It is linked with the underlying application at several points. For example when clicking
the button for creating a new account, the underlying application is informed of this
request and creates the actual account for that particular user. Hence the clicking event
for this button is linked with some action in the application. In its turn adding an
account in the application will result in updating the displayed list of accounts. Hence
this action in the application is linked with an action in the user interface which updates
the display.
Apart from the interface and the application depending upon one another, also several dependencies exist between various parts in the interface itself. For instance, when
selecting an account in part 1 of the interface, part 2 is updated such that it shows all
the transactions for that account. Selecting one of these transactions shows its details
in part 3 of the interface. Upon changing these details and re-entering the transaction,
the current transaction is updated. Also interaction patterns exist, such as the CRUD
(Create-Retrieve-Update-Delete) pattern. In a user interface such a pattern is for example represented by four buttons: new, edit, enter, delete. Clicking the new button
results in a new entity (e.g. transaction), upon which it is not possible to edit or delete
another transaction. Hence ideally these buttons are disabled when clicking the new
button whereas the cancel button is enabled to return to the initial state. Similar enable and disable dependencies exist between the other buttons of the CRUD pattern.
Obviously these dependencies can exist between any other user interface components
as well. For instance when a new account of the type bank account is created, the UI
shows a field for specifying the institution at which the account is held.
Figure 1.2 contains a small selection of code from the jGnash application. In this
code we distinguish various concerns. The green code (dotted line border) is related
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Figure 1.1: The JGnash personal finance application

to the functional core of the application whereas the blue code (dashed line border) is
concerned with user interface actions. These two parts are glued together with the red
code (full line border) which specifies the control flow.
Looking at this code snippet shows that the various concerns occur at different
places in the code file and are intertwined. The first phenomenon is called code scattering. This means that a single requirement affects multiple code modules [Tar99]. The
second phenomenon is called code tangling. It occurs when code related to multiple
other requirements is interleaved within a single module [Tar99]. Adding or evolving
concerns that are scattered and entangled has a big impact on the application’s code. A
scattered concern implies an invasive change to different modules. Tangled code impedes
comprehension and future evolution. Because of code scattering and tangling, making
changes to one concern might break the functionality of another one.
The code snippet in Figure 1.2 is responsible for displaying the right hand dialogue
(Figure 1.1 number 2 and 3) that corresponds to the selected account in the account
list on the left hand side (Figure 1.1 number 1). For the selected account (Figure 1.2
number 1) a new layout is created (Figure 1.2 number 2) and the account info is updated
(Figure 1.2 number 3). In order to update the account information, the actual account
(application code) is queried and this information is passed on to the corresponding
user interface elements. The second part of the snippet is related to showing the details
of the selected transaction (Figure 1.2 number 4). When adding a new kind of transaction, this part needs to be updated in order for the interface to deal with this new
kind. Note that the interface panes for these kinds of transactions (e.g. debitPanel)
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public class RegisterPanel extends AbstractRegisterPanel implements ActionListener, RegisterListener {
...
public RegisterPanel(Account account) {
this.account = account;
layoutMainPanel();
deleteButton.addActionListener(this);
...
updateAccountState();
updateAccountInfo(); }

1

private void layoutMainPanel() {
initComponents();
FormLayout layout = new FormLayout("p:g", "");
DefaultFormBuilder builder = new DefaultFormBuilder(layout, this);
builder.setDefaultDialogBorder();
...
builder.append(buttonPanel);
builder.append(tabbedPane); }
private void updateAccountInfo() {
accountPath.setText(account.getName());
accountPath.setToolTipText(getAccountPath());
accountBalance.setText(format.format(getAccountBalance()));

2

}

public Account getAccount() { return account; }
public BigDecimal getAccountBalance() { return account.getBalance();

3
}

protected void modifyTransaction(int index) {
Transaction t = model.getTransactionAt(index);
if (t instanceof InvestmentTransaction) {
InvestmentTransactionDialog.showDialog((InvestmentTransaction) t);
return;
} else if ((t instanceof SingleEntryTransaction) && !(t instanceof SplitTransaction)) {
tabbedPane.setSelectedComponent(adjustPanel);
adjustPanel.modifyTransaction(t);
} else if (t.getAmount(account).signum() >= 0) {
tabbedPane.setSelectedComponent(creditPanel);
creditPanel.modifyTransaction(t);
} else {
tabbedPane.setSelectedComponent(debitPanel);
debitPanel.modifyTransaction(t); }}
...
public void update(WeakObservable o, final jgnashEvent event) {
if (event.account == account) {
SwingUtilities.invokeLater(new Runnable() {
public void run() {
switch (event.messageId) {
case jgnashEvent.ACCOUNT_MODIFY:
updateAccountState();
updateAccountInfo();
break;
case jgnashEvent.TRANSACTION_ADD:
int index = account.indexOf(event.transaction);
if (index == account.getTransactionCount() - 1) {
autoScroll(); }
default:
break; } } }); } }
...
private void updateAccountState() {
buttonPanel.setVisible(!account.isLocked());
tabbedPane.setVisible(!account.isLocked()); }}
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Figure 1.2: An example of entangled and scattered user interface concerns
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are implemented elsewhere. The last part of the snippet (Figure 1.2 number 5 and 6)
is used to update the actual account (application code) and its display (interface code)
upon certain account actions, for instance when a new transaction is added.
Furthermore if a new feature that is being added is context-dependent, it requires
extra checks to know whether the code applies or not. The ability to permit arbitrary
combinations of checks is also problematic and requires special infrastructure support,
in both the design and implementation. This infrastructure usually comes at a highcost in terms of conceptual complexity and runtime overhead [Tar99]. Currently new
programming paradigms, like ContextL [Cos05, Hir08] provide such an infrastructure to
deal with multiple contexts as an intrinsic part of their paradigm. How to incorporate
the user interface concern into this paradigm is yet to be investigated.
The rise of importance for software variability, where applications need to be efficiently extended, changed, customised or configured, has consequences for the development of user interfaces. A programmer needs to be able to distinguish between the
application code and the interface code and to understand how both are linked together.
Changing either of these concerns should not lead to undesirable changes in another
concern. Moreover implementing desired changes should not be needlessly cumbersome.
Changing the application code possibly has an effect on the user interface code as new
application behaviour might require the user interface to incorporate new features by
changing its visualisation and its behaviour.
For example adding a new type of transaction to JGnash, requires the underlying
application code to incorporate this new transaction type and its specific behaviour.
The visualisation of the user interface changes as the new transaction will need an entry
pane of its own, similar to the deposit and withdrawal pane. Also the user interface
behaviour changes as making a different selection results in the new pane being displayed. Furthermore the user interface will call upon the application when submitting
the new transaction. When code is scattered and tangled as in Figure 1.2 adding this
new behaviour requires adaptations at several locations and invasive changes to control
flow statements (e.g. number 4 in Figure 1.2). These control flow statements provide
the glue between application and user interface. The developers have to deal with the
complexity of these statements, especially when context changes are to be incorporated.
Additionally, they also has to provide the code for dynamic user interface adaptations.
In order to support the programmer in evolving and maintaining user interface code,
application code, and the link between both, they should be able to deal with these
three concerns in separation of each other. In the next section we elaborate on this
separation for user interface concerns.

1.1

Separation of Concerns for User Interfaces

The principle of separation of concerns is well-known in software engineering research to
achieve adaptability, maintainability and reusability in software systems [Par72]. The
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idea is that different kinds of concerns are involved in a software system. Focussing one’s
attention upon one concern at a time allows to cope with the complexity of a system.
Hence, the different concerns are considered in ‘isolation’ of each other. By modularising the different concerns, separation of concerns deals with code tangling and scattering [Tar99]. With respect to separating user interface concerns, several approaches
have considered applying the principle of separation of concern such that maintaining,
evolving and reusing user interfaces is improved.
Current Approaches for Separation of Concerns in User Interfaces The bestknow example of applying separation of concerns for user interfaces in current software
engineering practices, is Model-View-Controller (MVC). The general perception of MVC
is that separates the graphical interface (view) from the underlying application (model)
by using an intermediator (controller) to handle the communication between the two.
This controller usually provides a notification mechanism to propagate changes and is
often implemented by using event handlers and value models. For instance this is the
case for user interfaces implemented in .NET, Cocoa, Java and Visualworks Smalltalk.
Tiered architectures also distinguish between an application layer and a presentation
(graphical user interface) layer. The application layer contains the business logic of the
application and is called upon from within the presentation layer. Tiered architectures
focus on an architectural separation. How to connect the various layers is left open for
the developer of the architecture. This connection, although sometimes implemented in a
dedicated layer of its own, is responsible for the communication and interaction between
the presentation and application layer. Hence it will need to provide the necessary
linking mechanisms, similarly to the controller mechanism in MVC.
Model-based user interface development (MB-UIDE) uses a set of different models in
order to specify a user interface [Sch96]. These models consist of declarative specifications and represent all information about user interface characteristics that are required
for the user interface development. Most model-based approaches use a generative approach to create the user interface based on these models. However, as MB-UIDE
regained interest in the light of context-sensitive systems [Mye00], researchers have expressed the need for accessing the several user interface models at runtime [Dem06].
This is achieved by using techniques from model-driven engineering to provide for a
mapping from model to runtime application. It is left open for the programmer to
provide the actual link between application and user interface. Hence the programmer
lacks support in specifying the complex control flows mentioned before.
Although separation of concerns is the driving principle behind aspect-oriented software development, aspect-oriented programming (AOP) has only partly been applied to
user interfaces by implementing certain design patterns with aspects. The most popular
implementation is the observer pattern which can be used to replace part of the manual linking mechanism used for MVC [Han02, Mil04]. In AOP the main functionality of
the system is often implemented in an object-oriented programming language. Concerns
that are cross-cutting this implementation are specified by using aspects, which are later
woven through the main system automatically. When using aspects, one should keep in
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mind the obliviousness property as well as the fragile pointcut problem. At first AOP
stated that the underlying base system should ideally be unaware of the aspects that are
written on top, such that programmers do not have to expend any additional effort to
make the AOP mechanism work. In AOP this is called obliviousness [Fil00]. However,
this means that the aspects themselves specify when and where they are to be invoked.
The pointcut definitions that are used to specify these points of invocation typically rely
heavily on the structure of the base program and are therefore tightly coupled to the
base programs structure [Kel06]. This gives rise to the fragile pointcut problem, which
means that all the pointcuts of each aspect have to be checked and possibly revised
whenever the base program evolves [Kop04]. When using AOP to achieve a separation
of concerns, one should bear in mind the obliviousness and fragility of aspects and opt
for an AOP approach that can deal with this, such as CARMA [Gyb03] and model-based
pointcuts [Kel06].
Finally, declarative approaches and techniques have been applied to specify part of
the user interface concerns. For instance Adobe uses declarative specifications for UI
layout and for handling user events. JGoodies extends Java with declarative layout
specifications. User interface description languages such as UIML, XUL and UsiXML,
use XML-like specifications for the models used in MB-UIDE. Once more these specifications separate part of the user interface concern but lack support to aid the programmer
in linking the underlying application with the user interface.
Limitations of Separation of Concerns in User Interfaces Although all these
approaches provide some way to separate concerns in user interfaces, in practice software developers still need to be knowledgeable about both user interface and application
in order to make both of them work together. The MVC controller for instance provides a notification mechanism, but instantiating the low-level mechanism often requires
tangling and scattering both user interface and application code. Current software engineering solutions for creating user interfaces separate the application core from the
interface, but neglect the different concerns within the user interface, which consists of
the visualisation, the user interface behaviour and the link between user interface and
application which still requires a programmatic intervention.
The link between user interface and application works both ways. Events in a user
interface will trigger behaviour in the underlying application (a.k.a. call-back procedures). Web-based and form-based applications often address this link only. The same
is true for tiered architectures. User interface events call upon the application to execute
a certain action. Sometimes the direct result of this action is used to update the user
interface, but rarely will an action in the application, that was not initiated by the user
interface, have an effect on the user interface. Usually this is not even possible, as the
application has no access to the user interface. However, other applications do require
the user interface to be updated after application actions that were not initiated by
the user interface. For instance this can be because an external application or another
view on the same application triggered an action. At this point, the application needs
to know about the user interface and the link between application and user interface
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Figure 1.3: Context changes influence a) the user interface visualisation b) the link between user
interface and application c) the link between application and user interface

becomes apparent. Note that here another view on the application means more than
just having a different visualisation (graphical) possibility for the same user interface.
The view can imply both a different visualisation and different user interface behaviour.
Hence, two different views on the same application can act independently from one another but nevertheless trigger the same application, which is why the application should
know what views depend on it in order to update them in case the application changed.
This is according to the MVC meaning of using different views on the same application.
In short, both the link between user interface and application (call-backs) as the link
between application and user interface are of importance. Whereas call-back procedures
usually adhere to a separation of concerns, the mechanisms used to introduce the opposite link re-introduce code tangling and scattering.
In the scope of context-sensitive devices, user interfaces typically need to respond
to new context information and adapt accordingly. On the one hand this implies that
application and user interface code becomes even more dependent on each other. Different contexts will require different application behaviour and user interface behaviour to
become available. As illustrated in Figure 1.3 contexts can change the visualisation of a
user interface (Figure 1.3 number a), but can also require the links between application
and user interface to be updated (Figure 1.3 number b and c). Furthermore contexts
will have to be combined. In context-oriented programming [Hir08] for instance, this is
dealt with by plugging layers in and out. Yet context-oriented programming is not directly targeted at user interfaces. In other software engineering practices such behaviour
results in complex control flow structures that are hard to maintain, especially when
new context possibilities are added. On the other hand, user interface changes that are a
result of changing context need to happen dynamically. This includes changing the user
interface visualisation, such as updating component properties (e.g. visibility, colour,
font, text) and their layout. Although several layout mechanisms (e.g. layout managers
in Java) exist, advanced layout changes are hard to express and require the programmer
to deal with complicated code, even for simple changes. User interface changes also include creating new links between the user interface and the underlying application, for
example because clicking a button triggers different application behaviour in different
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contexts. Such a change would for instance require the event listener behind a button to
be updated at runtime. To provide for such dynamism, the programmer should be supported when expressing this behaviour without having to deal with the technicalities of
the underlying implementation mechanisms. Unfortunately current software engineering
practices require the programmer to provide his own infrastructure. In short, in current
solutions dynamic user interface changes are driven by dedicated code that handles the
programmatic reconfiguration of the interface components.
When separating user interface concerns, the application developer and the user
interface developer do not necessarily have to be the same person. This implies that a
user interface designer can create the user interface without needing to know how it is
linked with the underlying application core. The application developer can implement
the application without having to consider what kinds of interfaces will be created and
without needing to know how these interfaces will link with the application. Note that
in both cases however some (possibly different) developer will need to specify how user
interface and application will link together and thus provide a kind of connection between
user interface and application. At this moment, the latter is responsible for providing
the necessary code and structures to link the application with the user interface and to
allow for dynamic user interface changes.

1.2

Towards Advanced Separation of Concerns for
User Interfaces

The goal of the approach we propose in this dissertation is to achieve an improved
separation of concerns for user interfaces. In order to do so, we first need to consider
what concerns to actually separate. Existing approaches focus on separating the user
interface and the application from one another, thereby overlooking the entanglement
that appears in the mechanism that links user interface and application. The user
interface and application are linked because an event in one can trigger an action in the
other, but also because different choices (or contexts) at the application level require
different actions at the user interface level.
Figure 1.4 shows the various user interface elements we envision. The application
core is considered to be developed in complete obliviousness of user interfaces and we do
not consider it to be a user interface concern. However, how an application is triggered
from within the user interface and how the user interface is triggered from within the application, is an important concern. In this dissertation we refer to it as the application
logic concern. It consists of application actions and application events. Application
actions refer to application behaviour that is called from within the user interface. Application events trigger the user interface from within the application. Another concern,
the presentation logic concern, is related to the user interface itself and specifies
the visualisation concern (i.e. what the interface looks like) and the behavioural concern (i.e. how the interface behaves). The latter consists of user interface events and
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User Interface
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Connection Logic

Application Logic

Visualisation Logic
Behavioural Logic

Application

Figure 1.4: The different elements in a software system

user interface actions. User interface events are user operations that will trigger either
user interface or application behaviour. User interface actions refer to user interface
behaviour that changes the user interface. Note that the user interface logic concern is
completely unaware of how to interact with the application. As both application and
user interface events can trigger both application and user interface actions, both the
application logic and the user interface logic concern need to be connected with one
another. This is what we call the connection logic concern. It is responsible for
linking events to actions. On the one hand, a user interface event can call the underlying application core to execute the corresponding application behaviour. On the other
hand the application and user interface events can call upon the user interface logic for
updating its state and visualisation.
Now that we know what concerns to deal with, there are several requirements to be
kept in mind when providing the programmer with the necessary support for applying a
separation of user interface concerns such that the tangling and scattering we introduced
earlier is avoided.
First, applying the principle to the three concerns mentioned above signifies that
each of these concerns is specified in separation from the others. Remember that the
ultimate situation we envision is for a programmer to be able to work on one of the
concerns without having to worry about the others.
Second, the programmers’ understanding of the various concerns is improved by
introducing levels of abstraction. For example when creating an interface, the user
interface designer needs to know what set of widgets are available and what set of
property changes are allowed (e.g. disable, change text, close window). The do not
need to know (and remember) how an actual widget is implemented or how a property
is actually changed.
Third, the different levels of abstraction should be mapped onto one another automatically. Once such a mapping is provided, either the low-level or the high-level
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specifications can be changed without affecting the other. For instance the low-level
(implementation) can be changed from a set of Smalltalk widgets to a set of HTML
widgets without requiring changes to the high-level user interface which was created by
the user interface designer. By automatically applying the new mapping, the interface
for the different platform is created.
Fourth, it is obvious that an application and its interface should cooperate. Therefore they are linked with one another, but the mechanism to achieve this linking breaks
the separation and requires the concerns to be aware of each other. In current software
engineering approaches putting the linking mechanism in place requires the programmer
to entangle the code for the various concerns and to know about the low-level implementation of each of these concerns. Linking user interface and application becomes a
cumbersome task. In order to maintain the separation of concerns from a programmer’s
point of view, the linking mechanism should be put in place automatically and manually
fine-tuning the code afterwards should be excluded.
Finally, some of the current software engineering approaches have acknowledged the
difficulty of creating a ‘good-looking’ user interface layout. As a user interface designer
benefits from high-level specifications, this is also true for specifying layout. Ideally
layout is described with abstract relations which are transformed into an actual layout
automatically. On top of this, layout strategies will allow for abstract layout specifications which can apply for different user interfaces. For instance, layout guidelines
imposed by a company will apply to all the interfaces used in that company, while the
same user interface specifications with different guidelines can be used for a different
company.
In addition, when providing a solution that supports the programmer in separating
user interface concerns, there are several considerations to keep in mind. Firstly, we see
a recurrent tendency towards using declarative style mechanisms to describe user interfaces. For example, Adobe’s Adam&Eve and UIML, have moved towards declarative
specifications for describing what a user interface looks like. We also approve of this
and believe that a declarative medium to describe the various concerns is the way to go.
It allows us to focus on the what instead of the how (or the process of assembling) of
user interface concerns.
Secondly, as the different concerns need to be combined into a working software
system automatically, a mechanism should be provided to do so. Implementing this
mechanism will benefit from having the various concerns expressed in a uniform medium,
or at least transformed into a specification using the same uniform medium. Such a
uniform medium will simplify the assembly process.
In this dissertation we propose DEUCE1 , an instantiation for a solution that takes the
above mentioned requirements and considerations into mind. DEUCE uses a declarative
language to specify the different user interface concerns declaratively and in a uniform
medium. The medium supports specifying the concerns in separation from one another
and at different levels of abstraction. The reasoning mechanism provided by the declara1 DEUCE

stands for “DEclarative User interface Concerns Extrication”.
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tive programming language is used to combine the various concerns with the underlying
application, and hence provide the final running software system. Furthermore it allows
for runtime user interface changes.
Although DEUCE does not use traditional aspect-oriented techniques, it is to be
situated in the realm of Aspect-Oriented Software Development. The various user interface concerns are specified in isolation from the application. Part of the specification
indicates how these concerns are linked with the application and DEUCE provides the
mechanisms to compose the concerns and the application into a final running system.
As such, DEUCE uses a kind of aspects, pointcuts and a weaver in order to modularise
user interface code.

1.3

Contributions

In this dissertation we will address the following conceptual and technical contributions:
• We provide an accurate definition of terminology for the several UI concerns,
namely the presentation, the application and the connection logic concern.
• We propose a conceptual solution for achieving a separation of user interface concerns. This solution is explained by postulating five requirements.
• We provide the proof-of-concept implementation DEUCE as an instantiation of
the conceptual solution. In this solution, we use a declarative language to specify the several concerns. These specifications are combined with the underlying
application into a running software system. To do so, DEUCE uses a declarative
reasoning engine and meta-programming mechanisms such as method-wrappers
and reflection. DEUCE offers support for creating VisualWorks Smalltalk user
interfaces by abstracting away from the low-level implementation technicalities
towards high-level expressions.

1.4

Outline of the Dissertation

This dissertation is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2: Separation of Concerns in User Interfaces
Several approaches towards a separation of concerns in user interfaces exist. We
will address especially the Model-View-Controller (MVC) metaphor as it is still
omnipresent in today’s software engineering practices when it comes to separating
the concerns from an implementation point of view. In this chapter we will discuss
the general aspects of MVC and show how it is applied in several of those software
engineering practices. Furthermore we discuss the use of aspect-oriented programming for separating user interface concerns as this is a well-known modularisation
technique. Also model-based UIs and other declarative approaches are discussed
in this chapter.
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• Chapter 3: A Foundation for Separating User Interface Concerns
In this chapter we will first analyse the existing work for separating user interface
concerns and explain why these solutions are insufficient. Next we will provide a
refined terminology with respect to concerns in user interfaces, which will be used
throughout the rest of this dissertation. The conceptual approach we propose in
this dissertation for achieving an improved separation of user interface concerns
will be discussed together with the requirements such an approach should adhere
to.
• Chapter 4: DEUCE: A Proof-of-concept for Separating User Interface
Concerns
We will instantiate the conceptual approach by proposing a practical implementation in the form of DEUCE. DEUCE uses a declarative language for expressing
user interface concerns. In this chapter we will explain the choice for a declarative approach as well as the language SOUL we have used to provide for this
approach. We will end this chapter by illustrating the functionality of DEUCE
from a developer’s point of view.
• Chapter 5: The Internals of DEUCE
In this chapter we will introduce the mechanisms that are used to implement
DEUCE and provide the necessary functionality of our solution. DEUCE uses
SOUL’s reasoning engine and its symbiosis with VisualWorks Smalltalk (and hence
its reflective capabilities) in order to create user interfaces and their link with the
application. The VisualWorks Smalltalk UI framework is accessed from within
SOUL in order to construct a user interface and to link the UI with DEUCE.
The application is linked with DEUCE through the use of method-wrappers. The
actual link between application and UI (and vice versa) is expressed at the logic
level. We will also discuss the Cassowary constraint solver which is used for
automatically laying out the UI.
• Chapter 6: Validation with MijnGeld
We will validate DEUCE by showing how it supports the creation, reuse and evolution of the MijnGeld application. This personal finance application makes a clear
distinction between core finance functionality and its user interfaces. Through the
use of several scenarios we will show how UI specifications can be reused and how
the several concerns can be evolved in separation of one another.
• Chapter 7: Conclusion and Future Work
We will conclude this thesis with a recapitulation and some future work. We will
discuss some of the technical improvements we see for DEUCE as well as some
future research directions.

Chapter 2

Separation of Concerns in User Interfaces

By modularising the different concerns involved in a software system, these concerns
can be considered in isolation from one another. This allows developers to focus their
attention on one concern at a time and therefore better cope with the complexity of
software systems. This principle of modularising concerns is called ‘separation of concerns’. In general it is acknowledged as an important step to increase the adaptability,
maintainability and reusability of software systems [Par72]. On a practical level it is
known to reduce code tangling and code scattering [Tar99]. Code tangling refers to code
for different concerns being intertwined and typically occurs when code with respect to
multiple other requirements is interleaved within a single module. In addition the developers’ understanding of the system is obfuscated. Evolving one of the concerns requires
developers to have a thorough understanding of what code is related to what concern.
Furthermore they have to make sure that changing the concern does not undesirably
affect the other concerns. Code scattering means that code for a certain concern is
located at different places throughout the software system. This means that a single
requirement affects multiple code modules. Hence, evolving or adding a concern implies
an invasive change to different modules. Scattered and tangled concerns are also known
as cross-cutting concerns.
The principle of separation of concerns has been applied to separate user interfaces
from the underlying application. One of the best known approaches is the Model-ViewController metaphor, which is still applied in today’s popular software development
platforms. In this chapter we discuss the general aspects of this metaphor in Section 2.1
and how it is applied in several of those software development platforms in Section 2.2. In
Section 2.3 we discuss other approaches for separation of concerns in UIs, namely multitiered architectures, model-based UIs, aspect-oriented programming and declarative UI
approaches and techniques.

2.1

Model-View-Controller

The original Model-View-Controller pattern (MVC) was first conceived in 1979 by
Trygve Reenskaug [Ree79b]. It became popular through its implementation in Small15
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Figure 2.1: Model-View-Controller

talk-80, as described by Krasner and Pope [Kra88]. Although MVC has been around
for a long time it still plays an important role for separating concerns in user interfaces
in today’s software development. The MVC pattern has had different interpretations
over the years. The original pattern [Ree79b] evolved, several other patterns like the
observer pattern were distilled [Gam95] from it, and sometimes typical implementations,
such as the Visualworks Smalltalk implementation [Hun97], were mistaken for the actual
pattern.
In this section we first introduce the MVC concepts as they are generally perceived
today. Next we elaborate on two of the techniques used to implement the controller
part of MVC. Finally we cover some other MVC-alike models.

2.1.1

MVC Concepts

Figure 2.1 shows the concepts of the architecture of the MVC metaphor as it is generally
perceived today. As is shown, the main components are model, view and controller.
Model The user of a software system has a certain mental model of the world that is
represented by a computer model in the system. This model represents the application’s
domain-specific knowledge and contains the components of the system that do the actual
work [Kra88]. This is for example, the core application behaviour of a personal finance
system with accounts, customers, transactions, etc.
View Depending on the task being performed by the user the model can be looked
at from different perspectives. Therefore the system should offer different views on the
model. Such a view acts as a (visual) presentation filter on the model by highlighting certain attributes and by suppressing others [Kra88]. For example the view for a
novice user of a system can be limited and leave out behaviour that is available to an
administrator. In the personal finance application for instance, one view shows a listing
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of all transactions for a certain account, while another view shows a pie chart for the
categories used in those transactions. Both views use the same underlying application
data, namely the transactions, but show a different presentation.
Controller Originally the controller was intended to act as an interface between the
model with its associated views on the one hand and the interactive user interface devices
(e.g. keyboard and mouse) on the other hand [Kra88]. In the contemporary interpretation it is thought of as the intermediary between the model and the view [Fow06]. This
makes the view responsible for dealing with devices in- and output. Hence the controller is responsible for propagating state changes and actions in the user interface to
the application, and vice versa. For example in the personal finance application adding
a transaction in the user interface is reflected in the underlying application data. Additionally, changing the underlying application data, for example by loading an external
file with financial transactions which adds these transactions to the underlying data,
will in its turn have an impact on the user interface.
Interactions between Model, View, and Controller The controller component
in MVC uses a notification mechanism to assure that changes in the model are reflected
in the view, and vice versa. As the values of UI components change (e.g. through
user input), this might change data in the model. Additionally, UI actions (e.g. user
events) will trigger certain behaviour of the model, which in its turn might also imply
data changes in the model. When a change in the model is to be reflected in the UI,
it should be reflected in all the model’s views, and not just the view that initiated
the change. The model will thereby notify all its views, which in their turn can query
the model for information and update themselves if necessary. This change-notification
mechanism, a.k.a. observer or publish-subscribe [Gam95], is used to keep model and
view decoupled.

2.1.2

Notification Mechanism

As mentioned above, MVC uses a notification mechanism to link view and model together. Hence this mechanism plays a key role to achieve a separation of concerns in
user interfaces. The notification mechanism is implemented either through an event
handling system, a data binding mechanism, the observer pattern, or a combination
thereof. An event handling system can be used to link both UI state and actions to
the model. A data binding mechanism can be used to link the UI state to the model’s
data. It is used in combination with an event system that links the UI actions to model
behaviour. The observer pattern is typically used to link changes in the model back
to the UI. Section 2.2 illustrates how these implementation mechanisms are put into
practice.
In event handling, events and event handlers are used to make an application respond
to either user or other events. For example, if a user clicks the send button in an email
application, the application makes sure it gets sent. An event is a message sent by
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an object to signal the occurrence of an action which is caused by a user interaction
or triggered by some program logic. The object that triggers the event is called the
event sender. The object that captures the event and responds to it is called the event
receiver. The event handler is the method executing the program logic in response to
the event. Registering the event handler with the event source is referred to as event
wiring [MSDa].
Frameworks implementing MVC typically use a data binding mechanism to establish
a connection between UI components and the application logic. When the data changes
its value, the elements bound to the data automatically reflect changes. Vice versa, if
the representation of the data (i.e. the UI component representing the value) changes,
the underlying data in the application is also automatically updated.
The observer design pattern [Gam95] is used to decouple the model from the view
in such a way that the model does not know about the views explicitly but nevertheless
is able to inform the views of changes. This allows for both the model and the view to
be reused independently but nevertheless to work together. Several views can depend
on one model, without the model knowing about the view but behave as it would know.
When the user changes the model, the views will be notified of this change and respond
accordingly. The key objects in the observer pattern are subject and observer. A subject
(model) may have any number of dependent observers (views). Whenever the subject
undergoes a change in state, all observers are notified. In response, each observer will
query the subject to synchronise its state with the subject’s state.

2.1.3

Other MVC-like Models

Over the years several models similar to MVC have been proposed to achieve a separation of concerns in UIs, such as the Seeheim model, the Arch model and Model-ViewPresenter. The different components in these models are illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Seeheim
The Seeheim Model (Figure 2.2a) can be seen as the basic model [Eve99] for UI management systems, upon which MVC is also based. It divides user interfaces into three
components: presentation, dialogue controller and application interface. The application
is the functional core of the system and models the domain-specific concepts [Cou93].
The application interface handles the communication between the user interface and
the back-end application. Hence, it represents the system from the viewpoint of the
user interface application and contains all data structures and functions that belong to
the underlying application that should be available to the user interface application.
Furthermore it analyses the data before they are sent from the user interface to the
non-user interface application [Car93].
The presentation component is responsible for the external representation of the user
interface. It provides a mapping between this representation and the internal, abstract
representation of input and output [Eve99]. It controls the end user interactions [Kaz93].
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Figure 2.2: User interface models: a) Seeheim b) Arch c) Model-View-Presenter

The dialogue controller defines the structure of the user-computer dialogue. It is
responsible for maintaining a correspondence between the application domain and the
presentation domain. In the original Seeheim model, the dialogue controller contained
the state of the user interface application [Eve99]. Other interpretations refer to it as
a mediator between the states of the presentation and the application interface component [Car93, Kaz93]. The bridge between the presentation and application interface
bypasses the dialogue controller for the flow of large amounts of data [Eve99, Kaz93].
The model, view and controller components in MVC as it is perceived today map
onto the three components in Seeheim. In this perception the controller maps onto the
dialogue controller and is used as a mediator between the view (presentation) and the
model (application interface).
Arch
The Arch model (Figure 2.2b) is a refinement of the Seeheim model [She92]. It provides a model of the runtime architecture of an interactive system. Both the domain
functionality and the user interface toolkit are taken into account as both are perceived
as constraints on the development of a user interface [Bas92]. The domain specific and
the interaction toolkit components form the basis of the architecture. Other essential
functionality is provided by the dialogue, presentation and domain adaptor components.
The domain specific component corresponds to the application in the Seeheim
model [Cou93] and it provides the functional core of the system such as data manipulation and other domain oriented functions [Kaz93]. The domain adaptor component
corresponds to Seeheim’s application interface and acts as a mediatior between the domain specific and dialogue component. It implements domain-related tasks that are
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required for human operation of the system but that are not available in the domain
specific component [Bas92]. The combination of the domain specific component and the
domain adaptor component maps onto the model in the MVC metaphor.
The presentation component in Seeheim, and thus the view component in MVC,
corresponds to the interface toolkit together with the presentation component in
Arch [Cou93]. The interface toolkit component implements the physical interaction
with the end-user. The presentation component acts as a mediation component between the interface toolkit and the dialogue component and provides a set of toolkit
independent objects that can be used by the dialogue component. Also decisions about
representation are made here [Bas92].
The dialogue component, in analogy with the dialogue in Seeheim [Cou93], is responsible for task-level sequencing, providing multiple view consistency and for mapping
domainspecific formalisms with user interface specific formalisms [Bas92]. Just like the
controller in MVC it mediates between the domain and the presentation components.
Model-View-Presenter
Model View Presenter (Figure 2.2c) is a generalisation of the MVC metaphor and was
conceived at Taligent in the 1990s [Pot96]. Dolphin Smalltalk further popularised the
idea and used MVP to overcome some of their problems with MVC as it is implemented
in VisualWorks Smalltalk [Bow00]. Note that in this implementation the controller was
originally used to deal with user input and output rather than as a mediator between
model and view. The MVP generalisation approaches the current perception of MVC.
In MVP the model and view have the same meaning as in MVC. So the model is
the data the user interface will operate on and the view displays the content of the
model. MVP [Pot96] adds abstractions for specifying subsets in the model’s data and
abstractions for representing the operations that can be performed on this data. The
controller has been replaced by interactors. Interactors capture events on the user
interface. The presenter interprets these events and provides the business logic to map
them onto the appropriate commands for manipulating the model [Pot96, Fow06]. The
degree to which the presenter controls the widgets in the view varies [Fow06]. In [Pot96]
the presenter does not get a say in how the view logic is handled and all this logic
stays within the view. In [Bow00] however, the presenter handles the view logic in
more complex cases. This way the behavioural complexity gets extracted from the basic
widget which makes it easier to understand. However, a major drawback is that the
presenter component is closely coupled with the screen, therefore annihilating the reason
for decoupling in the first place.
Morphic and PAC
Morphic and PAC are two models often mentioned alongside with MVC, but they do
not provide a separation of user interface concerns as such.
Several Smalltalk environments exist and while some of these, like Visualworks and
Dolphin, implement MVC or a variation thereof, others provide a different approach.
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Squeak for instance uses morphic as a direct-manipulation user interface construction
kit. However, the graphical objects in morphic (called morphs) combine the view and
controller aspect (as used in MVC) into one object, and often also include the model
aspect. Therefore these three concerns are combined, and strongly entangled, for each
of these entities.
The same is true for the Presentation-Abstraction-Control (PAC) model. Its abstractions are similar to MVC, but in this model each UI component is represented
by a PAC agent. Therefore each UI component contains all three facets, analogous to
morphic. In PAC-Amodeus, PAC is integrated with the Arch model by applying its
principles to the dialogue component [Cou97, Kaz93]. Here the abstraction facets define
the internal state of the interaction, the presentation facets define the external state of
the interaction, and the control facets define the mapping functions between internal
and external state [Nig91].

2.1.4

MVC for Separating Concerns in User Interfaces

The main drive behind the model-view-controller metaphor is to separate the user interface from the application such that it is possible to provide multiple views for the same
application. This implies that the application might change through other channels than
the one provided from a certain view. Therefore it is the application that has the responsibility of notifying its views upon a change. Although such notifications are supported
by a notification mechanism, in practice the developers remain responsible for triggering
this notification mechanism. For example, upon updating a data field in the application,
the notification mechanism has to be notified that some change happened such that it
can propagate this notification to the dependent views. As a result, developers are still
confronted with the low-level implementation of the notification mechanism. Taken into
account that the notify message is part of the UI concerns (it is only relevant within the
context of having UIs), these UI concerns are still tangled and scattered throughout the
application code.
In addition, MVC separates the view from the application but neglects the code
tangling in the view itself. For example, updating the user interface in different ways
for different contexts, introduces complex control flows which will result in adhoc mechanisms being implemented by the developers themselves in order to deal with this
complexity. Furthermore context changes usually require dynamic UI changes which
are taken care of programmatically and for which MVC in general also does not support
developers.

2.2

The MVC Metaphor Put into Practice

The Model-View-Controller metaphor is widespread in today’s software development
platforms. The differences between the several platforms mainly lie in how they implement the controller’s notification mechanism. In what follows we will give the example
of .NET, Cocoa, Java and Visualworks Smalltalk.
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Figure 2.3: The temperature converter user interface

Note that many of the popular software development platforms are supported in
an industrial context rather than an academic context. A lot of documentation is
available through websites and tutorials and a large number of practical examples is
freely available on-line. Throughout this section we will use the temperature converter
UI depicted in Figure 2.3.

2.2.1

User Interfaces in .NET

.NET is a popular development environment for creating applications for the Windows
platform. It is a framework for developing Microsoft applications which support several
programming languages, including C# and Visual Basic .NET [Dot]. What language
is used makes little difference as they are merely considered to be a different syntax to
the same .NET common class library.
A programmer can develop two kinds of applications with .NET, namely window or
web applications. User interfaces for the first use winForms, whereas .ASP pages are
used for the second kind of applications. Both use event driven programming for linking
the UI with the application [Dot]. The events are used to trigger actions upon UI events
as well as for informing the application of state changes in the UI.
Event Handling
Forms can be created by using the Windows Forms Designer in .NET Visual Studio. This
tool will generate event handler stubs automatically for default events. The actual event
handling code is to be implemented by the developers [Dev]. This event handling code
will be responsible for updating the UI (programmatically) when dynamic UI changes
are required, for instance because of a context change. After implementing this event
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handling code one is limited to using the tool to update the UI, as re-generating will
result in a loss of the manually added implementation.
In user interfaces, event senders are often user interface controls such as buttons,
windows, etc. These event senders are responsible for triggering an event. Events are
dealt with by event handlers. Hence, these contain the code to execute upon receiving
the event. In order for event senders to know what handlers should be triggered, an
event handler registers itself with the event. The event sender will notify all registered
handlers upon events without knowing about any of their specifics [MSDa].
The following code example shows how events are used in Visual Basic .NET. The
sender class MyButton contains an event declaration for the MyClick event (lines 1–2)
and the onMyClick method that raises the event (lines 3–4). The receiver class indicates
that it understands events thrown by MyButton through the use of the withEvents
keyword (line 8). It also provides an event handler to deal with the MyClick event
(lines 17–20), designated by the use of the Handles keyword (line 18). Alternatively,
we can use the standard Click event provided by the .NET Button class (lines 11–16).
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

Public Class MyButton
Public Event MyClick(ByVal s As Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs)
Protected Overridable Sub onMyClick(ByVal e As System.EventArgs)
RaiseEvent MyClick(Me, e)
End Sub
End Class
Public
Friend
Friend
Friend

Class TemperatureConverterActions
WithEvents okButton As MyButton
WithEvents cancelButton As System.Windows.Forms.Button
WithEvents resetButton As System.Windows.Forms.Button

Private Sub Reset(ByVal s As System.Object,ByVal e As System.EventArgs)_
Handles cancelButton.Click, resetButton.Click
CelciusTextBox.Text = ""
FahrenheitTextBox.Text = ""
KelvinTextBox.Text = ""
End Sub
Private Sub Convert1(ByVal s As System.Object,_
ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles okButton.MyClick
convertTemperatureCelciusToFahrenheit()
End Sub
Private Sub Convert2(ByVal s As System.Object,_
ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles okButton.MyClick
convertTemperatureCelciusToKelvin()
End Sub
End Class
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The withEvents and Handles keywords are the two parts that wire up a specific event
handling procedure with the object launching the event. In addition to using these
keywords, .NET provides a way to add and remove handlers with the AddHandler and
RemoveHandler statements. These can be used at runtime to dynamically connect an
object’s events to event procedures. Hence developers can provide the necessary code to
make these event handlers available at different times or different contexts [Bre03, Dev].
The event handling system in Visual Basic .NET allows for handling multiple events
by a single event handler as well as for handling a single event by multiple handlers [Dev].
For instance in the example above the event handler Reset handles both the click event
sent by resetButton and cancelButton (line 12). Having multiple events handled
by a single event handler allows the code for one functionality to be concentrated at
one place, even if it is to be triggered by multiple events. Making adaptations to this
functionality means these have to be done at this location only. On the other hand the
developers need to provide testing code if they want to determine what event triggered
the handler.
The event okButton.Click is handled by both the event handlers Convert1 (line 18)
and Convert2 (line 22). Hence, upon clicking the okButton both these handlers will be
executed. However, the order in which the events are handled is not defined. Writing
multiple handlers for one event allows us to add context checks such that event handlers
depend on the context and are available at different times or in different scopes. With
this added flexibility comes added complexity as code related to one event gets scattered.
When changing or deleting the event, the developers need to scan all the code to find
the necessary places for adaptation.
User Interface Process Application Block
In addition to the event handling system discussed above, the User Interface Process
(UIP) Application Block is a Microsoft pattern that was introduced in .NET to simplify
the development of user interface processes. It is designed to abstract the control flow
(navigation) and state management out of the user interface layer into a user interface
process layer. To do so it uses the principles of MVC, but note that the UIP Application
Block does not separate application model and interface, but the user interface process
from the graphical view. Its model is used to store user information and control information within the user interface process. Its controller is responsible for the starting
of, navigating within, and ending of a user interface process [MSDb, MSDc]. Its view is
still the visual interface.

2.2.2

User Interfaces with Cocoa

Cocoa is an object-oriented application environment designed for developing Mac OS X
native applications and is gradually becoming the norm for Mac OS X [App06]. The
preferred applications to use for developing Cocoa software are Xcode and Interface
Builder. The latter is a graphical tool for creating user interfaces. Through its palettes,
user interface objects can be dragged onto the appropriate surfaces (e.g. a window).
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Its inspector can be used to set the initial attributes and sizes of these objects as well
as to establish connections between objects [App06]. Cocoa offers several mechanisms
to make objects communicate with each other, and hence also to connect UI objects
with application objects. One mechanism uses outlet and target-action connections.
Outlet connections link UI data with the application, whereas target-action connections
link UI actions with application actions. Targets and actions are usually set through the
Interface Builder, although they can also be changed programmatically. Both a delegate
mechanism and notification mechanism are provided to propagate changes [App06] when
using outlet and target-action connections.
More recently the Cocoa bindings mechanism was introduced to replace the above
(traditional) Cocoa mechanisms. Bindings provide a collection of technologies to fully
implement a model-view-controller paradigm and reduce the glue code and code dependencies between models, views and controllers [App07]. As this implies a better
separation of concerns for user interfaces, we will only discuss the bindings mechanism
in more detail.
Data Binding: Cocoa Bindings
Bindings synchronise the display and storage of data in an application. It is an adaptation of the model-view-controller pattern that automatically puts observer behaviour in
place. Bindings establish a mediated connection between the attribute of a view object
that displays a value and a model object property that stores that value. Changes in
one side of the connection are automatically reflected in the other [App06, App07].
Aside from adding view and model objects, the developers also provide controller
objects to act as an intermediary. This controller object uses some fundamental parts
of Cocoa, namely key-value binding, key-value coding and key-value observing. These
allow objects in an application to observe changes in the properties (either attributes
or relationships) of other objects. However, it is important that properties of objects
are compliant with the requirements for key-value coding. This means certain naming
conventions and return type conventions are to be followed when specifying instance
variables, accessor methods and validation methods. The Interface Builder can be used
to apply bindings between objects and set up this key-value mechanism. It is also
possible to introduce or change bindings manually.
Key-value binding establishes the bindings between objects and also removes and advertises those bindings. Figure 2.4 shows an example where the Interface Builder is used
to insert a binding between the celciusTemperatureField and ConverterController.
This binding corresponds to the following piece of code:
1
2

[celciusTemperatureField bind: @"value" toObject: ConverterController
withKeyPath:@"selection.celciusTemperature" options:nil];

With this binding the value of the celciusTemperatureField is bound to the
celciusTemperature of the object to which the ConverterController is pointing at,
namely its selection. The ConverterController acts as a go-between between the
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Figure 2.4: Bindings in Cocoa interface builder

temperature inputfield of the UI and the actual temperature converter application. This
binding code provides the connection between application and UI. As it can be expressed
programmatically as well, these statements can be used to provide context dependent
control flows that decide what binding to apply or to change. Nevertheless, these control flow statements have to be implemented by the developers and entangle application
knowledge with UI knowledge.
Key-value coding makes it possible to get and set the values of an object’s properties
through keys without having to invoke that object’s accessor methods directly. For
example, accessing the value of the celciusTemperature property, is achieved by:
1

[Converter valueForKey:@"celciusTemperature"]

Key-value observing allows objects to register themselves as observers of other objects. The observed object directly notifies its observers when there are changes to one
of its properties [App06]. Note that these properties once more have to be key-value
observing compliant and hence should follow certain naming conventions. Also certain
required methods should be implemented in the observing and observed class.
With Cocoa Bindings, the key-value coding and observing mechanism is installed
automatically when certain conventions are followed. Using the Interface Builder the
programmer can visually specify all bindings present in the user interface. However, as it
is advised to use controller objects as mediators, these have to implement the necessary
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Figure 2.5: Event-based system in Java

UI behaviour. Also making decisions depending on context is to be implemented in the
controller. Hence the controller object provides for the connection between application
and UI and now contains the tangled code.

2.2.3

User Interfaces with the Java Application Builder

Several application builders exist for building applications and user interfaces in Java,
such as Window Builder for Eclipse [Insc] and Matisse (a.k.a. Swing Builder) for NetBeans [Gul]. Although these application builders vary in detail, they all offer a similar
approach for creating user interface applications.
While the behaviour of the application is implemented directly in Java, user interfaces can be created visually by means of tools. These tools offer a set of widgets that
can be used in the interface, as well as the possibility to create custom widgets. These
include text-fields, labels and buttons as well as layout managers.
Swing MVC
With Swing a modified MVC Structure was introduced into Java. Swing components
have a separable model-and-view design where the model represents data of the application, and the view and controller as known in MVC are collapsed into a single UI
object [Fow]. Both the event model and the data bindings mechanism described below,
are used to update the view component if the model component has changed and vice
versa.
Event Handling
The user interface is linked to the underlying application through Java’s event handlers
in both the Window Builder as in the Swing Builder. This mechanism is depicted in
Figure 2.5. UI components generate events, such as action, mouse pressed, focus gained,
component moved. Interested objects can register as a Listener for certain events with
the component. When such an event occurs, the interested object will be notified. It has
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to implement an event handler which is the corresponding listener method that contains
the code to handle the event [Zuk97, Gul, Insb]. For example in the code snippet below,
the TemperatureDialog is a Listener (line 1) that registers itself with the okButton for
action events (line 5). Upon such an event, the TemperatureDialog will be notified and
the actionPerformed method (line 7–10) will be executed.

1

public class TemperatureDialog extends JDialog implements ActionListener{

2

5

private JButton okButton;
private void initComponents() {
okButton = new JButton("Ok");
okButton.addActionListener(this); }

6

private void close() { ... }

7

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) {
if (e.getSource() == okButton) {
returnStatus = true;
close(); }}}

3
4

8
9
10

The event handling code provides the link between UI and application. If events have
an effect on the application, it is the handler code that has to make sure the necessary
behaviour is called. Also the UI changes that would result from an event being thrown,
are to be implemented here. Note that this means that the event handler will still
contain tangled code.
In Application builders, often event handler stubs are generated by tools which assign
event handlers to components. The programmer is left with providing the necessary
handling code, namely the actual business logic that should be triggered by the event.
Furthermore these tools should be used with care, as the manually provided event
handling code is lost upon re-generating the stubs, for instance when changing the UI
later on.

Data Binding
On top of the event-based system Window Builder provides data bindings (a.k.a. value
models) to link object properties with UI component values [Insa]. In essence this
data binding mechanism uses the observer design pattern to inform components about
changes in the object and vice versa. The Window Builder automatically generates the
necessary code to install this observer behaviour. In this generated code, values used in
the UI have a one-to-one relationship with object properties. If there is no one-to-one
mapping and additional calculations are required for a property, it is the responsibility
of the getter and setter methods of the property to take care of this.
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User Interfaces with the Smalltalk Application Builder

The Visualworks Smalltalk environment was among the first to implement the modelview-controller pattern and still uses it today to separate the user interface from applications [Kra88]. Creating the connection between interface and application is accomplished by using an intermediate object (called application model) and value models.
The application model intermediate handles communication between the user interface and the domain model. Instead of accessing the domain model directly, UI components use the application model as their model. Whereas the domain model provides
the system functionality, the application model provides the user interface processing
capabilities [Hun97]. It thus contains the state of the user interface as well as part of the
user interface behaviour [Fow06]. The application model can be considered as a specific
interpretation of the domain model for a certain user interface. Linking the application
model with the domain model such that the one reflects changes in the other, happens
through the observer mechanism with the application model being an observer of the
domain model.
Data Binding: Value Models
The change propagation mechanism between the application model and the UI components is handled by value models [Woo95] (see Figure 2.6). These automatically provide
the update-change mechanism of the observer design pattern [Gam95].
The value models act as mediators to buffer the application model from the actual
object it maintains. It wraps the object to be monitored and enforces a dependency on
any changes of this value caused by the application [Tom00]. The application model no
longer makes a direct reference to the actual object but instead refers to the value model.
Accessing and updating the value of the object happens through the value model and
when the actual object changes, it is the responsibility of the value model to inform its
associated views that its value has changed and the view should display this new value.
If the controller receives input which directly changes the value of the value model, the
controller merely informs the value model that its value should change. This means
the application model no longer needs to send change messages to its dependents and
therefore no longer is concerned with any aspect of the view and controller at all [Hun97].
Visualworks Smalltalk provides simple value models, called Value Holders, to
wrap application model objects.
For example in the following the method
getCelciusTemperature creates a valueHolder on a String object (line 3).
1
2
3
4

getCelciusTemperature
^celciusTemperature isNil
ifTrue: [celciusTemperature := String new asValue]
ifFalse: [celciusTemperature]

For wrapping domain model objects, aspect adaptors are provided. The latter are
value models that allow to specify what instance variable of an object is to be monitored.
Upon changing this variable, the dependents of the adaptor are notified of the change.
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Figure 2.6: Value models in Visualworks Smalltalk

However, it is also common for a domain model to change its data independently of the
application model, in which case the aspect adaptor is not notified of the change. If
the application model depends upon these domain values however, it should be notified
nonetheless. In this case the programmer is responsible for having added the right ‘self
changed:#argument’ message to the domain model methods[Vis02, Sha97]. These messages will be scattered throughout the domain model, i.e. the application. Consider the
following example:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

Method in TemperatureConverterApplicationModel class
celciusTemperature
| adaptor |
adaptor := AspectAdaptor subject: self temperatureConverter.
adaptor accessWith: #celcius assignWith: #celcius:.
adaptor subjectSendsUpdates: true.
^adaptor
Method in TemperatureConverter class
celcius: newValue
celcius := newValue.
self changed: #celcius

The user interface TemperatureConverterApplicationModel has an aspectAdaptor
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on the temperatureConverter application object (line 4), more specifically on its
celcius variable (line 5). As the TemperatureConverter object needs to send updates upon programmatic changes, both the adaptor has to be informed (line 6) and
the TemperatureConverter needs to notify its dependents by sending a self changed
message (line 11).
Event Handling
Smalltalk events provide an additional approach to define dependencies between application and domain models such that both are kept coordinated. Events configure
interactions between the UI and the application and domain models, and responses
can be evoked on specified occasions. For example, using the standard dependency
mechanism of Visualworks Smalltalk, an ActionButton widget sends its action message
when the button is clicked, but using events the widget can evoke a response when it
is clicked, pressed, tabbed into or out of, getting or losing focus, or when its label is
changing [Vis02].
Methods to be called upon an event, are implemented in the application model
(i.e. the intermediary between UI and application). Hence the actual link between UI
and application is moved into this class. Note that this does not solve the tangling of
application and UI code, but merely moved the problem of tangling to the application
model class. For instance, the code that deals with context changes as well as the code
that is responsible for dynamic UI changes is dealt with by the models in the application
model class and remains tangled.

2.3

Other Approaches for Separating Concerns in User
Interfaces

Although MVC is a widespread approach towards separation of concerns in user interfaces, other approaches have contributed in the field as well. Multi-tiered architectures
have tackled a separation at the level of the architecture and model-based UIs at the
modelling level.
Aspect-oriented programming does not consider the UI as a separate concern yet,
but it is nevertheless an important technology when dealing with cross-cutting concerns.
Another important part of the related work with respect to user interfaces, uses a
declarative approach to tackle (part of) the UI specification.

2.3.1

Multi-tier Architectures

Multi-tiered architectures are often applied in software systems where communication
with the user is important. They rely on the principle of modularity for achieving
flexibility and scalability. Each tier, or module, is a functionally separated hardware
and/or software component that performs a specific function [SUN00]. This modularity
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assures that each tier can be managed or scaled independently and therefore increases
flexibility. As an example consider the modules in a 3-tier architecture which are [Mei00]
• user-services tier: front-end client that provides for communication with the user
through some graphical user interface.
• business-services tier: business logic and interfacing between the user-services and
data-services tier.
• data-services tier: back-end database server to store the business data.
Although multi-tier systems provide a separation of concerns with respect to user
interfaces, they address this problem at a different level than MVC. MVC provides a
pattern to separate the GUI from the application at the implementation level. Multitier applications provide an architecture to separate the GUI from the application at a
conceptual level. It focusses on how to separate the user’s view from the system’s data by
providing a middle-tier to act as a mediator between the two. This middle-tier contains
the business logic and is responsible for handling the communication between the user
and the data tier. The communication towards user or towards database is handled
by middleware that allows for different communication patterns (e.g. synchronous,
asynchronous communication, transaction management, ...). How the programmer deals
with separating UI logic and system logic at the middle-tier level is up to him, for instance
by using an object system. In multi-tier architectures the UI level is not supposed to
know about the data level and the other way around. Note however that this shifts
responsibility towards the middle-tier.

2.3.2

Model-Based User Interfaces

Model-based user interface development (MB-UID) is a paradigm for constructing interfaces [Suk94, Sze95] where rich user interface representations provide assistance in
the user interface development process [Sze96]. The key idea is to represent all information about UI characteristics that are required for the UI development, explicitly in
declarative models. Hence, by representing the different parts of UI by different models,
MB-UID provides some form of separation of concerns for UIs. The runtime system
executes these models in order to generate the working UI [Sch97]. At first MB-UID did
not find wide acceptance, but as device independence emerged with context-sensitive
and ambient intelligent environments, it revived [Mye00].
Types of Interface Models
Model-based UI development environments (MB-UIDE) provide an environment to construct and relate declarative models as part of the UI design process. Several declarative
models have been distinguished [Sch96, Pin00a] and as MB-UIDE became popular within
the context of context-sensitive systems some of these models were revised. The following models are used by several MB-UIDE approaches [Sch96, Pin00a, VdB04, VdB05,
Lu07]. Note that not all models are necessarily supported by a particular approach.
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Application Model Some MB-UIDEs include an application model which is very
similar to a domain model [VdB04] as defined in contemporary software engineering
methods. This model describes the properties of the application that are relevant to the
UI [Pin00a]. In certain approaches the application model is actually a standard domain
model with a basic extension to capture user interface specific information [Sch96].
Task-Dialogue model The Task-dialogue model, also known as the activity or the
interaction model, combines the task and the dialogue model [VdB05]. The task model
describes the tasks end users plan to carry out with the developed interactive system.
It shows a hierarchical view on the activities that need to be accomplished using the
modelled interface. The task model is sometimes combined with an interaction model
which is used to model the possible interactions between user and interface [Sam04].
The dialogue model concentrates on how these activities are organised in the user interface and on what tasks are available at what time. It describes the human-computer
conversation which consists of invoking commands and specifying inputs by the end-user
and querying and presenting information to the end-user [Pin00a, VdB04].
Presentation Model The presentation model describes what the UI looks like for the
end-user, such as the components on the display, their layout characteristics, and the
dependencies amongst them [Sch96]. Some MB-UIDEs split the presentation model into
an abstract an concrete model. The abstract presentation model provides a conceptual
description of the structure and behaviour of the visual parts of the user interface. Here
the UI is described in terms of abstract objects. In the concrete presentation model
they are described in terms of widgets and this model describes in details the visual
parts of the UI [Pin00a]. The concrete presentation model will be used to describe the
user interface for a specific set of contexts or platforms. Remark that the dynamic part,
which shows application-dependent data and typically changes during runtime, needs to
be programmed using a general purpose programming language and a low-level graphical
library [Sch96].
User Model The user model models describes the characteristics of the end users of
the system being developed. This can be individual users or groups of users. These
models allow to create individual (personalised) user interfaces adapted to the individuals needs [Sch96]. The user model captures capabilities and limitations of the user
population, for instance the kind of interaction techniques that are available for visually
handicapped people differs from the the techniques for other.
Context Model As context-sensitive systems became more prominent, also the context model became an important part of MB-UIDE. Although the user model can also
be considered to be part of this model [Sot05], context is also influenced by environment and platform. The context model contains the concepts that directly or indirectly
influence the interaction of the user with the application. Also the relation between the
concepts is important as well as how information is gathered [VdB05].
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Generating the Runtime Application
Most MB-UIDEs are used in combination with existing software environments to generate executable programs from declarative models [Pin00b, Cle06]. The declarative UI
models are transformed into generated source code by using techniques similar to modeldriven engineering techniques [PM07]. As such, model-based UIs and model-driven engineering are merging. This implies that the developers also provide the transformations
to map high-level models onto lower-level models onto application code [Bot06, Sta08].
With the rise of context-sensitive systems, the need has become apparent to be able
to access the declarative models (or the information contained within these models)
at runtime. Context-sensitive user interfaces adapt to the context and need to reflect
(dynamic) changes in context into the user interface when appropriate [Sot05, VdB05,
Loh06]. Also for ‘plastic’ user interfaces [Sot05] where a UI has to withstand variations of context (user, platform, environment), models should live at runtime such that
all abstraction levels and traceability links are available during execution in order to
compute adaptation [Dem06, Sot08]. This ‘second’ generation of MB-UIDE also uses
a model-driven engineering approach to map model transformations onto the runtime
application dynamically.

2.3.3

Aspect-Oriented Programming Techniques

Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) achieves a separation of concerns by modularising
crosscutting concerns into aspects. Each concern is expressed by its own aspect or set
of aspects. An aspect weaver will instrument the base program with the crosscutting
concerns in order to obtain the final application. To our knowledge, AOP has not yet
been considered in the context of the UI as a concern, although AOP has been applied
to part of the UI by implementing certain design patterns with aspects.
In [Paw05] AOP is applied for J2EE applications. Such an application follows a
tiered architecture and uses a business tier to form the interface between the client tier
and the enterprise (data) resources. Several best practices and patterns in J2EE are
applied for both the business and the client tier, such as the service locator pattern,
the session facade, the business object pattern, etc. Most of these patterns can be
implemented using AOP and by doing so eliminate the crosscutting code that is otherwise required to achieve the pattern’s implementation. The application’s Java Swing
user interface is implemented in the client tier and its web representation in the presentation tier. Aspects are applied to introduce communication, input verification and
localisation patterns. Although these aspects tackle UI related issues, they focus on
low-level implementation issues and do not consider a full separation of the UI concerns
from the underlying application. The code responsible for linking the interface with the
application remains tangled. Adapting for highly dynamic context-sensitive systems for
instance would still require ad-hoc mechanisms to be implemented.
Several design patterns [Gam95] benefit from an aspect-oriented implementation [Han02, Mil04]. As discussed above, the controller component in MVC uses a
notification mechanism to link the model to the views. Using AOP to implement the
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observer design pattern localises the dependencies between the different participants in
the pattern code (i.e. the aspect). As such, a dependent becomes oblivious to its role in
the mechanism and can be reused in different contexts without modifications or redundant code. This ‘automatic’ installation of the pattern solves the developers’ problem
with manually maintaining the pattern code, such as adding the necessary notify-change
messages. The aspect version of the observer pattern makes models truly oblivious to
their views.
Nevertheless current implementations of the observer pattern suffer from the fragile
pointcut problem, which means that changing or evolving the base program requires the
observer aspects to be revised. Additionally, using the observer pattern does not bring
salvation for handling the complex control flow structures that deal with dynamically
adaptable user interfaces.
Aspects have been used to gather information about the UI and application dynamics, such that this information can be used in a graphical editor to give the programmer
a dynamic view on where widget properties are adapted [Li08]. With this approach, the
UI code remains in the same location, entangled with the application, but the editor
makes it easier for the programmer to focus on it. Although this approach does not
create a separation of user interface concerns, it does consider the user interface to be
an important and cross-cutting concern.

2.3.4

Declarative Approaches and Techniques

Quite some approaches have implemented part of the user interface by using a declarative
approach. For instance Adobe uses declarative declarations for laying out the view
and for the data bindings between UI components and their value. JGoodies Forms
provide declarations for UI layout. Other approaches split the user interface into several
components in analogy with MVC and model-based UIs and use a descriptive language
to describe these components. XUL and UIML are both XML compliant languages that
provide such declarative descriptions. Other variations on these approaches do exist,
but in what follows we will discuss the above mentioned examples.
Adobe Adam and Eve
The Adobe Source Libraries (ASL) are a set of commercial libraries developed by Adobe
to construct applications [Par07]. The two significant libraries in ASL are the property
model library (Adam) and the layout library (Eve). They aid in modelling the user
interface appearance and behaviour.
Adobe applications typically use a traditional model-view-controller pattern. The
model represents the document being edited. The view is the display of the document
in a window. The controller is a collection of commands that can be used to modify
the document. Adam and Eve are used for specifying the view and controller part. A
property model in Adam contains the logic to handle events, validate input, setting up
and tearing down components. Hence, Adam provides the controller part of interface
components. Eve is used to construct the user interface where components are laid out
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Figure 2.7: A user interface created with Adobe source libraries

on the screen and linked to certain actions. Therefore, Eve provides the view. The
resulting user interface component combining both, is independent from the model and
allows the designer greater flexibility in changing the layout and the choice of interface
elements without impacting the underlying model [Par07]. Both Adam and Eve use
declarative descriptions. Each has a dedicated parser to transform the descriptions into
workable code to interact with the application (model) code.
The interface in Figure 2.7, adopted from [Par07], gives a feeling of Adam and Eve’s
declarative nature.
An Adam declaration consists of a ‘sheet’ (i.e. structure) containing several ‘cells’.
It is used to define the interface’s data bindings as follows:
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10

sheet temperature_converter {
interface:
fahrenheit
: 0;
celsius
: 0;
logic:
relate {
fahrenheit <== scale(x: celsius, m: 9/5, b: 32);
celsius
<== scale(x: fahrenheit, m: 5/9, b: -32*5/9);}
output:
result <==

{t1: celsius, t2: fahrenheit};}

The interface has two data elements, namely fahrenheit and celsius (lines 2–4).
These are related with one another through the relate statement (line 6), such that
changing one affects the other by applying the temperature conversion. The output
of the interface, which is transmitted to the underlying model upon clicking the ok
button, is specified on line 9. That this output should be transmitted upon clicking the
ok button is specified with Eve, together with other view aspects. The declarations for
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the example are:

1
2

3

4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

layout temperature_converter {
view dialog(name: "Temperature Converter")
{ row(child_horizontal: align_fill)
{ column(child_horizontal: align_fill)
{ static_text(name: "The temperature to convert:",characters:10);
edit_number(name: "Celsius:", bind: @celsius);
edit_number(name: "Fahrenheit:", bind: @fahrenheit);
edit_number(name: "Kelvin", bind: @celsius, scale:[1, 273.15]);}
column(child_horizontal: align_fill)
{ button(name: "OK", action: @ok, default: true, bind: @result);
button( name: "Cancel", action: @cancel);}}}}

Buttons and components are positioned in rows and columns on lines 3, 4 and 9. The
ok button as specified on line 10 has a name and a default value. Its action specifies
what happens if the button is clicked, namely the ok event is triggered. These events
are predefined in Eve. The bind argument links the button and its action to the value
of one of the interface elements (as defined in Adam). In this example, clicking the
button is bound to the value of result, which was specified in Adam as being both
the celsius and fahrenheit temperature. edit number is a predefined ‘widget’ that
consists of a label and an input field for numeric values. The widget on line 6 uses Celsius
as a label and will bind the value of the inputfield to the @celsius variable (used in
Adam’s interface declaration). The widget on line 8 binds the value of the input field
of the Kelvin temperature to the value of the celsius variable after it has been filtered
through the scale filter, i.e. converted from Celsius to Kelvin. This filter works both
ways. If for instance the Kelvin input field is changed, the filter will adapt the value
of the celsius variable as well. Note that this implies that the logic for converting the
temperature can be written at two different places, namely either as part of Eve or Adam.
This ambiguity can complicate the developers’ comprehension of the UI and application
interactions.
As these examples show, Eve is used to specify the layout of a user interface and the
bindings between the user interface components and values of the property model. Adam
specifies the property model by means of parameters (which can be transferred to the
application). These parameter fields can depend upon each other. These dependencies
are specified with Adam declaratively. As values change, dependencies are updated.
Note that in essence Adam and Eve provide a data binding mechanism to fulfill the
controller part of the MVC model as was discussed in Section 2.1.
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JGoodies Forms
The JGoodies Swing Suite provides components and solutions that complement Swing
to solve common user interface tasks [jgo]. One of the libraries, called JGoodies Forms,
deals with the layout of the user interface and uses declarative specifications to do so.
JGoodies focusses on form-oriented panels but can be used for the vast majority of
rectangular layouts [Len04] as well. JGoodies Forms wants to deal with the fact that
often layout systems are difficult to understand, are hard to work with, and do not
represent the human mental layout model. In addition their implementation does not
separate concerns such that the general layout is mixed with the actual components
of the UI and their properties. This makes it impossible to reuse layouts. Therefore
JGoodies separates the layout specification. Moreover it uses an expressive language to
write these specifications supposedly in close relation to the human mental model.
Components are aligned vertically and horizontally in a rectangular grid of cells,
which each component occupying one or more cells. To define a form layout with JGoodies one specifies the forms columns, rows and optionally column groups and row groups.
For example, the temperature converter UI example of Figure 2.3 can be specified with
JGoodies as follows:

3

FormLayout layout = new FormLayout(
pref, 4dlu, 50dlu, 4dlu, min, // columns
pref, 2dlu, pref, 2dlu, pref, 2dlu, pref); // rows

4

layout.setRowGroups(new int{{1, 3, 5, 7}});

5

JPanel panel = new JPanel(layout);

6

CellConstraints cc = new CellConstraints();

7

panel.add(new JLabel(Celcius), cc.xy (1, 1));
panel.add(celciusTextField, cc.xyw(3, 1, 3));
panel.add(new JLabel(Fahrenheit), cc.xy (1, 3));
panel.add(fahrenheitTextField, cc.xyw (3, 3, 3));
panel.add(new JLabel(Kelvin), cc.xy (1, 5));
panel.add(kelvingTextField, cc.xyw(3, 5, 3));
panel.add(okButton, cc.xy (1, 7));
panel.add(cancelButton, cc.xy (3, 7));
panel.add(resetButton, cc.xy (5, 7));

1
2

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Lines 1–3 construct a new FormLayout and specify columns and rows using a string
representation, with pref being the preferred size, min begin the minimum size, and
dlu a size unit that scales with the font. Line 4 indicates that all component rows
shall get the same height. Next, a layout container (i.e. JPanel) is created (line 5) and
component locations are specified in the grid (line 6) through the CellConstraints object.
Finally, the panel is filled with the components on lines 7–15 [Len04]. Note that the
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Figure 2.8: A user interface created with XUL

declarative statements in JGoodies aid developers in thinking about the layout of the
UI in a more natural way. Nevertheless the declarative statements should be sufficiently
expressive and abstract such that describing the declarative layout does not become
overly complex.
User Interface Description Languages
A User Interface Description Language (UIDL) describes the characteristics of interest
of a user interface with respect to the rest of an interactive application [Sou03]. It often
consists of a declarative language for capturing the essence of what a UI is or should be,
independently of physical characteristics [Van04]. Similar to model-based UIs, UIDLs
distinguish between several models (or concerns) in a UI. Often an XML-compliant
language is used to express these models. As several UIDLs exist we limit ourselves
here to XUL and UIML. XUL became quite popular through its use in Mozilla. UIML
is becoming a standard when expressing context-sensitive user interfaces. Note that also
UsiXML [Van04] provides a similar standard.
XUL The XML User Interface Language (XUL) is a markup language for describing
user interfaces that was developed by the Mozilla project for use in its cross-platform
applications. Mozilla is used by developers for creating applications that can be installed
locally or run remotely over the Internet [Moz07a]. Separate UI descriptions are used to
assure that the arrangement and even presence or absence of controls in the main window
is not hardwired into the application [Moz07b]. Hence XUL provides a separation of UI
concerns that are related to its visualisation.
A XUL interface typically consists of [Dea07]
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• Content: the declarations of windows and user interface elements contained within
them. These elements will define the layout of the user interface.
• Skin: The style sheets and image files, which describe the details of the appearance
of a window.
• Locale: the text that is displayed within a window. This allows for software
localisation with for instance text in a particular language.

The example in Figure 2.8 shows a small user interface created with XUL (adopted
from [Moz07a]). It has the following XUL contents file:
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

<window title="Hello xFly"
width="300"
height="215"
onload="centerWindowOnScreen( )">
<vbox align="left" id="vb">
<label id="xlabel"
value="Hello, Welcome to the xFly"/>
<image src="http://books.mozdev.org/xfly.gif"/>
<button label="hello xFly" oncommand="alert(’hello.’);"/>
</vbox>
</window>

Several XUL interface elements are specified in this example together with some attributes. For instance the element on line 1 is a window with a title, width, height
and onload attribute. The XUL element on lines 5–10 is a vertical layout box (vbox)
with three elements, namely a label, an image and a button. XUL provides vertical
and horizontal layout boxes, which can be combined into grids, to specify the layout
of the interface elements. In addition alignment statements can be used as shown on
line 5 which will left align all the components in this particular vertical layout box.
The oncommand attribute on line 9 specifies what event handler to call when the button
is clicked. The event handler in this example is one of the generalised event listeners
provided by XUL. However, XUL can make use of javascript to provide code to deal
with events. For example, the button could be specified as
1

<button label="hello xFly" oncommand="greet( );"/>

where the greet command is specified in a javascript file as
1

function greet( ) alert("hello");

In addition, the XUL interface can use a style file to separate the actual presentation
of XUL elements from its contents. For instance, the following is a style for the xfly
interface:
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font-weight: bold;
background-color: white;

Finally, in order to provide different localisation for a XUL interface, the parts that
are written in a particular language are to be generalised. For instance, the following
localisation file contains the labels for the XUL interface in English:
1
2

<!ENTITY label.val
<!ENTITY btn.lbl

"Hello, Welcome to the xFly ">
"hello xFly ">

The XUL elements in the contents file are replaced with :
1
2

<label id="xlabel" value="&label.val;"/>
<button label="&btn.lbl;" oncommand="greet( );"/>

In order to use javascript, style files and localisation files, additional statements have
to be added to the XUL contents file in order to incorporate the necessary files. The
complete XUL contents file is as follows
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<?xml-stylesheet href="chrome://global/skin" type="text/css"?>
<?xml-stylesheet href="chrome://xfly/skin" type="text/css"?>
<!DOCTYPE window SYSTEM "chrome://xfly/locale/xfly.dtd" >
<window title="Hello xFly"
xmlns:html="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"
xmlns="http://www.mozilla.org/keymaster/gatekeeper/there.is.only.xul"
width="300"
height="215"
onload="centerWindowOnScreen( )">
<script type="application/x-javascript"
src="chrome://global/content/dialogOverlay.js"/>
<script type="application/x-javascript"
src="chrome://xfly/content/xfly.js"/>
<vbox align="left" id="vb">
<label id="xlabel"
value="&label.val;"/>
<image src="http://books.mozdev.org/xfly.gif"/>
<button label="&btn.lbl;" oncommand="greet( );"/>
</vbox>
</window>

Style sheets, scripts and localisation are used to separate the XUL contents (UI elements)
from their actual presentation and behaviour. These can be changed or replaced with
other versions without affecting the contents file. The alternative representations have
to be provided beforehand and cannot be updated dynamically. Furthermore, the contents
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Figure 2.9: A user interface created with UIML

file needs to be aware of what style, scripts and localisation files to use. The statements
to link to these other files are spread throughout the contents file [Moz07b]. This makes
XUL interfaces little customisable, for instance when wanting to apply UI guidelines
for a certain company to all of the interfaces used in that company. Note that XUL
interfaces can trigger an underlying application through javascript, but the opposite link
from application to UI is absent.
UIML The User Interface Markup Language (UIML) is an XML-compliant language
designed to build interfaces that can be deployed on multiple appliances [Abr99]. UIML
is used to describe the appearance of a UI (e.g. widgets, colours, fonts, layout), the user
interaction with the UI (e.g. what happens if a button is clicked), and the connection
between UI and application. UIML is used to specify the interface which will be rendered
by possibly different renderers. UIML is particularly well suited for generating UIs that
are deployed to different devices.
The following is UIML code for the interface shown in Figure 2.9.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

<uiml>
<interface>
<structure>
<part class="Frame" id="CounterFrame">
<part class="VBox">
<part class="Entry" id="counterEntry"/>
<part class="HBox">
<part class="Button" id="dec"/>
<part class="Button" id="clear"/>
<part class="Button" id="inc"/>
</part>
</part>
</part>
</structure>
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<style>
<property part-name="CounterFrame" name="label">Counter</property>
<property part-class="Button" name="font">Times</property>
<property part-name="clear" name="label">clear</property>
<property part-name="dec" name="label">
<reference constant-name="dec"/></property>
<property part-name="inc" name="label">
<reference constant-name="inc"/> </property>
<property part-name="counterEntry" name="text">0</property>
</style>
<content id="English">
<constant id="dec" value="dec (-)"/>
<constant id="inc" value="inc (+)"/>
</content>
<content id="Dutch">
<constant id="dec" value="min(-)"/>
<constant id="inc" value="plus(+)"/>
</content>
<behavior>
<rule>
<condition>
<event class="ButtonPressed" part-name="inc"/>
</condition>
<action>
<property part-name="counterEntry" name="text">
<call name="MyMath.inc">
<param><property part-name="counterEntry" name="text"/></param>
</call>
</property>
</action>
</rule>
...
</behavior>
</interface>
<peers>
<presentation base="http://research.edm.luc.ac.be/kris/projects/
uiml.net/gtk-sharp-1.0.uiml"/>
<logic id="mmath">
<d-component id="MyMath" maps-to="MyMath">
<d-method id="inc" return-type="string" maps-to="Increment">
<d-param type="System.String"/>
</d-method>
<d-method id="dec" return-type="string" maps-to="Decrement">
<d-param type="System.String"/>
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</d-method>
</d-component>
</logic>
</peers>
</uiml>

The interface part (lines 3-14) has a structure, style, content and behaviour. The
structure specifies which elements are to be shown in the interface and how they are
organised. One interface can have several of these structures specified, for instance for a
desktop PC and a voice interface. The different elements of the UI are listed and given
an identifier.
The style (lines 15-24) transforms the high-level XML statements into lower-level
interface dependent components. For example on line 18, the button with name (id)
clear is given a label ‘clear’. Line 17 declares all widgets of the class ‘Button’ to be in
a certain font. Instead of specifying a property here, it can be linked with the contents
part of the UI. For instance, the label of the decrement button is a reference to a content
element with name ‘dec’ (line 19). This element is specified in the content part of the
interface (lines 25–32). This part will contain application-dependent data, which is text
for each content element. What content to apply is specified by passing its id as an
argument when rendering the UI.
The behaviour part (lines 33–47) describes the actions that occur when a user interacts with the interface. It is built upon rule-based languages and each rule has a
condition and a sequence of actions. The actions can change a property of some part in
the UI, invoke a function or method in a scripting language or from a backend object,
or throw an event [Abr04]. Unfortunately all changes have to be anticipated in advance
(at design time), whereas in current context-sensitive systems it is desirable to be able
to cope with dynamic UI changes. In order to do so, the rule-based mechanism lacks the
expressiveness and inferencing capabilities of a full declarative programming language.
In addition to the interface part, a peers part (lines 49–62) can be added to map
property and events names used elsewhere in the UIML document to application logic.
Hence, it provides the link from UI to the backend application. Additionally it is possible
for the application to subscribe to certain events from the UIML interface. Currently
UIML does not support events being triggered from within the application logic, which
would allow the UI to respond to application changes.
UsiXML Similar to UIXML, UsiXML describes UIs for multiple contexts of use and
by doing so supports multi-modal user interfaces in which interaction techniques, modalities of use, and computing platforms can vary. These variations are described at an
abstract level such that user interface design becomes independent of characteristics of
physical computing platform [sit]. UsiXML uses a set of basic UI models to deal with
the development of multi-directional UIs, namely the AUI model, CUI model, domain
model, task model, context model, mapping model, and a transformation model.
The AUI model specifies the abstract user interface by defining abstract interaction
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objects for each concept and interactions between several of these objects. The CUI
specifies the concrete user interface by concretising the AUI for a given context into
concrete interaction objects. It makes the look and feel of a UI explicit and is specific
for a particular environment.
The task model describes the interactive tasks as they are viewed by the end user
interacting with the system. The domain model is a description of the classes of objects
that are manipulated by a user while interaction with a system. The mapping model
contains a set of inter-model relationships. The context model contains a user model, a
platform model and an environment model. These describe the three aspects of use in
which an end-user is carrying out interactive tasks [Van04].
Several tools have been developed on top of UsiXML in order to aid the programmer
in specifying the different models. Third-party rendering engines are used to transform
the UsiXML interface into a running application.

2.4

Conclusion

The model-view-controller metaphor, although its interpretation changed over the years,
is still used in software engineering practices to separate the user interface from the
underlying application. The underlying application is represented by the model, the
user interface by the view (comprising both output and input) and the controller acts
as a mediator between the two to link them together. Linking the two together is done
through a notification mechanism. This can be either through events, through a data
binding mechanism, or both.
Other approaches such as Adobe’s Adam and Eve provide a declarative medium
for specifying events and data bindings. JGoodies focusses on a declarative layout
specification, on top of Swing’s MVC structure. XUL and UIML use an XML-like style
to provide declarative UI specifications where also view and model are separated from
another. Also UI is linked with the application this way, but no way has been provided
to link the application back to the UI.
Although all of the above mentioned approaches tackle separation of concerns in user
interfaces to some extent, we will discuss their shortcomings in Chapter 3 and introduce
a set of requirements to achieve a true separation of concerns in user interfaces.

Chapter 3

A Foundation for Separating User Interface
Concerns

Separating concerns is known to increase reusability and maintainability of a software
system, not in the least because it increases the developers’ comprehension of the system.
The approaches discussed in Chapter 2 achieve separation of concerns to a certain extent,
but as is discussed in Section 3.2 the separation is not fully attained and therefore the
programmer is still confronted with difficulties when maintaining and evolving a software
system. MVC attempts to support developers in implementing the user interface in
separation of the application, but they are still confronted with the implementation
details of the mechanisms to do so. Other approaches like model-based UIs put a lot of
effort in modelling the UI but fall short in carrying it through to the implementation
level. The approach we discuss in this dissertation will overcome these problems and
achieve a full separation of user interface concerns at the implementation level as well.
Section 3.4 will provide the foundations for our approach by explaining the set of
requirements which a solution should adhere to in order to provide the desired separation
of concerns. However, first a common vocabulary for the different concerns encountered
in user interfaces will be introduced in Section 3.3. This vocabulary is needed as various
UI approaches use similar terms but not always attribute the same meaning to these
terms. Furthermore most approaches pay little attention to the link between UI and
application, although this is the main reason for tangled and scattered code when it
comes to user interfaces.
Finally, in Section 3.6 we conclude by a high-level methodology to be followed when
using a solution that supports a separation of user interface concerns.

3.1

A Calculator Application as Running Example

Before we zoom in on the separation of user interface concerns, we introduce an example
that is used as an illustration throughout the remainder of this dissertation. This
example is a calculator application as shown in Figure 3.1. The standard version of
the calculator (Figure 3.1a) has buttons for numerical input and for performing basic
47
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calculations. These include addition, subtraction, division and multiply, as well as
changing sign and resetting the calculator. This basic calculator behaviour is extended
with the extra functionality that upon clicking the divide button in the basic calculator,
the zero button gets disabled as divisions by zero are not allowed.

a

b

Figure 3.1: Two modes for a calculator: a) standard b) simplified

An alternative version of the calculator is a simplified version shown in Figure 3.1b.
This calculator does not allow to change the sign of numbers and is restricted to work
with whole numbers only. Therefore divisions that lead to decimal numbers are prohibited by disabling all digit buttons that result in a decimal if used as a second argument
in the division (e.g. as 5 can be divided by 5 and 1, only these buttons are enabled).
The calculator uses colourful buttons. Buttons that are not allowed are disabled and
coloured red. Buttons that are allowed are enabled and coloured green. Note that
both versions of the calculator can use the same underlying application logic. Therefore
one can consider both calculator versions to be a different view (or UI) on the same
application.

3.2

Analysis of Existing Work

All the approaches discussed in Chapter 2 separate the user interface from the application to a certain extent. Unfortunately this separation is not always fully achieved
and as a consequence the programmer is left with a difficult task when evolving and
maintaining either the user interface, the application, or its connection. Furthermore
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new challenges in software systems, like context-sensitive systems [Duc01] and agile development [HI00], reinforce the need for a clear cut separation of user interface concerns.
New Software Challenges Ambient Intelligence (AmI) [IST03] is a vision of ubiquitous computing where mobile devices are omnipresent in our every day environment.
The devices cooperate and interact with each other and their environment. Applications
are no longer isolated, but can migrate from one device to another. As one application
will be used on different devices, the user interface should also adapt to the device it is
running on for not all devices have the same characteristics and don’t support the same
in- and output means. In addition, the environmental properties in which the device is
used, might change over time. These context changes require applications to adapt their
behaviour accordingly in order to meet the user’s expectations more closely. Hence, applications need to be context-aware [Des07]. This context-sensitivity also challenges the
user interface implementation which needs to behave or present itself differently according to the current usage-context. Consider for instance a different presentation because
of spatial information indicating whether the device is being held in landscape or portrait mode. Related work with respect to context-sensitivity focusses on a language
engineering approach [Cos05] and not on UI aspects, although the impact of contextsensitivity on user interfaces is not negligible. In the context of the CoDaMos research
project a set of key challenges in the area of Ambient Intelligence is investigated. Personal devices will form an extension of each user’s environment, running mobile services
adapted to the user and his context [cod05]. The fact that both Ambient Intelligent
systems and context-aware systems put software under continuous strain to adapt to
different user capabilities and changing usage contexts, imposes an even stronger need
for separation of concerns in user interfaces.
Also in the context of Agile development [HI00], working software systems are continuously delivered and regularly adapted to changing circumstances. Late changes in
requirements are also possible. This requires support for rapidly changing systems, also
with respect to the time spent in making the changes. Obviously this imposes constraints on the user interface development as well, as these have to change along with
the system. Recent work in concept-centric coding [Der06] acknowledges this problem
and proposes a solution where domain knowledge is actively used in the development
of software systems. By doing so it is extremely flexible for providing for software variability. Unfortunately until now it does not offer support for user interfaces, although
UIs also contain quite some variation points with respect to one another [God05b].
Properties of an Application with respect to its User Interface Not all software systems have the same UI needs. For some systems it is sufficient to provide simple
form-based UIs that provide a view on the underlying data model. Other systems require different views on the same application where views are also updated if changes
did not happen through that view. And UIs of yet other systems are influenced by
its business (domain) knowledge or its context-sensitivity, as for example when the UI
needs to behave or present itself differently according to the current usage-context. This
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requires user interfaces to change dynamically.
In this dissertation we focus on highly flexible user interface code for object-oriented
software systems where the following properties of the application should be kept in
mind:
• application and UI are linked in both ways such that changes made to the application are reflected in the UI, even if those changes were not inflicted through
that UI. For example the standard calculator example of Figure 3.1 shows the
computed result on its display. If the computed result changes in the application
because of an internal computation which was not initiated through the calculator
UI, this calculator should nevertheless show the newly computed result.
• different views on the same application can exist. One application can provide
alternative views on its internal data. For example a user’s home address is shown
textual in one view while it is displayed geographically on a map in a different
view. Also when different users share an application for collaboration purposes,
they will each use their own view on that same application. This view can be
either an instance of the same view, or a different view for each user. For instance
two users are inputting financial transaction statements by means of an instance
of the same textual input interface, while a colleague is adding digital invoices to
these transactions through an upload interface. Other applications run on a range
of devices (e.g. pda and desktop computer) and will provide an adapted view for
each of these particular devices.
• dynamic UI changes are needed. These changes include adding and removing components, repositioning components and changing properties of components as well
as changing the navigational flow between the different windows of an interface.
Additionally, when new components become available, new behaviour becomes
applicable. Also the behaviour of existing components can change. For example,
when switching from the standard calculator to the simplified version (e.g. through
a menu choice), the behaviour of the divide button changes. Furthermore, upon
clicking the divide button in the simplified calculator, the colour property of its
buttons is possibly changed.
In addition we would like to stress that in this dissertation we focus on the actual
implementation of a user interface and not on how it should be modelled, nor on how
it lives up to a good user-centric design. Although these are interesting research topics,
we focus on the lack of separation of concerns in the implementation of user interfaces,
and especially of their interaction with the underlying application.

3.2.1

Linking UI and Application in Both Ways

The UI and the application can be linked in two directions. Firstly, a user interface can
trigger behaviour in the application. For instance in the calculator example clicking the
equals button triggers the application to compute the result for the expression that was
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entered. Hence, the user interface event of clicking a button is linked to the compute
message call of the application. Calling a message in the application upon an event
occurring in the user interface, is also referred to as a ‘call-back’. These call-backs
sometimes result in returning a value to the user interface such that the latter gets
updated accordingly. Secondly, actions in the application that were not initiated by
the user interface, can also have an effect on the user interface. These actions are for
instance triggered by an internal application computation or by another view on the
same application. At this point, the application needs to know about the user interface
that is to be updated. Hence, the need for the (opposite) link between application and
user interface becomes apparent.
Linking UI with Application
As discussed in Chapter 2, linking the UI to the application is often resolved by event
handlers. The event handler is triggered upon an event in the user interface. The handler
provides the code to call updates on the application and the user interface. This code is
responsible for calling the necessary application behaviour as well as for providing the
UI changes that results from the event being thrown. For example, clicking the divide
button in the calculator is a user interface event upon which an event handler is called to
deal with the event. The handler is responsible for letting the application know that the
divide operator is chosen, but also to disable buttons that have become invalid to use.
Hence the event handler contains code for both updating the application and updating
the user interface, and therefore contains entangled code. Furthermore developers have
to implement this event handling code and are confronted with the code tangling as
well as with the low level mechanisms that are used to call application behaviour and
to update the user interface. For instance for the calculator, the developers need to
know how to change the colour of a user interface component. If for instance the user
interface update would require to reposition components, this updating the UI becomes
more complex as it often requires code to recalculate layout positions.
This communication flow from UI towards application where the UI makes calls
towards the application, and possibly updates itself according to the result of that call,
is used extensively in web-based applications. On the contrary these applications lack
the mechanism where the application makes calls to the UI, as will be explained next.
Linking Application with UI
Whereas web-based applications and tiered architectures typically target applications
with a link from user interface to application (call-backs), applications using an MVClike mechanism do allow for the opposite link to occur as well. In MVC the notification
mechanism to provide this link is often taken care of by the observer pattern. For
instance this pattern is used in Java, .NET and Smalltalk Visualworks to link the application to the UI, such that UIs are notified of changes in the application. Upon these
notifications, the UI is responsible for undertaking the necessary actions to reflect these
changes.
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The major issue when using the observer pattern is that the application code is contaminated with update statements. When application data is changed or an application method is triggered, the application is responsible for calling the updated/changed
message that informs all its dependents of the change. These updated/changed statements usually have to be added by the programmer manually. When changing where
and when notifications take place, the application code itself needs to be changed.
This makes reusing and maintaining the application vulnerable to errors. Note that
aspect-oriented development has been used to inject the notification code into the
application [Han02]. Aspect-oriented languages using a logic-based crosscut language
such as Carma [Gyb03], model-based pointcuts [Kel06] or generic aspects such as logicAJ [Rho06] and JAsCo [Van05], have shown how to capture these state changes in a
generic way. As these languages de-couple aspects from the actual implementation, they
do not suffer from the fragile pointcut problem as other aspect languages do. The fragile
pointcut problem refers to the fact that in some crosscut languages, pointcut definitions
rely heavily on the structure of the base program. This tight coupling of the pointcut
definitions to the base programs structure and behaviour can hamper the evolvability
of the software because it implies that all pointcuts of each aspect need to be checked
and possibly revised whenever the base program evolves [Kel06].

3.2.2

Different Views on the Same Application

Some software systems require different views to be available for the same application.
In collaborative systems for instance different users work on the same underlying application through their own view. This can be either their own instance of the same view
(user interface) or a different view. For example one user works on a document through
a English user interface while another user used an Arabic version of the interface with
differently ordered and displayed components. Note that in this dissertation we do not
deal with how collaborative applications are implemented. What we are interested in is
the user interface code for such applications.
In other software systems, one user can use different views to interact with the same
application. For instance statistical data is shown textual in one view and by means of
a pie-chart in another. Also will the application provide dedicated windows to represent
different parts of the application. For example in a finance application where one part
is used to input new transactions while a different user interface is used to change the
account details.
Also deploying an application onto different devices, will require an adapted view
for each of these devices as they each have specific modalities which might result in a
specific interface. For example, as the display screen of a pda is smaller than the screen
of a desktop computer, imagine the user interface on the pda to be split into smaller
windows through which the user navigates rather than showing all the information in
one window as is done on the desktop computer.
Typically different views implies the visualisation of the interface to change. However, providing a different view of an application is more than providing for a different
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visualisation. Different types of users for instance require different behaviour to be
available and therefore different links between the UI and the application to be used.
For example, the application behaviour behind the divide button of the calculator is
different for the standard and simple calculator.

3.2.3

Applying Dynamic UI Changes

On the verge of new software challenges, dynamic UI changes are of importance. For
instance consider an AmI example in which payment transactions to a vending machine
are possible from your mobile phone. Assume the payment requires the phone to connect
to your banking institution, but this can only be allowed from within the secure area of
the vending machine. Hence, if the phone is near the vending machine a payment can be
made, but if you are out of communication range, it is not possible. The behaviour for
the payment application depends on the location, and therefore context, with respect
to the vending machine. As the behaviour of the application changes, the UI changes
as well as it offers more or less possibilities. The UI visualisation and behaviour are
updated, which means a new view is offered to the user, depending on a change in the
application.
Context change requires some properties of the UI to be updated. Dynamic UI
changes include changing component properties, layout positioning and triggering other
behaviour upon an event. In current software engineering practices this requires the
programmer to provide the necessary code to achieve these dynamic UI changes. In
.NET and Java this code is part of the event handling code, while in VisualWorks
Smalltalk and Cocoa a separate entity is used, namely an applicationModel or controller
object respectively. Either way, implementing the necessary changes or providing for
the necessary adhoc mechanisms, is what makes providing for dynamic UI changes a
cumbersome task for developers.
First of all, current solutions offer little support for applying UI changes. UI component properties can be changed but require knowledge of the actual low-level implementation functions to call. On top of that layout changes are generally either limited to
predefined structures (such as grids and boxes), or completely left open to the developers
in which case they are responsible for calculating layout positions at runtime.
Secondly, context changes require some control logic to decide what dynamic UI
changes to apply at what point. Combinations of context result in combinations of
UI changes and cumbersome control logic is introduced. Furthermore, as this control
logic combines context knowledge (or business knowledge) with UI knowledge, both concerns become entangled and vulnerable to errors introduced during evolution phases.
Current research on context-oriented programming, for example the work with ContextL [Cos05, Hir08], deals with contexts by using a layered approach to activate and
deactivate behavioural changes. Although it does not solve the lack of support for specifying UI concerns in separation of one another, it aids in combining different contexts
and the behaviour that comes with those contexts.
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Figure 3.2: User interface concerns

3.3

Key Concepts: User Interface Concerns

Existing approaches that deal with separation of concerns in user interfaces all split up a
UI into similar concerns, albeit not always denoted with the same name. For instance in
the MVC pattern ‘view’ refers to what the UI looks like[Ree79a], while in model-based
UIs this is called ‘presentation’ [Sze96]. Also tiered architectures aim to separate the user
interface from the data layer by using an intermediate layer to establish a connection
between the two. Conceptually these different approaches split the user interface into
similar concerns, but in practice the actual separation happens at different spots, or does
not happen at all. When confronted with separation of concerns in user interfaces, people
often assume they are talking about the same concern and do not realise they attribute
different details to that concern. As we want to avoid confusion during the discussion of
user interface concerns, we introduce in this section the terminology we employ in the
remainder of this dissertation when referring to user interface concerns. We distinguish
between the following concerns, as presented in [God05a, God07b]: Presentation logic,
Application Logic and Connection logic. As depicted in Figure 3.2, the presentation
logic is split into a visualisation and a behavioural part. Note that the terminology
we introduce is similar to the conceptual separation of the other existing approaches.
Nevertheless our experiences led to a different connotation for some of the concerns
as we particularly focus on the collaboration between UI and application. It is this
collaboration that is often the cause of code tangling and scattering. Consequently
a one-to-one mapping to the existing terminology should not be assumed as will be
discussed at the end of this section.

3.3.1

Presentation Logic

Presentation Logic covers both the visualisation and behaviour aspects of the UI (Figure 3.2 number 1). In essence it covers all elements that are related to the user interface
as such.
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Visualisation Logic
Visualisation refers to the components that make up the UI and their visual properties.
For instance, the calculator in Figure 3.1a, contains buttons for digits, a textfield for displaying the calculated result, and buttons for operators. The visual properties of these
components include colour, visibility, layout and state. For example, in Figure 3.1b the
equals button is positioned at the bottom of the window, spans the entire width of the
window and is coloured green. Its font is white and the button is enabled. This means
it can be clicked, in contrast to disabled buttons such as the zero button.
Visualisation Logic specifies what components are part of the UI together
with their visual properties and layout.

Behavioural Logic
The behaviour of a user interface relates to the changes that can take place in the UI and
consists of user interface actions and user interface events. User interface actions are
changes that can happen in the UI, such as visual properties that change, components
that are added or removed from the UI, navigational flow that changes. Some of these
changes are related to the logic within widgets, like there is enabling a button, making
an input-field invisible, changing the colour of a label, setting the background colour of
the window, etc. Other UI changes affect the UI as a whole by opening new windows,
changing navigation (window) flow, changing master-slave relations between windows,
etc. For example in the calculator, clicking the divide button results in changing the
colour of certain UI buttons and enables or disables others. Hence the properties of
these buttons change. Additionally user interface actions also include opening and
closing (slave) windows. For example, imagine the calculator to open a new window
with a list component to keep track of all calculations made with the calculator. When
closing the calculator, this additional window is also closed automatically.
User interface events are events that are triggered from within the UI, such as clicking the divide button in the calculator, closing the main calculator window, etc. When
such an event happens, the UI will invoke specific behaviour. A lot of approaches use
event-handlers to deal with UI events. Upon such a UI event, the handler is triggered.
This handler specifies what behaviour to execute upon the event. This behaviour consist
of UI actions as described above, and application behaviour. For instance, clicking the
equals button in the calculator will result in an update of the visual properties of some
components (UI actions) and computing the actual result (application behaviour).
Behavioural Logic specifies the behaviour of a UI by specifying UI actions
and UI events. UI actions specify the actual UI changes, while UI events specify on what occasions either or both UI and application behaviour is triggered.
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Application Logic

A second UI concern is the application logic (Figure 3.2 number 3). This concern specifies ‘hooks’ in the underlying code at which the application and the UI will call upon
each other. When the application is called by the UI in order to executing certain behaviour or retrieving information, we speak of application actions. When an event in
the application triggers a call towards the UI, we use the term application events. Application logic should not be confused with the application. Whereas the application is
completely oblivious of its user interface, the application logic provides the link between
the UI and the application. As such, it is a user interface concern and therefore part of
the UI specification.
Application Actions
Application actions describe what application behaviour (methods) can be called by
certain UI events. An example is calling the compute message upon clicking the equals
button in the calculator example. Application actions are also used to compute or
retrieve the value that should be displayed by a UI component. For instance, this is
the case when the display field in the calculator shows the computed result. Hence, the
computed result is retrieved from the underlying application. Note however that showing
the actual value itself in the UI component is a property change of that component and
therefore part of the visualisation logic. In addition, it is possible that before showing
the information retrieved from the application, it has to transformed. For example, if the
calculator application itself is a decimal calculator, but the user interface shows binary
information, the decimal value (retrieved from the application) should be transformed
into a binary value (which can be shown by the user interface). Hence, the application
action will retrieve this value from the application and transform the decimal result into
a binary result. Again, updating the actual UI component with this binary result, is
part of the visualisation logic. The application logic is only responsible for retrieving
the information and transforming it into a valid value.
Application Events
Application events specify the places in the application where the application calls upon
the UI. For instance, when some application data changed and the UI needs to be updated in order to reflect this data change. As an illustration, changing the result in
the calculator application will require the display in its UI counterpart to be updated.
Application events are of importance as sometimes application data changes from within
another view or from outside the user interface altogether. When this change has to be
reflected in the interface, the application is responsible for updating the interface. The
locations in the application where changes occur with a possible effect on the UI, are
application events. Note that the underlying application remains oblivious of its UI but
the interactions with the UI are part of the UI logic and is therefore a UI concern.
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Application Logic specifies how the application and the UI call upon each
other by specifying application actions and events. Application actions refer
to the application behaviour that can be called from within the UI. Application
events refer to events in the application that are possibly reflected in the UI.

3.3.3

Connection Logic

Finally, application and UI events and actions are brought together through the connection logic (Figure 3.2 number 2). As discussed above, both UI behavioural logic and
application logic specify events and actions. The events are phenomena that trigger
actions. Both UI and application events can trigger either or both UI and application
actions. However, application events that trigger application actions only, are not part
of the UI concerns and are not considered here.
As an event can trigger actions in both the UI behaviour and application behaviour,
the connection between the two is specified in the connection logic. By doing so, connection logic brings presentation logic and application logic together. For instance, clicking
the equals button in the calculator (UI event) triggers the compute method (application
action) and disables the equals button (UI action). Changing the computed value of the
application (application event) updates the display component of the UI (UI action).
As application and UI have to collaborate, otherwise a user interface would make
no sense, they have to be connected with one another. This typically leads to code
tangling. At some point tangling presentation logic and application logic can not be
avoided, but when putting the tangling into a separate concern, being the connection
logic concern, its effects are limited and it can be dealt with more easily by developers.
First of all because the presentation logic and application logic remain obliviousness of
one another. Secondly because the connection logic functions as an abstraction layer
in-between the two.
Connection Logic connects UI and application by linking UI events with UI
and/or application actions on the hand, and by linking application events with
UI actions on the other hand.

3.3.4

Analogy with Existing Terminology

Although the terminology we introduced is similar to the terminology used in other approaches for separating concerns in user interfaces, the connotations we have attributed
to the concerns slightly differ. Note that even the existing approaches themselves use
different connotations or are even perceived differently by their different users, as is
often the case with MVC.
In MVC, the model corresponds to the underlying application for which a UI is
built. This is what we call the application and is not considered as a user interface
concern. The places at which an application can connect to the UI are what we will call
application logic. The actual connection is the connection logic. Note that in MVC the
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places to connect, the actual connection are, together with the UI behaviour, part of
the controller. Therefore this controller component contains different UI concerns that
remain tangled and closely coupled. The view component of MVC only addresses the
visualisation aspect, which is just a part of the presentation concern.
XML based approaches, like XUL and UIML, focus on splitting up the presentation
concern. They subdivide this concern into its actual content (i.e. used UI components)
and the appearance of these components (i.e. their properties). We consider both these
aspects to be part of the visualisation concern. UIML adds a behaviour part to this
which provides for the link from UI to the underlying application. This link is what we
will call the UI behaviour concern. Hence, while the presentation concern is addressed,
the application and connection logic are omitted.

3.4

A Solution for Separating UI Concerns

In order to achieve a better separation of concerns in user interfaces, developers must be
offered support in two areas. First of all, support is needed for specifying the concerns
in separation from each other. Secondly, all concerns need to be assembled into the final
running application. With respect to these two areas, we observe several requirements
which a solution should adhere to in order to achieve a better separation. This work
was originally presented in [God07a, God07b] but has been refined.

3.4.1

A Separate Specification for Each Concern

In order for evolving and maintaining an application and its user interface, developers
need a clear comprehension of the role of the different parts of the system and how
these parts work together. Dealing with the several concerns in separation is a first
step towards better comprehension [Tar99]. Specifying a UI concern in separation from
the others, enables changes in isolation and hence supports the evolution of a concern
independently from others. For example when resizing the buttons in the standard
calculator from Figure 3.1, this changes the presentation concern but does not affect the
application logic nor the connection logic.
Furthermore a separate specification for each concern implies that the specification
of one concern can be reused for other UIs. For instance, imagine the calculator application to run on both a desktop computer and a PDA. In this case the presentation
concern will change because the UI components ‘look’ different on different devices. As
the application remains the same, so will the application specific concern that describes
where the application and UI call upon each other. In order to support developers in
creating UIs, a solution should fulfill the following requirement:
Requirement 1: A solution for supporting separation of user interface concerns needs to provide support for creating a separate specification for each
concern.
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High-Level Specifications

When linking the application with the UI, developers are currently confronted with the
low-level implementation of this connection. Also for updating component properties
and positioning they often need to know how to achieve this and especially for dynamic
UI changes developers need to provide the necessary program statements that actually
update the UI. For example in Figure 3.1 the number buttons in the standard calculator are ranked differently than the numbers in the simple calculator. When changing
between calculator modes, the number buttons have to be repositioned. The developers need to provide the code that calculates the new layout positions and updates the
number buttons.
As developers are still confronted with these low-level technicalities of the several UI
concerns, they lose an overall view of the system and its behaviour. Using abstractions
empowers the developer to focus on ‘domain concepts’ and what the system has to do,
rather than having to deal with implementation details. Therefore, it is advisable for a
solution that developers do not have to deal with the low-level implementation of the
concerns but can focus on a high-level specification for the several concerns. This will
add to a better comprehension of the overall system. For example, instead of having
to recalculate the positions of the number buttons it is more straightforward to specify
that the number buttons 1,2 and 3 are displayed on the same row instead of being shown
in one column.
Requirement 2: A solution for supporting separation of user interface concerns needs to provide support for creating specifications at a high-level of
abstraction.

3.4.3

Mapping High-Level Entities onto Code Level Entities

Since the concerns are described in separate specifications, we need a mechanism that
composes them into a functional application. The final application is obtained by mapping the high-level UI specification onto low-level code entities. Such a low-level application is specific for the device or platform it is running on. For instance, a widget
in a Smalltalk UI is different from a component in an XML UI. As a consequence, a
mapping will be specific for certain low-level components, but holds for all high-level UIs
mapping onto that same low-level device or platform. On the other hand a high-level
specification can be reused to translate to different low-level applications by using the
different corresponding mappings. Once such a mapping has been established, typically
high-level UI developers will reuse these ‘libraries’ and not have to deal with the mapping specifications as such. For instance in UIML, the UI descriptions are transformed
into an actual UI by a renderer which knows how to create the low-level UI widgets.
Selecting a mapping not only depends on the kind of device or platform that is
targeted, but can also depend on other context data. For instance, the alternative
calculator in Figure 3.1b uses colourful buttons instead of the standard grey buttons.
Consequently, the high-level digit buttons are transformed into different low-level actual
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buttons. This appearance information is part of a UI description but it can be filtered
out. This style information is also in UIML and XUL separated from the actual component information and contents, although all alternatives for a certain context are still
put within one description file. In addition, the UI renderer will decide upon generating the UI what context to apply, which disallows contexts to depend upon dynamic
information.
In summary, a mapping can be reused among several high-level UIs in order to map
these UIs onto the same low-level code entities (i.e. device specific). Alternatively one
high-level UI specification can be reused for different devices by applying the corresponding mapping for that device. As such, the high-level UI is transformed into different
low-level device specific UIs. Hence, using mappings and a mapping mechanism avoids
a tight coupling between the high-level specifications and the actual UI primitives.
Requirement 3: A solution for supporting separation of user interface concerns needs to provide a reusable mapping from high-level UI entities onto
code-level entities.

3.4.4

Automatically Composing the Different UI Concerns

As stated by requirement 2, it is advisable to hide the low-level technicalities from the
developers. This is especially true for the technicalities of the composition mechanism
that combines the concerns into the final application. Current solutions often require
the developers to provide this mechanism themselves and by doing so these solutions
annul the benefits of having separated the concerns in the first place. Developers need
to re-introduce complexity to combine the UI specification with the underlying application. For instance, when using the observer mechanism in Visualworks Smalltalk, they
need to add notify messages to the model. The event handling system in Java requires
linking components with event handlers and providing event handling code, which in its
turn might need to address both model and view. In addition, automatic composition
mechanisms that still require fine-tuning the resulting code afterwards are also insufficient for supporting developers in creating and evolving user interfaces. As the resulting
code is obviously tangled, developers should, in evolution phases, be able to work on the
original (separated) concerns at all times, without needing to go through the fine-tuning
process again. In short, the composition mechanism to assemble the UI concerns into
a final application should be provided and be applied automatically, without exposing
developers to the resulting code afterwards.
Requirement 4: A solution for supporting separation of user interface concerns needs to provide an automated way to compose the different UI concerns
and the underlying application into a complete final software system.
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Support for Automated Layout

Evolving a system includes adding and removing components from the UI. As this has
an impact on the visualisation of the UI, one needs to ‘redraw’ the UI accordingly or
specify the new position for components. The best alternative to manual positioning is
to group components and have their positions ‘shift’ automatically. For instance, layout
managers in Java allow putting components into a box or a grid, which will be filled up
with components. The positions of these components shift automatically when a component is removed. However, this mechanism fails when evolution implies that positions
of components change more drastically. For example, repositioning labels from ‘the left
of an input field’ to ‘above the input field’. The problem of positioning components by
hand worsens when UIs change because of context changes. For each context, and for
each combination of contexts, developers would have to provide the corresponding component positions. Especially when changing the UI programmatically, developers also
have to implement the layout update mechanisms. Both changing positions by hand, as
well as calculating new positions programmatically, pose a huge burden on the programmers and take them back to a low-level view, away from the high-level abstractions that
introduced the necessary comprehension for evolving and maintaining a UI more easily.
Therefore, ideally a UI visualisation is expressed at a high-level and is automatically
translated into a low-level layout of individual components.
Requirement 5: A solution for supporting separation of user interface concerns needs to provide support for automated layout.

3.4.6

Conclusion

We have postulated five requirements which a solution should adhere to in order to
achieve a separation of concerns for user interface code in software systems where application and UI link both ways, multiple views can exist and dynamic UI changes are
required.
Table 3.1: Comparison of Existing approaches for Separation of Concerns in User Interfaces

Req. 1
Req.
Req.
Req.
Req.

2
3
4
5

separate
each concern
high-level
mapping
composition
layout

MVC
+
-

Model-based Uis
+
∼
+
∼
∼
-

UIML & UsiXML
+
∼
∼
∼

Adam&Eve
+
∼
∼

As a conclusion we present an overview in table 3.1 of current solutions for separating
user interface concerns and how they live up to these five requirements. Note that in
traditional business applications typically MVC is used for separating user interface code
from application code. Both Model-based UIs and user interface description languages
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like UIML and UsiXML, focus on generating user interface code based on models or
‘declarative’ descriptions. Providing the transformations from models or descriptions to
generated code, is left for the developers. Current declarative solutions such as Adobe’s
Adam&Eve tackle only part of the user interface concerns. Typically these solutions
deal with expressing layout.

3.5

Conceptual Methodology

Figure 3.3 depicts the process which developers go through when using such a solution.
Note that we discuss the implementation process of a UI and do not consider how the
UI should be modelled. Nevertheless quite some models (e.g. the ones used in modelbased UIs) can be mapped onto the separate concerns specifications proposed in this
dissertation. The core application is developed in separation from the user interface

Visualisation
Logic

Automated
Layout
User Interface

user interface
designer

specifies
Behavioural Logic
used by

specifies

High-level to
Low-level
mapping

results in

Connection Logic

developer

Composition
mechanism

Application Logic
implements

Application
Core application

used by

application
developer

Figure 3.3: A solution for separating user interfaces concerns

specification. This UI specification consists of its visualisation and its functionality,
namely the UI behaviour, how it hooks into the application (application logic) and how
events in either application or UI trigger actions in either application or UI (connection
logic). The provided solution aids developers by taking both the UI specification and
the application as input and producing the running application as output. To do so
it has to provide a mapping from high-level entities to low-level entities, support for
automated layout and a composition mechanism that composes the actual system.
When providing a better separation of user interface concerns, it is more straightforward that different experts are responsible for different concerns. For instance the core
application is developed in complete obliviousness from the user interface. In addition,
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a graphical designer can focus on the visualisation of the UI which now is expressed at
a level of abstraction that obscures the designer from practical low level technicalities.
The conceptual solution we discussed in this chapter, will be put to practice in the
following chapters. In Chapter 4 we introduce DEUCE as an architecture for Declarative
User Interface Concerns extrication and we show how it is used from the developers’
point of view. Chapter 5 gives the details of the mechanisms used behind the scenes such
that DEUCE supports high-level specifications, mapping from high to low-level entities,
automated layout and automatic composition of the concerns and the application into
a running system.

3.6

Conclusion

Although current solutions exist for separating concerns in user interfaces, they fail in
fully supporting the developers when implementing an application and its user interface.
The problem becomes even more apparent as new software challenges increase the need
of flexibility of user interfaces. Solutions in achieving a separation of user interface
concerns should aid the programmer in developing software systems where
• application and UI are linked in both ways,
• different views on the same application are supported, and
• dynamic UI changes are applicable.
Furthermore the separation of concerns in user interfaces should be carried through all
the way to the implementation level. By doing so the separation can be maintained
during future evolution phases.
Such a separation of concerns is achieved by the conceptual solution we proposed in
this chapter. First of all we defined the terminology we use throughout this dissertation
with respect to the various user interface concerns. These definitions are of importance
as they put the reader on the right line for the rest of this dissertation. Note that it
is sometimes forgotten that the application logic and connection logic concern are as
significant as the presentation logic concern.
In order to support a programmer in creating flexible user interfaces, and to benefit
from a full separation of concerns, a solution for separating user interface concerns
should adhere to the following requirements:
• Requirement 1: A separate specification for each concern.
• Requirement 2: Specifications at a high-level of abstraction.
• Requirement 3: A mapping from high-level entities onto code-level entities.
• Requirement 4: An automated way to compose the different UI concerns and
the underlying application into a complete final software system.
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• Requirement 5: Provision for automated layout.

We elaborated on each of these requirements. In the next chapter we will put them into
practice by providing a proof-of-concept implementation for the conceptual solution
proposed in this chapter.

Chapter 4

DEUCE: A Proof-of-concept for Separating
User Interface Concerns

In Chapter 3 we discussed a conceptual solution for separating concerns in user interfaces
by providing a set of requirements that should be fulfilled in order to achieve this
separation of concerns. In short, a solution should provide for a separate specification
for each concern, allow for high-level specifications and a mapping onto low-level code
entities, provide an automated way to assemble the different UI concerns into a complete
final application, and offer support for automated layout.
In this chapter we will introduce DEUCE as an instantiation of the conceptual solution. We start by motivating the choice for a declarative approach for expressing
UI concerns in Section 4.1. Next we elaborate on the declarative meta programming
language that was chosen to implement this declarative approach. Declarative meta programming uses a declarative programming language at the meta level to reason about or
to manipulate programs in some base language. More specifically, DEUCE uses a logic
language (SOUL) on top of an object-oriented language (Smalltalk). Developers specify
the user interface at a high-level with declarative statements in SOUL. The underlying
application, both data and business logic, are developed in Smalltalk. DEUCE assembles the several UI concerns and the application into a final application with an interface,
which is be created in Smalltalk, but maintains a link to the declarative UI specification. After introducing SOUL in Section 4.2 we show how developers use DEUCE to
express the UI concerns in Section 4.3. We end this Chapter with a small case study in
Section 4.4. In this case study we will extend the example from Section 4.3 to illustrate
how a user interface specification in DEUCE is evolved.

4.1

A Declarative Approach

When it comes to specifying user interfaces, quite some UI creation tools have adopted a
declarative approach for doing so (see Chapter 2). The major benefit is that one focusses
on what to achieve, rather than how to achieve it. Also for user interfaces it is intuitive
to express what a UI looks like, rather than expressing how that look is established.
65
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For instance, it is easier to express that a component is positioned to the left of another
component than to express how to achieve this positioning.
For instance, graphical editor tools are often used for creating user interfaces and
can be seen as way to declare a UI. The UI developers or designers put components
visually on a screen and fills out forms to specify component properties. The tools
are responsible for transforming these graphical representations into a lower-level code
representation such that it can be used within an application. Other approaches such
as UIML and XUL, provide XML-like specifications of what components are part of
the UI and what their properties are. Additionally UIML uses a declarative layout
description for positioning and aligning UI components. Both JGoodies for Java Swing
and Adobe’s Eve (layout library) [Par07] use declarative descriptions to describe layout.
Adobe’s Adam (property model library) declares relationships on a collection of values
to link UI components with values.
All these approaches use declarative descriptions at some point to describe parts of
the UI concerns. It is intuitive for developers to think about the UI in terms of what it
represents and declarative specifications will increase his understanding of the system.
Hence we formulate the following consideration to take into account when providing a
solution towards separation of UI concerns:
Consideration 1: The solution for achieving separation of concerns in user
interfaces should consider using a declarative formalism to express the UI
concerns.
Furthermore, using the same underlying formalism to express all the UI concerns
facilitates putting the several concerns together into a final application. Obviously dedicated tools can be built on top of this to offer the high-level developers the special
purpose formalism of his choice for expressing each of the concerns. The low-level developers who are responsible for putting all the concerns together, will benefit from using
this uniform medium though. Therefore,
Consideration 2: The solution for achieving separation of concerns in user
interfaces should consider to use one uniform medium to express all UI concerns.
The other requirements as defined in Chapter 3 can benefit from these considerations. First of all, in a declarative approach, a mapping between the high-level entities
declaration and the low-level entities’ declaration will consist of a set of rules. Switching to another mapping means that a different rule set becomes applicable. In addition,
extra knowledge can be added to a mapping itself for deciding when to translate to a
certain low-level entity or an alternative thereof. The declarative reasoning mechanism
provides the decision mechanism to choose the right mapping. Secondly, providing an
automated composition mechanism means that the mappings (see Section 3.4.3) are
applied automatically. This includes selecting the right mapping rule from several alternatives, for instance when these mappings depend on context. In a declarative medium,
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these alternative mappings correspond to alternative rules. In declarative programming,
several alternatives for one rule can exist and if one fails, another one is tried. Note that
the composition mechanism is also responsible for putting the right glue code (to link UI
and application) in place. Finally, other approaches have already benefit from declarative layout descriptions. For instance both JGoodies for Java Swing and UIML use a
declarative layout description for positioning and aligning UI components. Components
are placed in a grid structure which is built from vertical and horizontal boxes. Adobe’s
Eve library does the same by using rows and columns. These declarative descriptions
put layout relations at a higher level. Basic relations are putting one component above
or next-to another one. For instance in Figure 3.1a, the digit 1 is positioned next to digit
2. More advanced relations position a group of components in one column or row, or
automatically fill up a certain amount of columns or rows. For instance, in Figure 3.1a
the digits 1, 2, 3 are positioned in one row. Or the digits 1 to 9 are spread over three
columns. Even when components are removed, the layout relations will hold and adapt
the positioning of the other components without leaving gaps where a component was
removed. For instance, when removing the digit 2 in Figure 3.1a, the one row rule will
put digit 3 next to digit 1 without leaving a gap for the digit 2 button.

4.2

Smalltalk Open Unification Language

The Smalltalk Open Unification Language (SOUL) [Wuy01] is a logic programming
language, similar to Prolog, built on top of Visualworks Smalltalk. SOUL works in
symbiosis with Smalltalk which allows for interacting directly with Smalltalk objects.
This facilitates to reason about and manipulate Smalltalk programs. For instance, it
allows accessing and changing Smalltalk user interface objects directly from within the
logic level. This is achieved by allowing Smalltalk statements to be used at the logic level
and to be parametrised with logic variables such that Smalltalk code can be executed
during the verification of logic queries. In what follows we introduce both SOUL’s basic
logic features and its particular SOUL features.

4.2.1

Logic Programming

As SOUL is a logic programming language, we first discuss its ‘standard’ logic programming basis. Logic programming is a declarative paradigm that was developed in the
seventies in the domain of knowledge systems. A program is declarative if it describes
what to achieve rather than how to achieve it. Thus a logic program concentrates on a
declarative specification of what the problem is, and not on a procedural specification
of how the problem is to be solved. Rather than viewing a computer program as a
step-by-step description of an algorithm (as in traditional languages), the program is
thought of as a logical theory and a procedure call is viewed as a theorem the truth of
which needs to be established. The execution of a program comes down to searching for
a proof. In order to do so, the database of a logic program consists of facts and rules
which are consulted by queries.
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• Facts hold static information that is always true in the application domain.
• Rules derive new facts from existing ones. The conditional part of the rule should
be true in order to conclude the premise of the rule. Rules, also called predicates,
consist of several goals. The premise is made up out of one goal, whereas the
conclusion can consist of one or more goals.
• Queries are used to access the data in the database. Finding an answer to such a
query is carried out by matching it with facts (initial or derived).

In essence, finding a match is proving that a statement follows logically from some other
statements. This reasoning process is also called resolution and adds a procedural interpretation to logical formulas, besides their declarative interpretation. Because of this
procedural interpretation, logic programming can be used as a programming language.
Kowalski’s equation “algorithm = logic + control” [Kow79] also notes this. In this
equation, logic refers to the declarative meaning of logical formulas and control refers
to the procedural interpretation.
The resolution mechanism will try to verify a query with respect to the set of rules
and facts. If a query can be verified and is found valid, the output of the process will
be success. At that point, unbound variables in the initial query are possibly unified
(two-way pattern matched) with a valid value. Otherwise, the output of the process is
failure. Upon failure, alternative rules for the predicate are triggered. These alternatives
are provided by the programmer. The reasoning process will continue triggering rules
until one succeeds or all fail. Note that, as in regular Prolog, a cut (denoted with !)
in a succeeding rule stops the reasoning process looking for other solutions, and hence
triggering alternative rules.

4.2.2

Prolog Expressions in SOUL

Logic expressions in SOUL use a slightly different syntax from their Prolog counterpart.
Variables start with a ? instead of a capital letter. Lists are denoted with < > instead
of [ ]. The head and conclusion of a rule are separated with an if keyword instead
of :-. The wildcard variable which does not bind to any values, is represented by a
single ?. For example, a fact in SOUL can be expressed as follows:
1

usedComponentsInInterface(test, <one,two,three>)

The predicate is called usedComponentsInInterface. It has two arguments, the first
one of which is a symbol test and the second one a list (denoted by < >) with elements
one, two, three. The example rule shown next uses this predicate as a one of its goals
in the conclusion on line 2. When verifying this goal, the variable ?interface is unified
with test and the variable ?comps with the list <one, two, three>.
1
2
3

isComponentInInterface(?component,?interface) if
usedComponentsInInterface(?interface,?comps),
includes(?component,?comps)
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The variable ?comps, now bound to the value <one, two, three>, is used for verifying
the next goal. The resolution mechanism will try to unify the variable ?component.
The predicate includes binds this variable to one of the values in the list. If the variable
?component was unbound upon calling the isComponentInInterface predicate, the
rule will succeed when binding any value of the list. If the ?component value was bound
upon calling the predicate, its value will have to unify with one of the values in the list in
order for the rule to succeed. The includes predicate on line 3 is one of the predicates
often provided by a logic language. SOUL also has a database with such common logic
predicates [De 02]. We will not give further details about these predicates as they are
not part of DEUCE itself but of the logic language being used.

4.2.3

Smalltalk Blocks at the SOUL Level

SOUL uses Smalltalk blocks (denoted by [ ]) to incorporate Smalltalk expressions and
values at the logic level. Such a block is evaluated at verification time and can be
parametrised with logic variables. Since the reasoning process binds these variables to
values at runtime, they can be used to determine what object a Smalltalk message is
sent to. For instance in the following code snippet, Smalltalk blocks are used to retrieve
a component from a running user interface and to enable that component.
1
2
3

enable(?componentName,?userInterface) if
equals(?component,[?userInterface componentAt: ?componentName]),
[?component enable. true]

Upon evaluating the Smalltalk block, all the variables used in the block should be bound
to a value. Hence, the variables userInterface and ?componentName used on line 2
should be bound when verifying this goal. The Smalltalk block in this goal is used to
retrieve the component with as name the value bound to ?componentName from the
Smalltalk user interface bound to the variable ?userInterface. The result of this
Smalltalk message is a UI component (i.e. a Smalltalk object). This result is unified
(and therefore bound) with the ?component variable through the equals predicate. If a
block is used as a goal on its own, as illustrated on line 3, it needs to return a boolean
value since a logic goal always evaluates to true or false (line 3). In this goal the object
bound to the ?component variable is sent the enable message. As this Smalltalk message
does not necessarily return a true value, the block needs to return it explicitly.
Note that Smalltalk blocks at the logic level allow SOUL to access Smalltalk objects
directly. It can be used in combination with Smalltalk’s meta-level protocol to reason
about and change Smalltalk programs from within SOUL. SOUL provides a library,
called LiCoR, with predefined predicates to do so. DEUCE provides its own library to
manipulate Smalltalk user interfaces and to link the interface with the application.

4.2.4

Variable Quantification

When proving a predicate, the reasoning process will trigger all alternatives that are
provided for that predicate. However, sometimes this process can be optimised when
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it is known whether a variable is already bound or not. For instance, in the following
example when the ?component variable is unbound, the goal on line 2 will bind it to a
valid Smalltalk component object before the goal on line 3 retrieves its name from its
spec by sending it a Smalltalk message. If the ?component variable is bound however
upon calling this rule, the goal on line 2 is obsolete and the reasoning process can be
sped up by omitting it.
1
2
3

name(?component,?componentName) if
isComponentIn(?component,?ui),
equals(?componentName,[?component spec name])

Prolog provides two meta-logical predicates to verify whether a variable is already instantiated or not, namely var and nonvar. var(?x) will succeed if ?x is an uninstantiated variable and does not have a value assigned yet. nonvar(?x) succeeds if ?x is
instantiated, and thus already has a value assigned. The short version in SOUL allows
to quantify variables in this way with a + or - sign respectively. For instance, in the
following code example, if both ?component and ?layout variables are already bound
to a value, the first rule will never be triggered but the second rule will.
1
2

3
4

layout(+?component,-?layout) if
equals(?layout,[?component layout])
layout(+?component,+?layout) if
[?component layout: ?layout. true]

In SOUL (and DEUCE) this mechanism is used to determine what message to send to
a Smalltalk object. Logical rules work two-ways, such that they are valid no matter
what variables are bound or unbound. However, as logical variables used in Smalltalk
blocks have to be bound before a Smalltalk message can be sent, rules with Smalltalk
blocks usually do not work two-ways. For instance, if the ?component variable on line 2
is not bound, the Smalltalk message layout would be sent to nil and result in an error.
By using the variable quantification mechanism, several alternatives for a predicate can
make it work two ways. The first layout rule on line 1 is called with an unbound
?layout variable. By sending the Smalltalk getter message layout to the component
bound to ?component, its layout is retrieved and bound to the ?layout variable through
the equals predicate (line 2). If the ?layout variable is bound, as in the rule on line 3,
it implies sending the Smalltalk setter message layout: to set the component’s layout
to this new value. As there are no logic variables to be bound in this second predicate,
its goal is merely evaluating the Smalltalk block. Recall that a goal should either be
true or false, thus the Smalltalk block needs to return a boolean value. In conclusion, in
the example above the variable quantification mechanism of SOUL is used to determine
whether the Smalltalk getter or setter method is to be sent to the component. It
turns the layout(+?component, ?layout) into a two-way predicate with respect to
the layout variable.
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Repositories and Repository Variables

In SOUL, logic facts and rules are stored in static logic databases, called layers. In
order to use them at runtime, these layers are added to a runtime logic database, called
a repository.
Upon instantiating a repository, its layers are loaded into its knowledge base by
adding all the predicates of that layer to the knowledge base of the repository. Once instantiated, the reasoning process uses this knowledge base to look up information (predicates and facts) when solving queries. In addition, extra information can be asserted
(added) or retracted (removed) during this process. However, when the repository is
re-instantiated, or in other words rebuilt from scratch from its layers, the runtime knowledge base is reset and all previous information that was asserted or retracted from it, is
lost. Repositories are re-instantiated when one of their layers is updated. As one layer
can be part of different repositories, changing it will re-instantiate all the repositories it
belongs to.
When starting the reasoning process, one can specify what repository to use as a
knowledge base. Rules and facts defined in other repositories are out of scope at that
point and can not be triggered during reasoning. In order to access these repositories
nevertheless, SOUL allows to specify what repository to use for a certain query. This is
done by adding ?repository-> before the query. An example is shown below.
1
2
3
4
5
6

adjoin(?ui) if
above(?compName1,?compName2),
componentWithNameIn(?comp1,?compName1,?ui),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?ui),
constraintSolver(?ui,?solver),
?layout->adjoin(above,?comp1,?comp2,?solver)

The first four goals (lines 2–5) are resolved in the same repository as the one in which
the predicate adjoin(?ui) is defined. The last goal adjoin(above, ?comp1, ?comp2,
?solver) (line 6) is annotated with a repository variable ?layout. Hence, it is resolved
in the repository that is bound to this variable. This variable is the same for the
entire repository in which the predicate adjoin(?ui) is defined. When replacing this
repository by a new one, it is sufficient to rebind the ?layout repository variable to the
new repository without needing to change the adjoin(?ui) rule. Note that since SOUL
is written in Visualworks Smalltalk, a repository is a Smalltalk object. Its instance
variables, and therefore also it repository variables, can be accessed through Smalltalk.
Therefore repository variables can be rebound programmatically to other repositories
at any time.

4.2.6

Using SOUL for DEUCE

DEUCE will use SOUL as a uniform medium to express all UI concerns declaratively.
The three concerns Presentation, Application and Connection logic will be expressed
with declarative SOUL statements. SOULs layering and repository mechanism allows to
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do so at different levels of abstraction. Hence, the first requirement to express the several
concerns separately and the second requirement to do so at a high-level op abstraction
are fulfilled. This will be illustrated in the next section.

4.3

A Developer’s View on DEUCE

Recall from Chapter 3 that in order to achieve a separation of concerns the provided
solution should allow to specify the several UI concerns at a high-level and in separation
from one another. In this chapter we will show how the developer can use DEUCE
to do so. The example used throughout this chapter is the calculator application that
was introduced in Section 3.1. Note that although this section shows the declarative
statements that specify UI concerns, a set of tools will be provided in the future to
describe the UI concerns such that the programmer needs not to be knowledgeable of
the specifics of the declarative language. The descriptions created with the tools can
be translated into declarative language statements and will not change how DEUCE
reasons upon these statements in order to construct the actual interface.
Figure 4.1 depicts the process developers go through when using DEUCE to create
user interfaces. The application is developed (number 1) in separation of the user
interface. For the user interface, the developer specifies the presentation logic (number
2 and 3), the application logic (number 4) and the connection logic (number 5). How
these specifications are used by the DEUCE reasoning engine and its other components
to create the running UI (number 6), is explained in Chapter 5.

4.3.1

Presentation logic

The presentation logic concern specifies everything that is related to the actual UI,
being both its visualisation aspects (i.e. what the UI looks like) and its behavioural
logic (i.e. how the UI behaves). It is specified by the developer in different steps:
selecting components (Figure 4.1 number 2), specifying visualisation logic (Figure 4.1
number 3) and specifying behavioural logic (Figure 4.1 number 3).
Visualisation Logic
In order to create a user interface, the programmer provides a set of components available
to DEUCE. To do so, the standard Visualworks Smalltalk UI Painter is used to select
components by putting them on the canvas (Figure 4.1 number 2), as is shown in
Figure 4.2a, and give them unique names. There is no need for the developer to carefully
position these components, as the layout will be specified declaratively later on. The
set of components is next translated into DEUCE facts that describe these components.
Alternatively the developer can describe these facts in DEUCE immediately without
the use of the UI Painter. For example the button 1 in the calculator translates into
the following facts:
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Figure 4.1: Using DEUCE to create user interfaces
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a

b
secondDigits

display

firstDigits

thirdDigits
result
fourthDigits

basic operators

Figure 4.2: Components in the calculator example

1
2

button(one).
text(one,[‘1’])

When creating a user interface, the programmer first specifies the visualisation part
of the presentation concern. This expresses what the interface looks like by specifying
what components are part of an interface and what layout relations apply. Also other
properties such as size, colour, font, etc. are part of this concern. For instance the
user interface of the standard calculator (see Figure 3.1a), has one window with a set
of components which is described as:
1

window(standardCalculator).

2

containsComponent(standardCalculator,zero).
containsComponent(standardCalculator,one).
containsComponent(standardCalculator,two).
containsComponent(standardCalculator,three).
...
containsComponent(standardCalculator,divide).
containsComponent(standardCalculator,clear).
containsComponent(standardCalculator,operatorDisplay).
containsComponent(standardCalculator,numberDisplay)

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Several windows can be defined for one UI. For example, when extending this UI with
extra operator buttons, this can be defined as
1
2
3

containsComponent(extraButtons,power).
containsComponent(extraButtons,reciprocal).
containsComponent(extraButtons,percentage)

When choosing to add these extra components to the original standardCalculator window of the UI, its components are added and layout is recalculated and applied. Previously defined specifications remain valid while components can be added and removed
at runtime.
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Components can be grouped together because they belong together visually or logically. Groups can be used in layout relations such that the entire group is positioned
with respect to other components. Additionally groups can be used to change properties of all components within the group at once. Some of the groups illustrated in
Figure 4.2b, are for instance expressed as:
1
2

group(firstDigits,<one,two,three>).
group(operators,<plus,minus,multiply,divide>)

Groups specifications can also be used to specify what components are used in a window.
This would allow for example to replace the previous containsComponent rules with:
1
2
3
4

containsComponent(standardCalculator,firstDigits).
containsComponent(standardCalculator,secondDigits).
...
containsComponent(standardCalculator,operators)

By specifying component properties the developer sets the colour, font and size of
the UI components. For instance, the following specifies that all components in the UI
should be 40 by 40 pixels wide, have a grey background colour and a black font text.
Recall that ? denotes a wildcard variable which is not bound to any particular value,
and therefore the minimumHeight predicate for example applies for all components in
the user interface.
1
2
3
4

minimumHeight(?,40).
minimumWidth(?,40).
backgroundColour(?,veryLightGray).
foregroundColour(?,black)

These settings can be overruled by adding more specific rules for some of the components, for instance colouring the equals button green and making its font white with the
following:
1
2

backgroundColour(equals,green).
foregroundColour(equals,white)

When applying UI specifications these more specific specifications will apply for the
equals button, while the general rule from the previous example applies for all other
buttons.
Next, the developer describes the layout relations that apply for the components in
the calculator. For instance, the components in the group firstDigits are positioned
on one row by specifying:
1

oneRow(firstDigits)
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The components in the group operators are positioned in one column. One can also
put all components in a list in one row or one column, as is done with the fact on line 2
for all groups containing digit buttons:
1
2

oneColumn(operators).
oneColumn(<firstDigits,secondDigits,thirdDigits,fourthDigits>)

As will be explained in Section 5.3 both the oneRow and oneColumn relations are based
on the basic relations above and leftOf. These basic relations can also be used to
position the components of the calculator. For instance when specifying that the
fourthDigits group is positioned next to the operators group and the display above
the firstDigits group.
1
2

leftOf(fourthDigits,operators).
above(display,firstDigits)

In addition, in order to adapt the display size such that it spans the whole interface in
alignment with the outer components, the following alignment statements are specified:
1
2

rightAlign(display,plus).
leftAlign(display,one)

As the display is to be left aligned with the one button and right aligned with the
plus button, its width will span from the left side of the one button to the right side
of the plus button. This concludes the visualisation of the standard calculator.
Within an organisation or company, user interfaces typically follow a set of guidelines
to obtain a coherent look throughout the organisation’s applications. For instance,
guidelines subscribe that labels should be positioned to the left of inputfields, titles are
of a certain font and colour, sizes of components are justified and the first component
on a window is the organisation’s logo. These visualisation specifications (properties
and layout), can be combined into a (layout) strategy. Applying such a strategy to all
UIs of that organisation, achieves the desired coherent look.
Behavioural Logic
Another part of the presentation concern is the behavioural logic which describes what
UI events and actions happen within the user interface. As explained in Section 3.3.1,
UI actions are changes that can happen in the UI, such as adding new components and
changing component’s properties. UI events are events that can be sent to the UI and
will trigger behaviour, including UI actions. For example in the standard calculator,
division by zero is not allowed. Upon clicking the divide button (i.e. UI event), the
zero button is disabled (i.e. action). The underlying application is responsible for
not allowing division by zero. However, disabling the zero button is detached from
the application since it is merely a change of the enabled property of the button. As a
consequence, it is entirely detached from the application and part the presentation logic.
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In DEUCE, as part of the presentation logic, the developer specifies that clicking the
divide button triggers the divideClicked UI event:
1

UIEvent(divideClicked,divide,click)

Specifying this fact de-couples the actual click event on the divide button from its logic
counterpart. This allows linking the same logic divideClicked event with other actual
events on other buttons. For instance, the divideClicked event is also triggered when
someone types / on the keyboard. Hence, one could specify
1

UIEevent(divideClicked,keyboard,/)

Upon an event, DEUCE launches a query that specifies the behaviour to be linked
with this event. Hence, the developer specifies that the divideClicked event triggers
the operatorClicked query.
1

linkUIEventToQuery(divideClicked,operatorClicked(divide,?ui))

Note that the predicate operatorClicked takes two arguments, the first of which is
bound to the value divide and the second is a variable ?ui. As will be explained in
Section 5.8 the latter will be bound upon calling this query with the actual running UI
instance at that moment.
The query that is launched, is usually part of the connection logic, as will be illustrated further on. In its turn this query can call UI actions. For example, the
operatorClicked query, which is part of the connection logic, triggers the states rule,
which is part of the presentation logic. The following piece of code shows the states
query for the divide button. In the standard calculator the first rule applies (lines 1–
3). In the simplified version of the calculator, this rule is extended by the second rule
(lines 5–9). When clicking the divide button in the simplified calculator, the states
query will be triggered and both these rules will apply, with the most specific rule being called last. Expressing the same behaviour in Smalltalk would require a test to
know what kind of calculator is being used and what UI behaviour is inflicted by it.
In DEUCE the behaviour requires an additional rule in the specification of the simple
calculator. If more specific states apply, more rules will be added but there is no need
to test what kind of calculator is being used and hence no need to adapt cumbersome
code statements.
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

states(divide,?ui) if
disable(zero,?ui),
disable(decimal,?ui)
Extra rule for the Simple Calculator
states(divide,?ui) if
digitsToEnableUponDivision(?ui,?allowedDigits),
allDigits(?ui,?digits),
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disableComponents(?ui,?digits),
enableComponents(?ui,?allowedDigits)

8
9

In the standard calculator clicking the divide button will disable the zero and decimal
button. Clicking the divide button in the simplified version of the calculator has a
larger impact, as only buttons that lead to a whole number result after division are to
be enabled. therefore, the application will be asked for all allowed digits by solving the
goal on line 6. All digit buttons will be disabled (line 8) and all allowed digits will be
enabled (line 9). Note that the states query is part of the behaviour (presentation) logic
because these UI actions affect the UI logic, namely components and their properties.

4.3.2

Application Logic

A user interface is connected with an underlying application that provides the behaviour
of the actual application. Events in the UI will trigger this behaviour in the application
(i.e. application actions). On the other hand, the application will trigger updates in the
UI through application events. The points in the application at which the application
and UI can be linked, being both application events and actions, are specified by the
application logic concern (Figure 4.1 number 4). Note that the queries triggered by
application events are once more specified in the connection logic concern, which is
discussed further on.
Application Actions: UI calls the Application
UI events will trigger the application when certain application behaviour needs to be
executed or when the UI requires certain application information or data. For example in
the calculator, clicking the equals button results in the application computing the result.
For updating the display component, the calculator interface will query the application
for its calculated result. Note that there is not necessarily a one-to-one mapping between
the value of a component and a data value in the application. For instance, if the
calculator UI provides a decimal interface to a binary calculator application, the value
of the display component is a transformation of the application’s binary result into a
decimal value.
Calling the application is achieved by sending a message to the underlying application. As DEUCE relies on SOUL’s symbiosis with Smalltalk, this boils down to sending
a Smalltalk message to the application that is associated with the UI. For instance in
the code snippet below, the rule on lines 1–2 sends the compute message to the application and triggers the computation behaviour in the application. The result rule on
lines 3–4 is called to inquire the application for the value of the calculation. The result
of this inquiry is bound to the ?value variable with the equals predicate.
1
2

computeResult(+?appl) if
[?appl compute. true]
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result(+?appl,-?value) if
equals(?value,[?appl result])

These application action rules will be triggered upon clicking certain buttons in the
user interface. For instance clicking the equals button triggers the computeResult rule,
as will be explained in Section 4.3.
Application Events: Application calls the UI
When application behaviour is called programmatically, the user interface might not be
apprised of a change for which it is required to be updated. Hence the application is
responsible for informing the user interface. These connections are also to be specified
by the programmer in the application logic concern, and are what we call application
events. For instance in the calculator, changing the calculation result in the application
should trigger the UI (and hence call DEUCE). The programmer specifies this as follows

2

applicationEvent(resultChanged,calculator,#result:).
role(calculator,[Deuce.Calculator])

3

linkApplicationEventToQuery(resultChanged,updateResult(?ui)).

1

The applicationEvent fact on line 1 expresses that the application event resultChanged is called when the result: message is sent to the application class that plays
the role of the calculator. Just as with UI events, this statement de-couples the application event from the actual method and class in the underlying application because one
application event can be linked with several methods from the underlying application.
Linking the role used in the application event with the corresponding class is expressed
by the fact on line 2. In different applications this role can be fulfilled by different
classes. If so, this role fact will change. As a result, upon calling the result: method
in the class Deuce.Calculator, DEUCE will be launched with the query updateResult
(line 3). The query itself is specified in the connection logic (see Section 4.3) and might
trigger UI actions. Hence, the application is linked, through application events, with
the user interface.

4.3.3

Connection Logic

The presentation logic is concerned with expressing user interface actions and the application logic with expressing application actions. The connection logic brings the two
together (Figure 4.1 number 5). After all, logic gets triggered upon events in either
UI or application. DEUCE installs the necessary mechanisms (see Chapter 5) behind
the scenes such that for both UI events and application events, DEUCE is launched
and a corresponding query is executed. These queries are part of the connection logic
specification and can trigger other queries in either or both the presentation logic and
application logic.
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As an illustration, the code example below shows an extract of the connection logic
for the calculator. Upon clicking the equals button (i.e. event in the UI), the application
computes the result (i.e. application action) and the UI applies the button states (i.e.
UI action) corresponding to this event, for instance disabling the equals button for the
standard calculator.
1
2
3
4

operatorClicked(equals,?ui) if
application(?ui,?appl),
computeResult(?appl,?result),
states(equals,?ui),

The operatorClicked rule on line 1 for the equals button looks up the application
instance corresponding to the current user interface instance, which is bound to the ?ui
variable (line 2). A call is made to the presentation logic by triggering the UI action
predicate states (line 4) and the application logic is called by triggering the application
action predicate computeResult (line 3).
Similarly, upon changing the result in the application (i.e. event in the application),
the UI will update the display component (i.e. UI action). Recall that the application
action resultChanged was linked with the updateResult query in the application logic
concern.
1
2
3
4

updateResult(?ui) if
application(?ui,?appl),
result(?appl,?result),
showResult(?ui,?result)

The updateResult query looks up the application instance corresponding with the
current user interface instance, bound to the ?ui variable (line 2). Next it triggers the
application logic to retrieve the result value (line 3) and the presentation logic to show
this result (line 4).

4.4

Revisiting the Calculator Application

In the previous section we have shown how to implement an application with DEUCE.
In this section we show how DEUCE is used to evolve from the standard calculator in
Figure 3.1 into the calculators in Figure 4.3. Doing so will give a better feeling of how
DEUCE is used in practice, and more particularly when evolving a user interface.
The standard calculator is evolved into an extended version by adding a ‘paper tape’
component that will keep a log of previous calculations, as is shown in Figure 4.3a).
Next it is shown how a scientific version of the calculator (Figure 4.3b) extends the
standard version with extra operators and special numbers. The VisualWorks Smalltalk
Painter tool is used to add the new components to the component ‘database’ for the
UI by placing them on a canvas as is shown in Figure 4.4. Remember that it is not
necessary to carefully adjust the components’ positions.
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Figure 4.3: Two modes for a calculator: a) standard (extended) b) scientific

4.4.1

Extending the Standard Calculator

The standard calculator is extended with a paperTape which will keep a log of previous
calculations. Although this is a small addition to the standard calculator, it already
has its effect on the UI concerns. This new paperTape component does not require new
behaviour from the application’s side and therefore it should not affect the application
code. It does however require changes throughout the several UI concerns. The visualisation concern is updated to incorporate the new component. The UI behaviour is
changed because different UI actions will now also require the paperTape to be updated.
Visualisation The calculator visualisation needs to be changed such that the new
component becomes part of the interface. This is done by adding a containsComponent
fact for adding the paperTape. The previous alternatives for containsComponent remain valid.
1

containsComponent(standardCalculator,paperTape>)

Note that these rules can easily be generated by a tool in which the developer selects
all the components that are to be part of the interface.
Additionally, adding the paperTape to the standard calculator requires the following
extra layout rules.
1

leftOf(operators,paperTape).

2

bottomAlign(paperTape,equals).
topAlign(paperTape,display)

3

These rules position the paperTape at the right side of the calculator (line 1) and adjust
it’s height to align with the top and bottom of the other components (lines 2– 3).
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advanced operators

paper tape

Figure 4.4: Components in the extended calculator example

Behaviour The function of the paper tape is to keep a log of previous calculations
by adding operands, operators and computed results to the log. It operates differently
from the display component since the display component reflects every change (digit
or operator click), while the paper tape only shows the actually computed operations.
For instance, when inputting the operator and clicking different buttons, each click is
reflected by showing the corresponding operator in the display. However, only when
the operator is actually chosen and set, is this operator shown on the log. Intermediate
results are not reflected on the paper tape, but sequential calculations are, as is shown
in Figure 4.3.
Each time an operand or operator is set or the equals button is called, the paperTape
component is updated. The UI state for each of these components is changed. For
example, when the UI enters the ‘equals clicked’ state, the previously defined actions
remain valid, and thus the previous state rules apply. In addition the paper tape is
updated, which is specified by an additional state rule:
1
2
3
4
5
6

states(equals,?ui) if
application(?ui,?appl),
result(?appl,?result),
updatePaperTape(?ui,equals),
updatePaperTape(?ui,?result),
updatePaperTape(?ui,newline)
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This rule queries the application for the latest calculated result, and displays the equals
sign (line 4), the result (line 5) and a newline (line 6).
Similarly, a new states rule is added for when an operator or operand is set:
1
2
3
4

5
6
7

operatorSet(?ui) if
getOperator(?ui,?operator),
displayValue(?operator,?text),
updatePaperTape(?ui,?text).
operandSet(?ui) if
getOperand(?ui,?op),
updatePaperTape(?ui,?op)

Recall that displayValue retrieves a value to show in a display field such that for
instance the plus operator is represented by +.
The updatePaperTape query is also part of the presentation logic as it concerns
changing the property of a UI component. It uses the putToPaperTape query which
retrieves the paperTape component from the UI and adds text to it.
1
2

3
4

updatePaperTape(?ui,?value) if
putToPaperTape(?ui,?value).
putToPaperTape(?ui,?value) if
addText(paperTape,?ui,?value)

For the equals sign and newline putToPaperTape is called with the following values:
1
2

3
4

updatePaperTape(?ui,equals) if
putToPaperTape(?ui,[’=’]),!.
updatePaperTape(?ui,newline) if
putToPaperTape(?ui,[String with: Character cr]),!

There are no UI events defined on the new log component, and therefore no new
links are made between UI events and queries.
Note that the paperTape component is updated when entering existing UI states.
The UI state does not change but does require additional UI actions to be triggered.
Also no additional links are made between the application and the UI as the paper
tape does not trigger any functionality of the application or vice versa. Hence, the
application logic concern remains unchanged. The connection logic concern does not
change either as the paper tape is updated as a side effect of existing UI states. Because
of the declarative nature of the specification, new side effects are added by new rules
for the existing state, instead of doing so by changing actual application statements.
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4.4.2

A Scientific Calculator

The scientific calculator extends the standard calculator with new operators and special
number values. This requires both the application and the UI to evolve. The application
has to provide the new behaviour (types of calculations) and the UI is updated with
new components to access this behaviour. As new links are created between application
and UI, the application will evolve, and so will the connection logic and the presentation
logic. As we will see in this section, each of the concern evolutions can be thought of in
separation of the others.
Presentation Logic
We start with specifying the visualisation logic for the scientific calculator. Recall
that the visualisation describes what components are part of the interface, what their
properties are, and how they are positioned with respect to one another.
Adding Components The containsComponent facts, as shown in the next code
snippet, is used to list the components that will be part of the scientific calculator
interface. Remember that these components were put on a canvas with the Visualworks
Smalltalk UI Painter tool and are assigned a unique name which is used in the logic
facts to refer to these components.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

containsComponent(scientificCalculator,one).
containsComponent(scientificCalculator,two).
containsComponent(scientificCalculator,three).
...
containsComponent(scientificCalculator,equals).
containsComponent(scientificCalculator,plus).
containsComponent(scientificCalculator,minus).
containsComponent(scientificCalculator,multiply).
...
containsComponent(scientificCalculator,sinus).
containsComponent(scientificCalculator,cosinus).
...
containsComponent(scientificCalculator,paperTape)

Components can be grouped together, such that these groups are used to specify layout
or change properties of the whole group of components at once. The standard calculator
already defined groups for the digits and operators. For the scientific calculator the
additional groups added are the following:
1
2
3

group(advancedOperators,
<power,reciprocal,root,sinus,cosinus,tangens,log,ln,factorial>).
group(specialValues,<e,pi>).
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Using these group specifications, the containsComponents facts can also be expressed
as
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

containsComponent(scientificCalculator,digits).
containsComponent(scientificCalculator,specialDigits).
containsComponent(scientificCalculator,operators).
containsComponent(scientificCalculator,advancedOperators).
containsComponent(scientificCalculator,result).
containsComponent(scientificCalculator,display).
containsComponent(scientificCalculator,paperTape).
containsComponent(scientificCalculator,specialValues)

Specifying Component Properties By specifying component properties the developer sets the colour, font and size of the UI components. For the standard calculator
we defined components to be at least 40 by 40 pixels, to have a grey background colour
and a black font text. For some components these properties are made more specific by
adding additional rules. For instance in the scientific calculator the advanced operators
and special value buttons are given a different colour with:
1
2
3

4
5
6

backgroundColour(?componentName,lightGray) if
group(specialValues,?comps),
includes(?componentName,?comps).
backgroundColour(?componentName,lightGray) if
group(advancedOperators,?comps),
includes(?componentName,?comps)

These rules link the colour of a component to the truth of the body of the rule, which
specifies that the component should be part of either the group specialValues or
advancedOperators, as was specified by the developer elsewhere in the visualisation
logic concern. This rule can be generalised and moved to the DEUCE core logic such that
in the future the developer can specify that properties for an entire set of components
without having to know about logic rules.
Layout Similar to the standard calculator, the components in the scientific calculator
are laid out by a set of layout specifications. For instance, digit buttons and operators
are positioned with:
1
2

fillRows(digits,3).
fillRows(specialDigits,3).

4

oneColumn(operators).
fillRows(advancedOperators,3).

5

oneRow(specialValues).

3
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The fillRows statement spreads components from a group (e.g. digits) over several
rows such that each row consists of three components. Now that components within the
groups are positioned, we position the groups with respect to one another.
1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8

above(specialValues,digits).
above(digits,specialDigits).
above(specialDigits,result).
leftOf(digits,operators).
leftOf(operators,advancedOperators).
leftOf(advancedOperators,paperTape).
topAlign(three,plus).
topAlign(plus,power)

Note that grouping the components allows us to specify layout relations for the entire
group, but this does not necessarily have to be the case. Groups do not need to be
regarded as being a visual group and layouts can be specified without regarding group
as well.
The display component is positioned on top of the specialValues group. One of
its subcomponents, namely the display showing the inputted digits, needs to span the
entire width from the one button to the root button and hence it is left and right aligned
with these components.
1
2
3

above(display,specialValues).
leftAlign(numberDisplay,one).
rightAlign(numberDisplay,root)

The same is done for the equals component, the clear component and for the paperTape
which spans the entire height.
1
2

3
4

5
6

leftAlign(equals,display).
rightAlign(equals,factorial).
rightAlign(clear,root).
leftAlign(clear,reciprocal).
topAlign(paperTape,display).
bottomAlign(paperTape,equals)

This concludes the additional visualisation for the scientific calculator: additional
components are created, their properties are set and the adapted layout is specified.
Next, the UI behaviour needs to be specified.
Behaviour: UI actions The UI actions describe how properties of the UI and its
components change. The actions as defined in the standard calculator also stand for
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the scientific calculator, such as the following rules that specify that number input is
allowed after clicking an operator button.
1
2

states(?operator,?ui) if
digitsAllowed(?ui)

For the standard calculator it was also specified that the equals button is disabled unless
a second operand was input. However, as operations in the scientific calculator can also
be unary operators, two additional rules are added for making a distinction between
unary and binary operators.
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

states(?operator,?ui) if
isUnaryOperator(?operator,?ui),
firstOperandSet(?ui),
enable(equals,?ui).
states(?operator,?ui) if
isBinary(?operator,?ui),
firstOperandSet(?ui),
secondOperandSet(?ui),
enable(equals,?ui)

Behaviour: UI events The UI logic can be triggered by UI events (or application
events). These UI events are launched by manipulating a component, for example when
clicking a button. In the presentation logic concern the developer specifies what events
are allowed on what components. For example, the following code snippet specifies that
the click event on the sinus and power button, will launch the operatorClicked query
with certain values. The other operators have a similar specification.
1
2

3
4

UIEvent(sinusClicked,sinus,click).
UIEvent(powerClicked,power,click).
linkUIEventToQuery(sinusClicked,operatorClicked(sinus,?ui)).
linkUIEventToQuery(powerClicked,operatorClicked(power,?ui))

Application Logic
The underlying application code for the calculator has to provide for the new functionality of scientific operations. If the Smalltalk calculator cannot compute a sinus
function, there is no use in providing it in the user interface. However, recall that if the
application needs to evolve, this is done without having to consider the user interface.
The application logic concern, being part of the user interface concerns, specifies the
link between the interface and the application. For instance it specifies how operands
and operators in the application can be set and calculations can be executed.
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Application Actions Application actions are used by the UI concerns to trigger
behaviour and to query the underlying application. As the scientific calculator distinguishes between unary and binary operators, the application actions to query the
underlying application about what kind of operator is being used, have to be added to
this concern.
1
2

3
4

isUnaryOperator(+?appl,?op) if
[?appl unaryOperator: ?op]
isBinaryOperator(+?appl,?op) if
[?appl binaryOperator: ?op]

Application Events The underlying application calculator does not need to call upon
the UI in any additional cases, and therefore no new application events where added to
this concern.

Connection Logic
The connection logic links application actions and events with UI actions and events. In
the standard calculator specification this concern expresses the rules for the UI queries
that are launched, such as digitClicked and operatorClicked and the application queries
that are launched, such as updateResult, operandSet and operatorSet. In the scientific
calculator these standard calculator specifications are still valid, but the operatorClicked
is extended. As the scientific calculator distinguishes between unary and binary operators, there are not always two operands needed for an operator to be executed. Hence,
the operator is not only set when clicking a second operand, but also when clicking the
equals button. Recall that the button states enable this equals button upon clicking the
unary operator.
1
2
3
4
5
6

operatorClicked(equals,?ui) if
application(?ui,?application),
getOperator(?ui,?operator),
applicationValue(?operator,?op),
isUnaryOperator(?application,?op),
operator(?application,?op)

The application logic and the presentation logic are evolved in separation of one another
and remain oblivious to the other concern. The connection logic however has to provide
the necessary queries to be launched upon UI and application events. These queries bring
the two other concerns together. As such it expresses the application behaviour that is
reflected by the user interface. However, although it makes use of the specifications of
the two other concerns, it does not change them.
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Conclusion

In Chapter 3 we proposed five requirements which a conceptual solution should adhere
to in order to provide for a separation of user interface concerns. Two of these requirements stated that UI concerns should be specified in separation of each other and at a
high-level of abstraction. With DEUCE we provide an implementation to instantiate
this conceptual solution and fulfil these requirements. The UI developers (or designers)
will specify the user interface concerns at a high-level. In this chapter we have shown
how this is achieved with DEUCE. How these high-level specifications are transformed
into an actual Visualworks Smalltalk interface and how the are linked with an application, will be shown in the following chapter. It will discuss DEUCE’s core logic and
the mechanisms in the DEUCE kernel that combine the core logic with the high-level
specification.
Note that in order to create an instantiation of the conceptual solution we have
chosen to use SOUL. SOUL is a declarative meta programming language on top of
Visualworks Smalltalk. As such it provides a language to express the UI concerns
declaratively as well as an underlying technology to transform this declarations into
actual application level objects. SOUL is written in symbiosis with Smalltalk, which
is why DEUCE currently is applied for Visualworks Smalltalk applications and creates
Visualworks Smalltalk user interfaces. Nevertheless SOUL is currently also being used
to reason upon Java code and can be used to generate text or code [Bri07]. This will
allow DEUCE to create non-Smalltalk UIs in future work.

Chapter 5

The Internals of DEUCE

In Chapter 3 we introduced requirements which an ideal solution should adhere to in
order to achieve a true separation of concerns. In Chapter 4 we motivated the choice for a
declarative approach for implementing an instantiation of such a solution and we showed
how developers use DEUCE for specifying a high-level user interface. Behind the scenes
DEUCE will transform these high-level UI specifications into an actual low-level running
application. In this chapter we provide the details of DEUCE’s internal mechanisms
that are used to implement our solution for a separation of user interface concerns. We
start by giving a global overview on the DEUCE architecture in Section 5.1. Section 5.2
explains what a final application looks like in DEUCE, before the following sections 5.3–
5.8 show how to create it. In Section 5.9 we summarise how the requirements proposed
in Chapter 3 are met and we give a critical view on the provided implementation.

5.1

Overview of the DEUCE Architecture

As elaborated on in Chapter 4, DEUCE uses a declarative approach for supporting
developers in separating user interface concerns. As a declarative language we have
chosen SOUL (see Section 4.2) which is implemented on top of Visualworks Smalltalk.
Hence, the implementation provided by DEUCE, will be used to create Visualworks
Smalltalk systems. The developers implement the application code in Smalltalk and
specify the user interface at the logic level, while DEUCE composes the actual runtime
system. The DEUCE architecture is depicted in Figure 5.1 and distinguishes between
three levels. The logic level contains the high-level UI specification created by the
developers as illustrated in Chapter 4 and a set of rules to reason upon this specification
and transform it into a runtime system. This runtime system resides at the application
level and consists of an application and its user interface. The level in-between, being the
Smalltalk level, contains components to actually build a Smalltalk system and provides
the mechanisms for the interaction between application and UI. Before we discuss each
of the components in the DEUCE architecture in detail in the remainder of this chapter,
we give an overview with respect to the UI concerns we distinguished in Chapter 3.
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Figure 5.1: DEUCE architecture

Running System
Developers use DEUCE to specify the user interface concerns at a high level in separation
of one another. The underlying application itself is written in Visualworks Smalltalk.
Together these are transformed into the final running system. This system consists of
an application instance and a corresponding user interface instance. The user interface
instance (Figure 5.1 number 1) is a Visualworks Smalltalk UI generated by DEUCE
and contains UI components. Each component has its specified properties set and event
handlers installed. The application instance (number 2) is an instance of the Smalltalk
application instrumented with the necessary code to link it to the UI. Installing the
event handlers and instrumenting the application code is done behind the scenes by
DEUCE and no longer of concern to the developers.
Presentation Logic
Presentation logic (Figure 5.1 number 12) consists of a visualisation and a behaviour
part. The visualisation is concerned with what components are part of the UI (number
12c), their properties like colour, font, layout, enablement, and how they are positioned
with respect to one another (number 12a). The behaviour specifies what UI events
(number 12e) are triggered by the UI (e.g. a button is clicked, a window is closed, a
text-field is filled out) and what UI actions (number 12f) are a possible consequence
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(e.g. a component is enabled, layout positions change, components are added).
The layout specification is transformed into a set of constraints (Figure 5.1 number
4) which are solved by a constraint solver (number 3). The latter is an implementation
in Smalltalk of the Cassowary linear constraint solver [Bad01]. Based on the UI component specifications (and their properties), a UI instance (number 6) is constructed
by using the Visualworks Smalltalk UI framework (number 5). For each component
specification, a Smalltalk UI component is created (number 5b) and the Visualworks
Smalltalk UIBuilder (number 5a) creates the actual UI instance which these components are added to. UI events are dealt with by using the Visualworks Smalltalk event
handling mechanism (number 5c). DEUCE transforms the UI event specifications into
event handlers for the different UI components (number 7). Finally, UI actions correspond to accessing (number 8) the actual UI by sending a Smalltalk message to the UI
instance.
Application Logic
Application logic (Figure 5.1 number 13) is used to specify how the application is linked
to the UI. On the one hand application actions (number 13a) trigger application behaviour from within the UI. This corresponds to accessing (number 9) the application
instance by sending a corresponding Smalltalk message. On the other hand application
events (number 13b) are occurrences in the application instance that will trigger the
UI. To deal with these events, DEUCE instruments the application code to call the UI
(number 11). As a mechanism to provide this code instrumentation, method wrappers
are used (number 10).
Connection Logic
The connection logic (Figure 5.1 number 14) brings presentation and application logic
together. As mentioned before, both UI and application events can trigger user interface
behaviour and application behaviour (actions). Hence, upon an event a connection query
will be triggered. A connection query will launch UI actions in the presentation logic
and application actions in the application logic. The code behind the Smalltalk event
handlers and the Smalltalk method wrappers is responsible for calling DEUCE and
launching a connection query. This code is installed when setting up these mechanisms
in the presentation and application logic concern.

5.2

Different Parts of the Running Software System

When using DEUCE, a programmer creates an application and a declarative user interface specification. Both are brought together by the mechanisms behind DEUCE to
create a running system. The several parts within this running system are depicted
in Figure 5.2. It consists of an application instance (Figure 5.1 number 2) and a UI
instance (number 1). The running system maintains a link to the original UI specification, the user interface’s state and the several windows that are part of the UI, with
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Figure 5.2: The different parts of the running system

each their own layout system. Note that multiple user interfaces can be defined for one
application.

Application Instance
The underlying application is developed in separation of the UI. For the DEUCE architecture this means that the application is implemented in Visualworks Smalltalk. An
instance of this application will be part of the running system, depicted in Figure 5.1
as number 2. DEUCE will instrument this application instance with code that provides
the actual link to the UI. As a matter of fact, application instances are linked back to
the DEUCE logic level and the logic level provides the link to the corresponding UI
instance. The mechanism to actually link the application to DEUCE, is explained in
Section 5.7.

User Interface Instance
DEUCE will create a Visualworks Smalltalk UI (5.1 number 1), based on the highlevel UI specification. A user interface has a link to its original specification and the
application it is an interface for. It can contain several windows and keeps track of its
state.
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User Interface Windows
Each of the windows in a user interface is an instance of the Smalltalk UIBuilder
class. It is responsible for keeping track of the components, display them on the screen,
update their properties, and deal with UI events. How a window is created is explained
in Section 5.4.
User Interface Specification
The high-level UI specification remains accessible to the runtime application as it contains valuable information which the application might need to respond to at runtime.
For instance, contexts change at runtime and a new context might require new components, layout and behaviour to apply. A UI specification, stored in the UISpec repository, is valid for all user interfaces of that kind. Hence, adding rules to the layers of the
UISpec will have an influence on all UI instances of that kind.
User Interface State and Layout Solving System
Although a UI specification is shared among all UIs of a certain kind, some knowledge is
particular for an instance or one of its windows, such as the state and the layout solving
mechanism.
The runtime state of the UI has an influence on its behaviour and appearance,
and therefore on the DEUCE reasoning process related to this UI. Furthermore a UI
instance might need particular UI specifications that are only valid for that instance.
This is for example the case when a certain user wants to apply his own personalised
layout guidelines. To keep track of this information, DEUCE creates a state repository
for each UI instance.
Also the layout of one window can defer from another window of the same kind. For
example it defers because it has more ore less components or a different order for the
components. Hence a window has its particular constraint solver which contains the
constraint system for that particular window’s layout.
Setting up the Runtime System
The logic of DEUCE is modularised into several repositories. Recall from Chapter 4
that triggering a predicate that is part of another repository, is done through repository
variables (denoted by ?repositoryVariable->). In rule examples in the remainder of
this chapter the following variables are used to denote the following repositories:
• ?UISpec: contains the high-level specification as developed in Chapter 4.
• ?storage: used to retrieve the application instance, state repository and windows
for each UI instance, and layout system for each window.
• ?layout: repository with rules to provide for the automated layout system. In
DEUCE this refers to rules to translate layout relations into constraints, to create
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a constraint system and constraint variables, and to add and remove variables and
constraints to a constraint system.
• ?UISpecRules: repository that provides the core logic of DEUCE to map the
high-level UI specification into the low level platform specific implementation.

The following code snippet shows rules set up the runtime system with DEUCE.
The different components of the runtime system which were described above, remain
accessible from within the logical level through the storage repository.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

createUI(?appl,?ui,?interface,?definitionRepository) if
?UISpecRules->newUserInterface(?ui),
newRepository(?stateRepository),
?storage->add(userInterface,?ui),
?storage->definition(?ui,?definitionRepository),
?storage->state(?ui,?stateRepository),
?storage->application(?ui,?appl),
linkWithApplication(?ui),
createWindows(?ui),
defaultWindow(?ui,?interface)
createWindow(?ui,?interface,?inst) if
currentUserInterfaceInstance(?ui),
?UISpecRules->newWindow(?interface,?ui,?inst),
?layout->setupLayoutSystem(?inst,?layoutSystem),
?storage->window(?ui,?inst,?interface),
?storage->layoutSystem(?inst,?layoutSystem),
?UISpecRules->addComponentsFromTo(?interface,?inst),
?UISpecRules->all(setWindowProperties(?interface,?inst))

To start this process, the arguments ?appl and ?definitionRepository should be
bound to the application and the UI specification repository respectively. ?interface
represents the name of the window that is used as the default window for this particular
user interface. An initial UI instance is created (line 2), along with an empty repository
to keep track of the UI’s state (line 3). They are stored, together with the application and
specification repository links, through the storage repository (lines 4–7). The necessary
mechanisms to link the application back to the user interface specification are set up
(line 8). The windows that are used in the user interface are created (line 9) and the
window with as name ?interface will serve as the default window (line 10).
How to create a window for a user interface is expressed on lines 11–18. An empty
window is generated (line 13) and its constraint system is set up (line 14). Both are
stored through the ?storage repository (lines 15–16). The components that are part
of the ?interface window specification are added to the window instance (line 17).
At that point each component will be linked to the application. Finally the initial
properties of the window are applied (line 18).
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In what follows we give details on how the Visualworks Smalltalk UI is created,
components are added to it and how UI and application are linked with each other. We
start by explaining the mechanism used in DEUCE to achieve automated layout.

5.3

Automated Layout through Constraint Solving

Layout is an important aspect of a UI’s presentation and in order to lift the developers’
view and comprehension away from the low-level system, it should be applied automatically. Although some UI builders provide design policies, and machine learning
techniques allow to determine the layout upon usage of the interface, a vast majority of
systems that provide automated layout use a constraint-based method [Lok01]. With a
constraint system the developers still provide the layout (as opposed to machine learning techniques), but have the power to construct more complex hierarchical layouts (as
opposed to design policies).
A constraint is a logical relation between some variables with a possible restriction on
the value domain of these unknowns. For instance, ‘a label should always be positioned
to the left of an input field’ is a constraint that connects two objects, label and input field,
without specifying their exact coordinates. If the label or input field is repositioned,
the constraint relation between the two should remain valid and thus the other object
will also be repositioned. Constraints thus describe what relation should be maintained
without specifying that relation computationally. ‘Calculating’ a result by means of a
constraint solver means searching for an actual solution with satisfied constraints.
Bados et al. [Bad01] investigated what properties are needed for a constraint solver
when used for user interfaces. First of all, both equality and inequality constraints are
needed. For instance, when specifying that a component A should be positioned to the
left of a component B, this means that A.rightside ≤ B.leftside. Secondly, when it should
be possible to express that component A should always remain fixed while component
B can be repositioned, the constraint fixing A to a position should have preference
over (i.e. be stronger than) the constraint positioning B to the right of A. Hence, the
constraint system has to allow for specifying preferences on constraints. Thirdly, the
solver needs to cope with cycles as it is hard to avoid them and undesirable to leave
the responsibility of avoiding cycles to the developers. A constraint solver that allows
cycles, allows the same variable to be used in different constraints.
In addition, it is required for the constraint solver to solve its system incrementally.
This allows for faster recalculation of positions without having to resolve the whole system, which would be the case if the solver is not incremental. Since layout deals with
coordinates of UI components, the domain upon which the solver operates is numerical and discrete. Therefore a numerical constraint solver is advisable, as opposed to
symbolic solvers. Although using another type of constraint solver does not affect the
conceptual solution of DEUCE, we have chosen to use a linear arithmetic constraint solving algorithm as proposed by Badros et al. [Bad01], namely the Cassowary algorithm.
This algorithm has proven to be valid within the context of automated layout for UIs.
The high-level specification (Figure 5.1 number 12a) is transformed (Figure 5.1 number
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4) into a constraint system, which will be solved by a Cassowary constraint solver (Figure 5.1 number 3). Next the Cassowary constraint solver is explained. Afterwards we
show how this solver is used by DEUCE to achieve automated layout.

5.3.1

The Cassowary Constraint Solver

DEUCE uses a Smalltalk implementation of Cassowary (Figure 5.1 number 3). Cassowary’s algorithm and implementation is thoroughly described in [Bad01]. We will
only highlight how to use it from the perspective of a user using Cassowary.
To set up a constraint system, the programmer defines constraint variables and
constraints, and adds them to the constraint solver. Constraint variables have a name
and value. The latter will hold the value of the variable after the constraint system
has been solved. In analogy to numbers, constraint variables understand the operations
@ (to create points), +, −, ∗, /, = (cnEqual), ≥ (cnGEQ), ≤ (cnLEQ). The last three
operators can take a strength as an extra argument such that some constraints can be
given a stronger preference over others. Applying these operators results in a linear
constraint.
Linear constraints have a linear equality or inequality expression between constraint
variables and are typically used for describing structures such as geometric layouts.
Stay and edit constraints are specified for a single constraint variable, and give hints
for sizing and positioning the layouts [Hos01]. Edit constraints are used to update a
variable value and typically facilitate operations for moving objects. Stay constraints
try to fix a variable value and preserve its previous value if possible. Linear constraints
are usually strong, whereas stay and edit constraints are weak. Cassowary allows to
label constraints with strengths such as strong, medium, and weak.
An additional type of constraint is the bounds constraint which can be used to add
a lower and upper bound to a variable. Constraints can be added and removed from the
constraint solver. When in autoSolve mode, the constraint solver will automatically
search for a solution each time a constraint is added or removed. Otherwise the solver
needs to be started manually.

5.3.2

Basic Layout Relations as Cassowary Constraints

As the Cassowary constraint solver is used to achieve an automated layout in DEUCE,
the high-level layout specification is transformed into an instance of the Cassowary constraint solver implementation in Smalltalk. DEUCE provides a set of rules (Figure 5.1
number 4) at the logic level for creating and solving this constraint solver instance.
These rules are used internally only and developers using DEUCE do not have to deal
with these. Both instantiating a constraint system as well as solving it, is managed from
within DEUCE by sending messages to the Cassowary implementation.
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Figure 5.3: Basic positioning relationships between components

Basic Layout Specifications
The basic positioning relations we have adopted are depicted in Figure 5.3. The four
relations to position components adjacent to one another are above, below, left-of, and
right-of. The basic relations to align components with respect to one-another are topalign, bottom-align, left-align, and-right align.
A UI component layout can be described by means of its right, left, top, bottom and
centre points. Based on these points, the basic layout relations can be translated into
linear equations, as shown in table 5.1. For example, component a is positioned above
component b if its bottom equals or is greater than the top of component b.
Table 5.1: Layout relations for positioning user interface components

layout relation
a above b
a below b
a left-of b
a right-of b
align top of a and b
align bottom of a and b
align left of a and b
align right of a and b

Linear Equation
bottom a ≤ top b
top a ≤ bottom b
right a ≤ lef t b
lef t a ≤ right b
top a = top b
bottom a = bottom
lef t a = lef t b
right a = right b

b

In DEUCE, these basic layout relations are transformed into constraint relations.
For each linear equation the constraint variables are created (or looked up if already
part of the constraint solver) and the corresponding constraint is added to the solver.
Consider the following code snippet for transforming the layout relation above(?x,?y).
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adjoin(above,?comp1,?comp2,?solver) if
constraintVariable(?comp1,bottom,?comp1var,?solver),
constraintVariable(?comp2,top,?comp2var,?solver),
makeConstraint(greater,?comp2var,?comp1var,strong,?solver)

A constraint variable is retrieved for the ?compA (line 2) and ?compB (line 3) components
and a greater-than relation is created between the two (line 4). A constraint is added
to the constraint solver by the rule
1
2
3
4

makeConstraint(greater,?xeq,?yeq,?strength,?solver) if
[?solver addConstraint:
(?xeq cnGEQ: ?yeq
strength: (Cassowary.ClStrength perform: ?strength)). true]

This rule translates the greater-than relation into the corresponding Cassowary constraint (line 3–4) and adds it to the constraint solver ?solver (line 2).
Sizing Relations
Another set of layout relations is related to the size of the components. A minimum
or fixed height and width, as well as the boundaries of the display window are also
enforced by the constraint system. Table 5.2 shows how these relations correspond to
linear equations. For example, if the minimum height of component a should be d this
means that the bottom of component a equals or is greater than its top plus d.
Table 5.2: Layout relations for sizing user interface components

layout relation
minimum height of a is d
minimum width of a is d
fixed height for a is d
fixed width for a is d

Linear Equation
(top a + d) ≤ bottom a
(lef t a + d) ≤ right a
(top a + d) = bottom a
(lef t a + d) = right a

In DEUCE, again a corresponding constraint relation is created and added to the
solver. For instance constraining the minimum height of a component is done with
1
2
3
4
5

size(height,minimum,?compA,?min,?solver) if
constraintVariable(?compA,top,?topVar,?solver),
constraintVariable(?compA,bottom,?bottomVar,?solver),
makeEquation(sum,?topVar,?min,?xeq),
makeConstraint(greater,?bottomVar,?xeq,required,?solver)

The corresponding constraint variables for the top (line 2) and bottom (line 3) of the
?compA component are retrieved. The left side of the equation is constructed (line 4)
and the constraint is added to the constraint solver ?solver (line 5).
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To specify that a component should remain within a window’s bounds, the bounding
box constraint can be used. DEUCE transforms this relation into a bounds constraint
as shown below.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10

withinBoundsOf(?comp,?boundingBox,?solver) if
constraintVariable(?comp,top,?topVar,?solver),
constraintVariable(?comp,left,?leftVar,?solver),
withinBounds(?topVar,[?boundingBox origin x],
[?boundingBox origin y],?solver),
withinBounds(?leftVar,[?boundingBox corner x],
[?boundingBox corner y],?solver).
withinBounds(?var,?lower,?upper,?solver) if
[?solver addBounds: ?var lowerBound: ?lower
upperBound: ?upper. true]

Constraint Strengths
Constraint strengths can be used to specify preferred and required layout properties.
For adjacency and alignment constraints, the constraints are specified to be of strong
strength. Preferably these constraints have to be satisfied, but they can be deviated
from if necessary. The sizing constraints have a required strength as components need
to stick to their minimum or fixed size. The same is true for the bounds constraints as
it is necessary for all components to stay within the boundaries of the UI window.

5.3.3

From High-Level Layout Specifications to Basic Relations

Part of the DEUCE core logic contains the rules to transform the high-level layout specification (Figure 5.1 number 12a) to the rules described above, which will add the actual
constraint to the constraint solver instance. This process is illustrated in Figure 5.4.
Remember that this process is part of DEUCE internal mechanism and that only the
high-level specification is of concern to the UI developers. Nevertheless, for now the developers have to make sure that two constraints are not conflicting and future support
will need to deal with this.
First all advanced layout relations (e.g. oneColumn) are translated to basic relations (Figure 5.4 number 1), which in their turn are translated to internal basic layout
relations (Figure 5.4 number 2). These basic relations are expressed in terms of single
UI components only. The reason for this transformation is to make sure all layout relations, also the ones expressed in-between groups, are considered. The internal relations
(Figure 5.4 number 3) are translated into constraints (Figure 5.4 number 4) and added
to the constraint solver (Figure 5.4 number 5).
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oneColumn(<plusButton, minusButton, multiplyButton, divideButton>)

1

advancedToSimpleRelations

above(plusButton, minusButton)
above(minusButton, multiplyButton)
above(multiplyButton, divideButton)
2

transformLayoutRelations

aboveInt(plusButton, minusButton)
adjoin(?component,?window) if
name(?component,?compName1),
aboveInt(?compName1,?compName2),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?window),
layoutSystem(?window,?layoutSolvingSystem),
?layout->adjoin(above,?component,?comp2,?layoutSolvingSystem)

DEUCE

3

4
adjoin(above,?comp1,?comp2,?solver) if
constraintVariable(?comp1,bottom,?comp1var,?solver)
constraintVariable(?comp2,top,?comp2var,?solver),
makeConstraint(greater,?comp2var,?comp1var,strong,?solver)

5
makeConstraint(greater,?xeq,?yeq,?strength,?solver) if
[?solver addConstraint:
(?xeq cnGEQ: ?yeq strength:
(Cassowary.ClStrength perform: ?strength)). true ]

aConstraint
strong(-1.0*plusButtonComponentBottom+1.0*minusButtonComponentTop>=0)

triggers

Figure 5.4: From high-level layout specification to low-level constraint
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Transforming into Basic Relations for Single UI Components
Basic layout relations can be expressed between components, but also between sets of
components and groups. If one group is positioned above another group, this implies
that all components within the first group are positioned above all components within
the second group. Repositioning a component in the first group might have an effect on
all components in the second group. In order for these constraints to apply, DEUCE
transforms all basic relations between components, sets of components and groups into
a set of internal basic relations which apply to single UI components only (Figure 5.4
number 2). For example the following rule asserts internal above relations:
1
2
3

transformAbove(?comp1,?list2) if
findall(?comp1, and(includes(?comp2,?list2),
addSpecification(aboveInt(?comp1,?comp2))),?result)

This rule is called with ?comp1 bound to a UI component and ?list2 bound to a list
of single UI components. It is called by other rules that will break down groups/lists of
groups/lists of components into a list of single components. Also groups are expanded
into groups of single UI components and added to the UI specification, with:
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8

expandGroups if
expandGroup(?group,?components),
addSpecification(groupInt(?group,?components)).
expandGroup(?group,?components) if
?UISpec->group(?group,?comps),
findall(?sublist,and(includes(?comp,?comps),
expandGroup(?comp,?sublist)),?sublists),
flatten(?sublists,?components)

Basic Relations to Constraints
Now that the basic relations are expressed in terms of single UI components, they can
be added to a constraint system. As seen before both basic positioning and alignment
as sizing relations are expressed with constraints. For instance, the above relation is
added to the constraint solver by the following code snippet:
1
2
3
4
5
6

adjoin(?component,?window) if
name(?component,?compName1),
aboveInt(?compName1,?compName2),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?window),
layoutSystem(?window,?layoutSolvingSystem),
?layout->adjoin(above,?component,?comp2,?layoutSolvingSystem)

For each internal above relationship (line 3) that is specified in the UI specification
(Figure 5.4 number 3) for a certain component (line 2), the other components in the
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relationship are retrieved from the UI instance (line 4). The layout system (here a
constraint solver) for the window is looked up (line 5) and the relation is transformed
into a constraint which is added to that solver (line 6), as is explained in Section 5.3.2
(Figure 5.4 number 4 and 5).
Also sizing and alignment relations are transformed into constraints. For example,
the following adds a constraint to give components a minimum height.
1
2
3
4
5

minimumHeight(?component,?ui) if
name(?component,?compName1),
?UISpec->minimumHeight(?compName1,?min),
layoutSystem(?ui,?system),
?layout->size(height,minimum,?component,?min,?system)

Advanced Layout Relations
Based on the basic layout relations, more advanced layout relations can be expressed
(Figure 5.4 number 1). For instance, putting a set of components in one row signifies that
all components are put to the left of the component next to it. Transforming a oneRow
specification into leftOf specifications, is done by the DEUCE rule in the following
code example. The derived leftOf facts are added to the UI specification with the
addSpecification predicate. The first rule applies for two components whereas the
second rule goes through a list of components.
1
2

3
4
5
6

oneRowToLeftOf(<?firstComponent,?secondComponent>) if
addSpecification(leftOf(?firstComponent,?secondComponent))
oneRowToLeftOf(<?firstComponent|?restComponents>) if
head(?secondComponent,?restComponents),
addSpecification(leftOf(?firstComponent,?secondComponent)),
oneRowToLeftOf(?restComponents)

One can continue building other relations on top of this as well. For instance the
following illustrates how putting components in a diagonal boils down to putting every
component above and to the left of every other component, or putting the components
both in one row and one column.
1
2
3

diagonalToColumnAndRow(?comps) if
addSpecification(oneRow(?comps)),
addSpecification(oneColumn(?comps))

The developers are no longer concerned with the actual layout position of components
and can therefore reason about their position in more abstract terms. This introduction
of high-level abstractions will increase the evolvability of UIs.

5.4. Creating the Visualworks Smalltalk UI

5.4
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Creating the Visualworks Smalltalk UI

DEUCE creates a running Visualworks Smalltalk UI based on the high-level UI specification. The high-level specifications are translated through a set or rules (Figure 5.1
number 6) into actual Smalltalk objects of which a Visualworks Smalltalk UI is built
up (Figure 5.1 number 5). In this section we introduce how UIs are typically built with
the Visualworks Smalltalk UI Framework. As some of these steps require a manual
intervention from the developers, we next show how these steps can be omitted and how
a UI can be created programmatically. The latter is used by DEUCE for transforming
the high-level specification into an running Smalltalk UI.

5.4.1

The Visualworks Smalltalk windowSpec

When creating a user interface in Visualworks Smalltalk, developers use the UI Painter
Tool to create the UI by laying out its static graphical visualisation on a canvas. The
Painter Tool is used to specify the properties for each of the components. These include
positioning, colour, font, etc. All of this information is represented as a windowSpec description which is turned into an actual running UI instance by Visualworks Smalltalk’s
UI Framework (Figure 5.1 number 5). This runtime UI is an instance of the UIBuilder
class which groups all UI component instances and maintains a link to the underlying
model (see Section 5.5). These UI component instances know about their visualisation
properties such as colour, layout, etc. By sending Smalltalk messages to a UI component,
its properties can be changed.
In addition to building a UI from its windowSpec, one can create a runtime UI by
directly communicating with a UIBuilder instance. Whereas the windowSpec is used to
create a static version of the UI, changing the UI at runtime is done through this direct
communication. In addition this mechanism can be used to create a UI without the
use of a windowSpec. For each UI component a componentSpec is created and added
to the instance with a add: message. At that point, the UIBuilder creates the actual
component based on this spec, and adds it to its set of components. For example, a
button can be created by executing:
1
2
3

ActionButtonSpec new name: #test ;
setLabel: #ExampleButton ;
layout: (120@160 corner: 210@190)

This code creates a spec object of the type action button. It is given a name, label
and layout. This spec object is turned into an actual UI component upon adding it to
a UIBuilder.

5.4.2

From DEUCE to a UIBuilder Instance

As described in Chapter 4 developers specify a user interface with high-level declarative
statements in DEUCE. They will use the Visualworks Smalltalk UI Painter tool to put
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components on a canvas (randomly) and assign them a unique name. These names are
used in the declarative statements to specify visualisation logic, such as properties of
components and layout relations between components, and behavioural logic, such as
events and actions on components. For example, the following rules are part of the
visualisation logic for the calculator example in Chapter 4.

4

containsComponent(standardCalculator,
containsComponent(standardCalculator,
containsComponent(standardCalculator,
containsComponent(standardCalculator,

5

window(standardCalculator).

6
7

text(standardCalculator,Calculator).
text(one, 1).

8

minimumHeight(?comp, 40).

9

backgroundColour(one,veryLightGray).

1
2
3

firstDigits).
secondDigits).
operators).
display).

DEUCE transforms the declarative specification into a running UI by constructing
a runtime user interface object. This user interface will contain several windows, each
of which is a UIBuilder instance.
The process for creating windows is illustrated in Figure 5.5. The developers specify
the high-level UI specifications which are used by DEUCE’s internal rules (Figure 5.1
number 6) to create the actual UI. Note that by applying other rules later on, this
window instance can be changed. The use of these rules by the declarative reasoning
mechanism ensures the dynamic character of the UI.
First of all, a new UIBuilder instance is created (Figure 5.5 number 1) by the
following rule.
1
2
3
4
5

newWindow(?windowName,?ui,?window) if
equals(?ui,[|builder| builder := UIBuilder new.
builder add: (WindowSpec new label: ?windowName asString;
bounds: (0@0 corner: 0@0)).
builder])

The only component that is part of this initial UIBuilder instance is a window component (i.e. a component of type WindowSpec). The properties of this window, such as
colour and size, will be changed later on by sending Smalltalk messages. This empty
window is needed in order to be able to add components to the UI. Therefore we chose
to add this window by default upon creating the UIBuilder instance. The window
properties are set with (Figure 5.5 number 7):
1
2

setWindowProperties(?windowName,?window) if
setWindowSize(?windowName,?window).

5.4. Creating the Smalltalk UI
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window(standardCalculator).
containsComponent(standardCalculator, firstDigits).
containsComponent(standardCalculator, operators).
text(standardCalculator,Calculator).
minimumWidth(?c,40). minimumHeight(?c,40).
backgroundColour(?c ,veryLightGray).
....
createUI(?appl,?ui,?interface,?definitionRepository) if
?UISpecRules->newUserInterface(?ui),
newRepository(?stateRepository),
linkWithApplication(?ui),
createWindows(?ui),
defaultWindow(?ui,?interface)

DEUCE

createWindow(?ui,?interface,?inst) if
currentUserInterfaceInstance(?ui),
?UISpecRules->newWindow(?interface,?ui,?inst),
?layout->setupLayoutSystem(?inst,?layoutSystem),
?UISpecRules->addComponentsFromTo(?interface,?inst),
?UISpecRules->all(setWindowProperties(?interface,?inst))

2

addComponentsFromTo(?interface,?window) if
all(and( ?UISpec->containsComponent(?interface,?comp),
addComponentTo(?comp,?window))),
calculateLayout(?window),
section 5.3
refreshWindow(?window)

4

addComponentTo(?name,?window) if
newComponent(?name,?window,?component),
all(setProperties(?component)),
all(addLayoutRelationsFor(?window,?component)),
?storage->window(?ui,?,?window),
all(installUIEvent(?,?component,?ui))

5

comp

7

section 5.5

newComponent(+?componentName,+?ui,?component) if
specComponentType(?componentName,?type),
generateSpec(?componentName,?type,?smtSpec),
equals(?component,[?ui add: ?smtSpec.])

6

UIBuilder
instance

3

7

newWindow(?windowName,?ui,?window) if
equals(?window,[|bld| bld := UIBuilder new.
bld add: (WindowSpec new label: ?windowName asString;
bounds:(0@0 corner: 0@0)). bld])

1
UIBuilder
instance

comp

section 5.7

generateSpec(?name,?type,?spec) if
generateSpec(?name,?type,?spec) if
equals(?spec,[?smtClass new name:?name])

comp
comp
comp
comp

comp

comp

spec

comp
triggers

Figure 5.5: From high-level user interface specification to Smalltalk user interface
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setWindowProperties(?windowName,?window) if
setWindowName(?windowName,?window).
setWindowSize(?name,?window) if
?UISpec->windowWidth(?name,?w),
?UISpec->windowHeight(?name,?h),!,
setWindowSize(?window,?w,?h).
setWindowName(?windowName,?window) if
?UISpec->text(?windowName,?name),
windowName(?window,?name)

For each of the properties the corresponding information is retrieved from the high-level
UI specification. Through the use of a Smalltalk message the property of the actual
window is set. An alternative rule to set the window’s size to be as large as necessary
to show all components, is the following:
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

setWindowSize(?name,?window) if
expandedWindowSize(?window)
expandedWindowSize(?ui) if
[xcoord := 0. ycoord := 0.
?ui namedComponents associationsDo:
[:el | |cr| cr := el value component layout corner.
(cr x > xcoord) ifTrue: [xcoord := cr x].
(cr y > ycoord) ifTrue: [ycoord := cr y]].
?ui window minimumSize: xcoord @ ycoord. true]

This rule will be triggered if no size or height was specified. The corner of the window
is calculated based on the x and the y coordinate of the left-most and bottom-most
component(s). Note that if the window does not contain any components, its size will
be zero.
After creating the initial UIBuilder object, all components used in the interface
(Figure 5.5 number 2) are added to it. To do so, for each component that is to be part
of the UI (Figure 5.5 number 4), a corresponding Smalltalk object is created and added
to the UI instance (Figure 5.5 number 5 and 6). How components are added to the UI,
is shown in the next code snippet.

5

addComponentsFromTo(?interface,?window) if
all(and(isComponentInInterface(?comp,?interface),
addComponentTo(?comp,?window))),
calculateLayout(?window),
refreshWindow(?window).

6

addComponentTo(?name,?window) if

1
2
3
4
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8
9
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newComponent(?name,?window,?component),
all(setProperties(?component)),
all(addLayoutRelationsFor(?window,?component)),
?storage->window(?ui,?,?window),
all(installUIEvent(?,?component,?ui))

Remember that the developers specified at the declarative level what components are
part of an interface (line 2). Each component in this interface is added to the UI (line 3),
the UI’s layout is recalculated for this new interface (line 4), and its window is updated
on the screen (line 5). Details on the layout mechanism is given in Section 5.3.
For each component that needs to be added, an actual Smalltalk component is generated and added to the UI by calling the newComponent rule (line 7). Its initial properties
are set (line 8), the layout relations for the new components are added to the layout
system (line 9) and the necessary events are installed (line 11) on the corresponding
UI which the window belongs to (line 10). Details on installing the UI events can be
found in Section 5.5. DEUCE now continues to operate on the runtime UI, namely this
UIBuilder instance object.
Creating a Smalltalk UI component is done by the following rule:
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

generateSpec(?name,?type,?spec) if
smalltalkClassForSpecType(?type,?smtClass),
equals(?spec,[?smtClass new name:?name]).
newComponent(+?componentName,+?ui,?component) if
specComponentType(?componentName,?type),
generateSpec(?componentName,?type,?smtSpec),
equals(?component,[?ui add: ?smtSpec.])

When adding a new component to a UIBuilder instance, this component should
be represented by a spec object. This spec object is a Smalltalk entity representing a
component and its properties. Note that at this point it is not an actual UI component
yet but it will turned into one by the UIBuilder upon addition. The rule on lines 1–3
creates a spec object for a component with a certain ?name and ?type. The second rule
generates the actual component by calling this first rule (line 6). The spec is added to
the runtime UI (line 7) and by doing so it is transformed into an actual UI component.
The above two rules generate Smalltalk components and should therefore now what
Smalltalk class should be instantiated when creating such a component. The rule
smalltalkClassForSpecType retrieves the corresponding Smalltalk class (line 2). The
rule specComponentType will query the UI specification to know what kind of component is needed (line 5). Below both rules are shown for labels, inputfields and buttons.
1
2
3

smalltalkClassForSpecType(label,[LabelSpec]).
smalltalkClassForSpecType(inputField,[InputFieldSpec]).
smalltalkClassForSpecType(ActionButtonSpec,[ActionButtonSpec]).
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specComponentType(?compName,label) if
?UISpec->label(?compName)
specComponentType(?compName,inputField) if
?UISpec->inputField(?compName)
specComponentType(?compName,button) if
?UISpec->button(?compName)

DEUCE provides rules to set the different properties for the Smalltalk UI components. For instance, the following rule sets the text properties. The rule setText (line 1)
retrieves the text property from the UI specification by triggering the specText rule
(line 3) and sets the property with the text rule (line 4). Note that a Smalltalk inputField component (line 13) needs to be sent a different message than a Smalltalk label
component (line 9) in order for its text to be changed. Because of these abstraction rules
developers no longer need to be aware of this low-level difference if DEUCE is used.
1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15

setText(?component) if
name(?component,?name),
specText(?name,?text),
text(?component,?text).
specText(?compName,?text) if
?UISpec->text(?compName,?text).
text(?component,?text) if
smalltalkComponentType(?component,label),!,
[?component widget labelString: (?text asString).
?component widget invalidate. true].
text(?component,?text) if
smalltalkComponentType(?component,inputField),!,
[?component widget editText: (?text asString).
?component widget model value: ?text .
?component widget invalidate. true]

5.5

User Interface Events

When a user performs an action on the user interface, for instance by clicking a button or
by typing text, the user interface launches an event to notify the underlying system that
an event has occurred. The system is responsible for taking the appropriate actions,
either by calling the user interface or by calling the application code. Visualworks
Smalltalk provides an event handler mechanism to deal with such events (Figure 5.1
number 5c). When creating a high-level UI specification, developers specify the events
that can occur in a user interface and the logic actions that are to be triggered upon
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such an event. DEUCE transforms this high-level specification into the event handling
mechanism by providing a set of rules as part of its core logic (Figure 5.1 number 6).

5.5.1

The Visualworks Smalltalk applicationModel

Chapter 2 illustrated how Visualworks Smalltalk uses the MVC pattern to specify user
interfaces and to separate the application (model) from its graphical user interfaces
(views). Visualworks Smalltalk uses an ‘application model’ as an intermediate to handle
the communication between model and view. It contains the state and behaviour of the
UI, as well as its link to the application. Application data can be monitored in the
application model through the use of value holders. When changing the monitored
value (i.e. application data) through the value holder, the value holder assures that all
its dependents are notified of the change such that these can undertake the necessary
actions. At this point the application data is not aware of who depends on it and to
whom a notify message is sent. Note however that application data is changed through
the value holder when a change originates from within the application model (and
hence the UI). If changes happen from outside the UI, the value holder is not used, and
therefore its dependents are not notified. In order to notify the UI (application model)
anyway, the application methods need to include the notify statement.
When creating a user interface in Visualworks Smalltalk, the developers are responsible for implementing a subclass of the applicationModel class which specifies the
UI actions and relations with the application. Relations between UI and application
are specified through the value holder mechanism discussed above, and by accessing
the application directly through message sending. UI actions are methods that will be
triggered upon UI events, such as getting and losing focus, notification, validation, and
closing a window.
When specifying a UI component with the UI Painter Tool (see Section 5.4), the
developers provide the name of such an action method to function as the ‘model’ for that
component. Such a model is triggered upon one event only. For instance for a button,
the model only gets triggered when that button is clicked. Nonetheless, additional
events can be added programmatically by using a when:send:to: registration message
(Figure 5.1 number 5c). This message is sent to a UI component with the following
arguments:
• the name of an event. The events that can be understood by a UI component are
predefined by Visualworks Smalltalk.
• the name of the method to be sent upon this event.
• the object which the message should be sent to. Typically this is the ‘self’ argument as these registration methods are set up in the application model and the
application model contains the methods specifying the UI behaviour.
Note that for each event, whether it is registered as the model of a component or through
an event registration method, there is a corresponding method in the application model
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that contains the code to be executed upon that event.
Upon triggering an event, the event calls the method in the applicationModel
whose name was passed on upon installing the event handler. The applicationModel
can be omitted by replacing such a method name with a Smalltalk block (i.e. executable
pieces of Smalltalk code). This block contains the code to execute upon the event, and
thus to handle the event. This allows for setting up a user interface in Visualworks
Smalltalk without using an applicationModel.
For instance, setting the model of a button to a Smalltalk block, will result in the
code in the block to be executed upon clicking the button:
1

aButton model: [Transcript show: ‘Button #test has been clicked’]

A Smalltalk block is an object and can be executed by sending it the value message.
Therefore, it can be used in event registration methods as follows:
1
2
3

aButton when: #clicked
send: #value
to: [Transcript show: ‘Button #test has been clicked’]

Note that this code achieves the same as the first example, but as the model of a
component is linked to one type of event only, it is rather limited and other events need
to be set up with code like the second example.

5.5.2

Linking UI Events With a Query

In Chapter 4 we have explained that part of the high-level presentation logic states
what events can be sent to a UI component and what behaviour, or query, is linked
with this event. For example, the divide button can receive a click event, upon which
the operatorClicked query is launched. This is specified with:
1

UIEvent(divideClicked,divide,click).

2

linkUIEventToQuery(divideClicked,operatorClicked(divide,?ui))

DEUCE provides a set of rules at the logic level (Figure 5.1 number 6) to transform
these statements into the Visualworks Smalltalk event mechanism (Figure 5.1 number 5c) which was explained above. This internal process is illustrated in Figure 5.6.
Based on the high-level specification for the event (Figure 5.6 number 1) and corresponding query (Figure 5.6 number 2), an event handler is created for the component
(Figure 5.6 number 4). This handler will execute the code that launches the particular
query in DEUCE (Figure 5.6 number 3).
The following rule installs the necessary code fragment (Smalltalk block) as an event
handler on the corresponding UI component. When an event is sent to that component,
it will execute the code fragment. This code will be responsible for calling DEUCE
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UIEvent(divideClicked,divide,click)
linkUIEventToQuery(divideClicked,operatorClicked(divide,?ui))

installUIEvent(?eventName,?component,?ui) if
name(?component,?componentName),
?UISpec->UIEvent(?eventName,?componentName,?event),

DEUCE

1

?UISpec->linkUIEventToQuery(?eventName,?query),

2

deuceTrigger(?query,?code,?ui),
installEventHandler(?component,?event,?code)

3

deuceTrigger(?query,?code,?ui) if
equals(?code,[[(Soul.Evaluator eval: ('if currentInstance
(?ui), ?UISpec->', ?query asString) in: (Soul.Factory
repository: #deuce) withAssociations:
(OrderedCollection with: #ui->?ui)) allResults]])

4

installEventHandler(?component,click,?code) if
[?component widget when: #clicked send: #value to: ?code. true],!

clicked
a Message send
selector: #value
/

event handler

args: #()
receiver: a Blockclosure

=
section 5.7

[(Soul.Evaluator
eval: 'if currentInstance(?ui), ?UISpec->' , t1 asString
in: (Soul.Factory repository: #deuce)
withAssociations: (OrderedCollection with: #ui -> t2)) allResults]

triggers

Figure 5.6: From high-level user interface event specification to Smalltalk event handler
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and triggering the query that was specified at the high-level. In this rule, the code
fragment is generated with the rule deuceTrigger (line 5). Details of this mechanism
are discussed in Section 5.8.
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10

installUIEvent(?eventName,?component,?ui) if
name(?component,?componentName),
?UISpec->UIEvent(?eventName,?componentName,?event),
?UISpec->linkUIEventToQuery(?eventName,?query),
deuceTrigger(?query,?code,?ui),
installEventHandler(?component,?event,?code).
installEventHandler(?component,click,?code) if
[?component widget when: #clicked send: #value to: ?code. true]
installEventHandler(?component,getFocus,?code) if
[?component widget when: #gettingFocus send: #value to: ?code. true].

The high-level specification is retrieved on lines 3–4. The deuceTrigger rule is called
on line 5 to generate the Smalltalk code fragment that will call DEUCE upon execution.
The installUIEvent rule installs the fragment as an event handler on the UI component
(line 8). Note that different events require different handlers. For instance, a click
event handler (line 7) is different from an event handler for dealing with a component
getting the focus (line 9) since the first sends the clicked event and the second the
gettingFocus event. Again by using DEUCE we are able to abstract away from these
low-level Smalltalk details. The developers will no longer be confronted with this and
can simply specify this behaviour in terms of the getFocus and click facts.

5.6

User Interface and Application Actions

Both UI events (e.g. mouse click) and application events (e.g. data change), will trigger actions. UI actions will for instance change the user interface by updating layout,
adding or removing components and changing component properties. Application actions trigger behaviour of the underlying application.
In DEUCE the application is implemented in Visualworks Smalltalk by the developers and instantiated by DEUCE. The running UI created by DEUCE is a UIBuilder
instance. Hence, both the application instance and the UI instance are Smalltalk objects. Performing actions on both boils down to sending a Smalltalk message to the
corresponding object (Figure 5.1 number 8 and 9).
For example, disabling the equals button is expressed with the statement on line 1
in the code snippet below. Lines 2–4 translate this in sending the disable message to
the component with name equals in the current user interface bound to the ?ui logic
variable.

5.7. Application Events

1

disable(equals,?ui).

2

disable(?compName,?ui) if
componentWithNameIn(?component,?compName,?ui),
[?component disable. true]

3
4
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The same applies for an application action, for instance when computing the result in
the calculator example.
1
2

computeResult(+?appl) if
[?appl compute. true]

5.7

Application Events

In order for the UI and application to interact with each other, the application needs
to be able to trigger behaviour in the UI. The places at which the application needs to
call the UI, are what we call application events. These events are specified in the application logic concern. Nevertheless the application itself will need to be instrumented
with appropriate code such that the UI actually gets called. Therefore DEUCE will
translate the application events into instrumentation code (Figure 5.1 number 11). As
a mechanism to add this piece of code to the application automatically, DEUCE uses
method wrappers (Figure 5.1 number 10). In what follows we discuss the choice of
method wrappers as well as the actual transformation from high-level specification to
method wrapper.

5.7.1

Method Wrappers

Method Wrappers have been introduced by Brant et al. [Bra98] to add hidden behaviour
to a method without recompiling it. Typically they are used to change a method’s behaviour. They allow adding behaviour before, after or around the default method execution [Bra98]. As DEUCE installs the necessary method wrapping mechanism behind
the scenes, the developers are screened from the details of using method wrappers.
When using the method wrapper framework as provided by Brant, developers create
their own dedicated subclass of the class MethodWrapper and redefines the beforeMethod
and/or afterMethod to add specific behaviour for the wrapper. To use the method
wrapper, the class is sent the on:inClass: message. The first argument is the selector
for the method, and the second is the class that defines the method. This returns a
new method wrapper which can then be installed the by sending the install message
and uninstalled by sending uninstall message. If the method wrapper is installed, its
before and/or after method are executed when the method (first argument) is sent to
the class (second argument).
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5.7.2

Linking Application Events With a Query

Recall from Chapter 4 that developers specify, as a part of the application logic concern,
what the application events are and how these are linked to a logic query. For example,

2

applicationEvent(resultChanged,calculator,#result:).
role(calculator,[Deuce.Calculator]).

3

linkApplicationEventToQuery(resultChanged,updateResult(?ui))

1

The internal process to transform this high-level specification into the actual method
wrapper behind the corresponding application method, is illustrated in Figure 5.7.
Based on the information specified in the high-level specification, the piece of code
that will launch the specified query (Figure 5.7 number 1) in DEUCE is generated (Figure 5.7 number 5) and installed as a method wrapper (Figure 5.7 number 4) on the
corresponding application class (Figure 5.7 number 3) for its specified selector (Figure 5.7 number 2).
For each of the linkApplicationEventToQuery specifications, DEUCE installs a
method wrapper to trigger the corresponding query after the application event occurred.
This is done with the following rule:
1
2
3
4
5

installApplicationEvent(?event,?ui) if
?UISpec->linkApplicationEventToQuery(?event,?query),
?UISpec->applicationEvent(?event,?role,?method),
?UISpec->role(?role,?class),
installWrapper(?query,?class,?method).

The applicationEvent (line 3) specifies what method in the application corresponds
to the event. The role (line 4) specifies the class in the application to which this
method belongs. The installWrapper (line 5) rule installs the actual method wrapper
as follows:
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

installWrapper(?query,?class,?method) if
get(wrapper,[?query printString],?class,?method,?wrapper),!.
installWrapper(?query,?class,?method) if
deuceTrigger(?query,?code,?ui),
equals(?wrapper,[ (Refactory.Wrappers.DeuceMethodWrapper
on: (?method asSymbol)
inClass: ?class
executeCode:?code) install.]),
add(wrapper,[?query printString],?class,?method,?wrapper)

Installed method wrappers are kept track of (line 2) such that methods are only wrapped
once for a certain application event. This is important because otherwise a method
would be wrapped for all UI instances, and upon that particular application event
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linkApplicationEventToQuery(resultChanged,updateResult(?ui))
applicationEvent(resultChanged,calculator,#result:)
role(calculator,[Deuce.Calculator])

DEUCE

4

installApplicationEvent(?event,?ui) if
?UISpec->linkApplicationEventToQuery(?event,?query),
?UISpec->applicationEvent(?event,?role,?method),
?UISpec->role(?role,?class),
installWrapper(?query,?class,?method)

3

installWrapper(?query,?class,?method) if
deuceTrigger(?query,?code,?ui),
equals(?wrap,[(Refactory.Wrappers.DeuceMethodWrapper on:
(?method asSymbol) inClass: ?class executeCode:?code) install]),
?storage->add(wrapper,[?query printString],?class,?method,?wrap)

2

1

5

deuceTrigger(?query,?code,?ui) if
equals(?code,[[(Soul.Evaluator eval: ('if currentInstance
(?ui), ?UISpec->', ?query asString) in: (Soul.Factory
repository: #deuce) withAssociations:
(OrderedCollection with: #ui->?ui)) allResults]])

methodWrapper
mclass: Deuce.Calculator
selector: #result:
code: a Blockclosure
=
section 5.7

[(Soul.Evaluator
eval: 'if currentInstance(?ui), ?UISpec->', t1 asString
in: (Soul.Factory repository: #deuce)
withAssociations: (OrderedCollection with: #ui -> t2)) allResults]

triggers

Figure 5.7: From high-level application event specification to low-level method wrapper
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Figure 5.8: Linking application and user interface

DEUCE would be triggered more than once. If the method has not been wrapped yet
for the application event, the second rule applies (lines 3–9). Details on how the piece
of code to trigger DEUCE is generated (line 4), is explained in Section 5.8. This code
is installed as a method wrapper (line 5) and stored for further reference (line 9).

5.8

Connecting User Interface and Application

In order to bring presentation logic and application logic together, the developers provide
the connection logic (Figure 5.1 number 14). This connection logic specifies logic queries
that connect UI and application. How this mechanism works and how it is installed by
DEUCE, is explained in this section.

5.8.1

Connection Logic Queries

Both the presentation logic as the application logic specify events and actions. Events
are occurrences in the UI or in the application that will trigger some changes in either
the UI or the application. These changes are called actions. Hence, events trigger
actions. With DEUCE, the connection logic acts as an intermediate between events
and actions, such that for example UI events do not trigger application actions directly.
If this would be otherwise, UI events would know about application actions, which
violates the principle of separation of concerns. The connection logic adds an extra level
of abstraction such that either application or presentation logic can be changed without
affecting the other. This mechanism is illustrated by Figure 5.8.
The UI specification of UI events is transformed into event handlers (Figure 5.8
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number 1) as was explained in Section 5.5. The application events are transformed into
method wrappers (Figure 5.8 number 2) as was shown in Section 5.7. Triggering an
event results in calling a logic query (Figure 5.8 number 3), which is part of the connection logic. These queries can trigger either or both UI actions (Figure 5.8 number 4)
and application actions (Figure 5.8 number 5). UI actions result in accessing the UI
by sending a Smalltalk message to the UI instance (Figure 5.8 number 6). Application actions result in accessing the application by sending a Smalltalk message to the
application instance (Figure 5.8 number 7).
Connection queries are specified by UI developers. For example the operatorClicked
rule from Chapter 4:
1
2
3
4

operatorClicked(equals,?ui) if
application(?ui,?appl),
computeResult(?appl,?result),
buttonStates(equals,?ui)

This rule specifies that when solving the query operatorClicked, which will be
launched upon clicking an operator button in the calculator example, the computeResult and buttonStates rules are fired. The computeResult rule is specified as
part of the application logic whereas the buttonStates rule is specified as part of the
presentation logic.

5.8.2

Launching a Query in DEUCE

As connection queries are launched upon UI and application events, the (Smalltalk)
mechanisms to deal with these events launch a query in DEUCE. Launching a query
in DEUCE can be done from within Smalltalk by calling the SOUL evaluator. For
instance the following launches the query to create a new UI from within one of the
DEUCE tools:
1

|query assoc appl rep|

2

5

appl := self currentApplication.
rep := self currentRepository.
assoc := OrderedCollection with:#application->appl
with:#specRepository->rep.

6

query := ‘if createUI(?ui, ?application, ?specRepository)’.

7

(Soul.Evaluator
eval: query
in: (Soul.Factory repository: #deuce)
withAssociations: assoc) nextResult.

3
4

8
9
10

Calling the SOUL evaluator is expressed on lines 7–10. The call has as arguments a query (in string format) to evaluate (line 8) and a repository to evaluate
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the query in (line 9). In this case the query ‘if createUI(?ui, ?application,
?specRepository)’ is evaluated in the deuce repository. Additionally one can bind, or
associate, variables in the query to Smalltalk objects (line 10). Here the ?application
and ?specRepository variables are bound to Smalltalk objects (being the results from
the methods currentApplication and currentRepository). The variable ?ui is unbound at the time of evaluating the query in the SOUL Evaluator.
At the DEUCE level, the rule deuceTrigger shown below uses this mechanism to
generate the piece of code ?code to make such a call to the SOUL evaluator. Note that
SOUL requires all variables used in a Smalltalk statement to be bound before evaluating
this block. Hence, the variables ?query and ?ui should be bound when triggering this
rule, since they are used within the Smalltalk statement.
1
2
3
4
5
6

deuceTrigger(?query,?ui,?code) if
equals(?code,[[(Soul.Evaluator
eval: (’if ?UISpec->’, ?query asString )
in: (Soul.Factory repository: #deuce)
withAssociations:(OrderedCollection with: #ui->?ui))
nextResult]])

This rule deuceTrigger is used by DEUCE when installing UI events and application
events, such that both call upon DEUCE when triggered.

5.9

Discussion of the Mechanisms Behind DEUCE

When implementing DEUCE we opted for certain implementation techniques as these
techniques provide the necessary infrastructure to fulfill the postulated requirements
for a solution for separation user interface concerns. In this section we recapitulate
the requirements and how they are fulfilled by DEUCE. Next we discuss some of the
strengths and limitations that resulted from choosing these techniques.

5.9.1

Fulfilment of the Requirements

In Chapter 3 the requirements for a solution for achieving a separation of user interface
concerns were formulated. In DEUCE several mechanisms are used in order to fulfill
these requirements. Using SOUL as a declarative medium allows for a separate specification for each concern (requirement 1) at both a high and low-level of abstraction
(requirement 2) which are mapped onto each other (requirement 3) by the declarative
reasoning mechanism. This reasoning mechanism also supports the automatic composition of the several concerns into the final application (requirement 4). Additionally,
this last requirement is supported by SOUL’s symbiosis with Smalltalk which allows
for installing the necessary linking mechanisms in terms of event handlers and method
wrappers. An automated layout (requirement 5) is supported by the Cassowary linear
constraint solver.
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The Power of SOUL’s Symbiosis With Smalltalk

One of the strengths of SOUL is its symbiosis with Smalltalk which allows to switch back
and forth between the Smalltalk and logic level. The latest symbiosis mechanisms added
to SOUL introduce an even higher transparency between both levels by allowing to write
logic statements in the form of keyword based messages which is the syntax that is also
being used for Smalltalk messages. At the moment SOUL supports both this new syntax
as the more ‘classical’ syntax for writing its logic statements. Note that throughout this
dissertation and our implementation we use the ‘classical’ syntax although in future
work one might opt for more transparency between logic and Smalltalk.
As a consequence of SOUL’s symbiosis with Smalltalk, DEUCE has access to the
underlying Smalltalk applications and user interfaces. In combination with Smalltalk’s
dynamic environment, this allows DEUCE to interact with the running application
and adapt UIs dynamically where necessary. Using SOUL has provided us for rapid
prototyping DEUCE, which from a researchers point of view allowed us to focus on the
separation of user interface concerns.

5.9.3

Modularising Logic

SOUL uses logic layers and repositories (see Chapter 4) to modularise logic. However,
improvement to the implementation of these structures would enrich this modularisation.
Logic layers for Separating Concern Specifications In SOUL, logic facts and
rules are stored in layers (i.e. static logic databases). These layers allow to modularise
the UI concerns in two dimensions. Firstly, UI concerns are modularised by dedicating
a separate layer of logic facts and rules to each of the concerns. Hence changing or
evolving a concern is limited to changing its particular layer(s). Secondly, within each
concern several layers can be used to represent reusable sets of logic. For instance,
the standard and the scientific calculator have the same visualisation for the number
buttons. By putting the specification of their properties and layout into a separate
logic layer (i.e. rule-base), it can be reused for both calculators. Additionally, the layer
modularisation is used by DEUCE to provide different levels of abstraction. The UI
developers specify the high-level UI in layers, DEUCE provides layers for the mapping
from high-level to low-level, for the layout solving mechanism, for the mapping from
(mid-level) components to actual Smalltalk components, etc.
This layer modularisation is a particularity of SOUL and so far it was sufficient
for our purposes. However, when introducing large sets of rules and facts, a kind of
rule-management system will be required in order to select the relevant rule layers and
plug in and out the applicable logic. As a future work we consider to look into the rule
management used in other large scale declarative systems.
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Repositories for selecting Relevant Rule-bases The facts and rules from the layers are loaded into a repository (i.e. a runtime logic database) when used for reasoning.
One can select what layers to load into a repository. By doing so, only the layers that are
relevant for a certain UI specification are loaded and used during the reasoning process.
The repository represents the scope within which the predicates of that repository can
be evaluated. Through repository variables (denoted by ?repositoryVariable->) one
can specify what repository, and thus what scope, to use when evaluating a predicate.
Additionally, when new facts or rules are asserted at runtime, this information is added
to the repository as this is the runtime knowledge base.
The downside of using repositories to assert new facts, is a possible loss of information. When one of the loaded layers changes, for instance by extending an existing
UI specification with a new layout strategy, the repository is re-instantiated in order to
incorporate this new behaviour. However, this also results in the loss of all information
that was asserted to the repository at runtime and that is not part of a layer. Nevertheless it is desirable for some runtime information to survive a re-instantiation. For
example the state of the runtime UI should be preserved as long as the UI is running,
even when its specification changed during that time. Therefore this kind of information should not be asserted to the current repository but should be stored in either a
separate repository or a separate Smalltalk state object.

5.9.4

A Separate Reasoner Behind Every UI

With the rise of context-sensitive systems, the research community has expressed the
need for accessing UI specification knowledge at runtime [Dem06]. This includes access
to the power of the declarative reasoning process to infer the necessary conclusions and
consequences based on these UI specifications. Therefore each UI instance should have
access to its specification and to the reasoning process. Ideally each UI instance has its
own reasoner that remains accessible during the entire lifetime of that UI.
Currently DEUCE does not use multiple SOUL evaluators in coexistence. For every
query that is to be evaluated, a new evaluator object is created. Additionally in SOUL
the runtime knowledge that has to remain available in between several evaluations (i.e.
reasonings) is stored in a factory object through the structure of repositories. Repositories provide a scope of evaluation by means of repository variables. These variables
can be rebound to other repositories programmatically. DEUCE uses this mechanism
to switch between UI specifications, but future work should consider re-implementing
part of SOUL and DEUCE.
As a UI specification is represented by a repository, the core logic repository that
acts as DEUCE’s central engine, needs to plug in and out different specification repositories. This is achieved by rebinding the repository variable of the core logic repository
that is referring to the specification repository. The reasoning process will then look
up information (i.e. specifications) within the scope of this new repository. Recall
from Chapter 3 that repository variables are defined within the originating repository
and are bound to the other repositories. Rebinding these variables can be done both
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programmatically or through SOUL’s repository browser.

5.9.5

The Effects of Replacing the Mechanisms Behind DEUCE

In figure 5.1 we have depicted the DEUCE framework, and what mechanisms DEUCE
uses to transform the high-level UI specification into an actual running software system.
DEUCE’s core logic contains rules to map the high-level specifications onto the actual
mechanisms being used. When replacing these mechanisms, part of these core logic
rules will also need to be replaced. However, the rest of DEUCE’s implementation and
core logic will remain unaffected. For example, as shown in Figure 5.9 a, replacing the
constraint solver mechanism which currently is used to achieve an automated layout,
will require the developers to provide a new layout mechanism as well as a new set of
logic rules that map the layout specification onto this new mechanism. The same is true
when replacing the composition mechanism that links the application code with the UI
(Figure 5.9 b) and when using another UI framework (Figure 5.9 c).
Currently DEUCE is implemented in Smalltalk and SOUL. As SOUL provides means
to communicate with Java applications, it is possible to reuse large parts of DEUCE for
Java applications. However, when using DEUCE for a different platform this requires
the mechanisms behind DEUCE to be re-implemented. As a consequence, also its core
logic rules will change as they will map the high-level UI specification onto different
low-level mechanisms. The high-level UI specification however can be reused as it has
no notion of the low-level mechanisms that are used. Remark however that changing the
underlying application, implies its ‘interface’ (or hooks) to the UI changes accordingly.
As a consequence the application events and application actions will also need to be reimplemented. The effects of changing to a different platform and a different application
on DEUCE are shown in Figure 5.10.

5.10

Conclusion

In this chapter we have explained the mechanisms used by DEUCE to transform the
high-level application into the final runtime system. This system consists of an application instance and an user interface instance. The application instance is an instantiation
of the application developed in Visualworks Smalltalk. The user interface instance is
a runtime Visualworks Smalltalk UI and consists of UIBuilder objects. Both instances
are linked together through the logic level. This level is called by user interface and application events. The mechanism to trigger the logic level is installed through Smalltalk
events and method wrappers and. Upon the event, a connection query is launched in
DEUCE. This connection query can trigger both UI actions and application actions.
Executing the actual action is achieved by sending a message to the Smalltalk objects
that represent the application and the UI (and its components). Automatically laying
out the UI components on the screen, is done by using a Cassowary linear constraint
solver. We concluded this Chapter with some remarks on the chosen mechanisms and an
explanation of how fulfill the requirements of the conceptual solution as was proposed
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Figure 5.9: Replacing the mechanisms behind DEUCE: a) layout b) composition c) UI framework
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Figure 5.10: Using DEUCE on another platform

in Chapter 3. In Chapter 6 we will validate the conceptual solution of Chapter 3 and
its practical implementation of Chapters 4 and 5 by illustrating that the separation of
concerns is maintained when evolving each of the concerns.

Chapter 6

Validation With MijnGeld

In this dissertation we proposed a conceptual solution for achieving a separation of
user interface concerns and we implemented a proof-of-concept DEUCE to support this
solution. In what follows we will validate our approach by applying it to the MijnGeld
case study. A first validation scenario in Section 6.2 will illustrate how UI specifications
in DEUCE can be reused without requiring exhaustive changes as are required in the
VisualWorks Smalltalk implementation. Section 6.3 shows how evolving the presentation
logic concern does not affect the other concerns. Evolving the application logic concern
in Section 6.4 also illustrates this separation as well as how changes are localised in
that concern rather than being spread al over the application code. The scenarios
in Section 6.5 and Section 6.6 focus on the connection logic concern. This concern is
triggered by both UI events and application events respectively. Before going into details
on these validations, Section 6.1 gives some general information about the MijnGeld
application.

6.1

MijnGeld : a Personal Finance Application

As a case study for this validation we use the MijnGeld 1 application [Ven]. MijnGeld
is a free Visualworks Smalltalk implementation for a personal finance manager, with
support for online banking and native support for several banks. Its standard functionality includes adding accounts of different types, namely bank accounts, cash accounts,
liability accounts, etc. For each of the accounts, one can add transaction statements,
such as deposits, transfers and withdrawals. Although the information for both different
types of bank accounts and different types of transactions are similar, each of the types
has slight differences with the other types. Additionally one can keep track of payees
and payment categories and perform searches based on the payee or payment category
as well as based on date, amount, account, etc. Furthermore budgets can be created
and evaluated. We explain some of this functionality in further detail as we go along.
1 MijnGeld

is Dutch for MyMoney.
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Several beta versions of MijnGeld have been published, but the application is still a
work in progress. It already offers a great deal of the finance management functionality
but some of its parts are still left blank. Nevertheless MijnGeld counts at the moment
107 classes, 2289 methods and 36.618 lines of code. There is a clear distinction between
its functionality and its user interfaces to interact with the application. It is implemented
in a typical MVC style which uses an observer mechanism to inform the UI of changes
in the application and an event-handling and data-binding mechanism to link the UI
to the application. Out of the 36.618 lines of code, 16.5012 lines are related to the UI
code. Table 6.1 gives an overview of lines, classes and methods count for the MijnGeld
system.
Table 6.1: Overview of the MijnGeld code base

in total
related to Application code
related to UI code
related to windowSpecs

#lines
36.618
8852
16.501
14.236

#classes
107
47
53

#methods
2289
723
1565
81

As MijnGeld is implemented in VisualWorks Smalltalk, each of its sub-applications
has its own applicationModel class. The applicationModels account for 36 of the
classes of the MijnGeld system. These classes implement the initial UI visualisations (i.e.
windowSpecs), their links to the application (i.e. model methods and event-handlers
installations), the dynamic UI updates (e.g. changing labels at runtime), the control
flow to decide what change to apply, etc. Basically the applicationModel provides for
the different UI concerns. Unfortunately they are entangled. For example, almost 36%
of the methods in applicationModels call upon both the applicationModels (UI)
and the underlying domain classes of the application. 74 methods in the application
classes (almost 12%) send a self changed message such that views (UIs) are notified. In
table 6.2 we list additional examples of UI related code that indicates the code scattering
and tangling that typically occurs in UI code.

Table 6.2: MijnGeld code statistics

application code

UI code

calling ‘self changed’
calling both UI & application
containing event handling code
retrieving localisation information
changing labels
changing visibility

#methods
74
524
32
128
50
68

%
11,95
35,99
2,20
8,79
5,11
4,67

2 The MijnGeld UI counts 30.737 lines of code. However, as 14.236 lines are concerned with the
textual visualisation specifications (i.e. windowSpecs and resources), we omitted them from the line
count.
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The cases presented in the remainder of this chapter show how the UI of MijnGeld
can be implemented with DEUCE. Recall that DEUCE allows to specify the several concerns in separation from one another and at different levels of abstraction. Furthermore
the concerns are combined automatically into a final running application and also layout is computed and updated automatically. With these cases we illustrate that a good
separation of concerns and sufficient support, allows developers to reuse UI specifications as well as to evolve parts of the specifications without affecting the other concerns.
Furthermore the underlying application does no longer contain manually added update
statements to inform the UI of changes. The higher level specifications take away the
burden of the developers to have to know about low level implementation details that
are specific for, in this case, VisualWorks Smalltalk user interfaces.

6.2

Reusable User Interface Specifications

The finance application MijnGeld offers the functionality to keep track of transaction
statements of an account. An example of such a statement is withdrawing a certain
amount of money from the account. Figure 6.1 shows the MijnGeld UI for this functionality. It lists the transactions that were made with the selected bank account and
allows to add new transactions or to edit or delete transactions. Three types of transactions are supported, being withdrawals, deposits and transfers. For each of these types
there is a dedicated input window that is similar to the others but with small differences
nevertheless.

6.2.1

Implementation in VisualWorks Smalltalk

One way to implement the MijnGeld transaction windows in Smalltalk is by creating
separate windowSpecs (i.e. Smalltalks window visualisation specification) for each of
the transaction types. This would result in three different windowSpecs as shown in
Figure 6.2. For each of the transaction types VisualWorks Smalltalk’s UI Painter is used
to draw the window visualisation and to generate a windowSpec out if. This windowSpec
is a textual description of the visualisation and is in VisualWorks Smalltalk usually not
edited manually but through the UI Painter.
A standard approach to introduce this kind of variability in Smalltalk UIs, is to create
one windowSpec with the UIs visualisation and add code to adapt the window with the
necessary variations. Hence, the developer of MijnGeld has opted for this appraoch and
provides for the differences between the various transactions types programmatically.
The following code for instance contains the code that changes to the transaction form
for transfers. For clarification purposes we simplified this code by removing the lookup
of labels in a message catalogue which is used for adapting the UI to localisation policies.
1
2
3
4

uiForTransfer
builder isNil
ifFalse:
[(self wrapperAt: #splitButton) beInvisible.
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entryButtons group

fromAccount group

Transaction Input window

Figure 6.1: The bank statements window in MijnGeld
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Figure 6.2: Transaction windows in MijnGeld and their corresponding windowSpecs
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(self
(self
(self
(self

5
6
7
8
9

(self

10
11

(self

12
13

(self

14
15

(self

16
17

(self

18
19

(self

20
21

wrapperAt: #fromLabel) beVisible.
wrapperAt: #fromAccountText) beVisible.
wrapperAt: #fromAccountCombo) beVisible.
widgetAt: #fromAccountCombo) editor
helpText: ‘Name of the account from which a booking is made’.
widgetAt: #toAccountCombo) editor
helpText: ‘The account to which the entry is made’.
widgetAt: #categoryCombo) editor
helpText: ‘The party involved in this transfer’.
widgetAt: #toLabel)
labelString: ‘To:’.
widgetAt: #categoryLabel)
labelString: ‘Pay to:’.
widgetAt: #typeLabel)
labelString: ‘Transfer’.
widgetAt: #typeLabelShadow)
labelString: ‘Transfer’]

Lines 4–7 make certain components visible as they may have been turned invisible in
other transaction windows but are of need for the transfer UI. The transfer transaction
has two ‘pay to’ fields of which one is used to record the account to which the transaction should be made and the other to keep track of whom the payment was made
to. Therefore the category field, used in the other transaction types, is changed to act
as a ‘pay to’ field on line 12 and line 16. However, this reuse has consequences on the
rest of the UI application as the programmer has to keep in mind that this field is used
for two different purposes depending on the transaction type. This is illustrated by the
following code snippet which was taken from the MijnGeld implementation. Note that
this is a representative example of how such variations are programmed in Smalltalk.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

self category value isNil
ifFalse:
[(newEntry isTransfer and: [self isTransfer])
ifTrue: [newTransaction payee: self category value]
ifFalse: [newTransaction category:
(self category value addToSystem: self system
under: self categoryType)]].

Furthermore, if decided to add a category field to the transfer transactions, the entire
application has to be revised.

6.2.2

Evolving the Smalltalk Implementation

Assume the MijnGeld application to be evolved such that some types of transactions
now include a ‘paid by’ to keep track of whom (e.g. of a family) made a certain payment,
as illustrated in Figure 6.2. The field is to be positioned in-between the category and the
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memo field. Using the first implementation approach where each transaction type has its
own visualisation, this requires the transaction visualisations to be updated manually.
The new field has to be added and the other components need to be repositioned, and
this operation is to be repeated for each of the windowSpecs for which this change
is applicable. Using the second implementation approach where one windowSpec is
changed programmatically, the code needs to be revised such that the deposit and
withdrawal transaction take the new field into account. In the transaction window the
field is made invisible, but remark that this would leave a gap in-between the ‘pay to’
(which is the category field) and the memo field.

6.2.3

Implementation in DEUCE

When specifying the transaction UIs with DEUCE, the common parts of the windows
are specified in separate groups, which then can be reused by the different transaction
types UI specifications. The following rules and facts specify the fromAccount group
(see Figure 6.1) which is part of both the transfer and withdrawal window (lines 1–2).
1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14

containsComponent(fromAccountGroup,fromAccountLabel).
containsComponent(fromAccountGroup,fromAccountText).
containsComponent(fromAccountGroup,fromAccountCombo).
label(fromAccountLabel).
inputField(fromAccountText).
comboBox(fromAccountCombo).
minimumHeight(fromAccountLabel,23).
minimumHeight(fromAccountText,23).
minimumHeight(fromAccountCombo,23).
minimumWidth(fromAccountLabel,40).
minimumWidth(fromAccountText,400).
minimumWidth(fromAccountCombo,400)
colocate(fromAccountCombo,fromAccountText).
leftOf(fromAccountLabel,fromAccountCombo).

Lines 1–3 specify the components that are part of the fromAccount group. Lines 4–6
denote the type of components that are used, and lines 7–12 specify the height and width
for these components. The layout positioning for the fromAccount group is declared on
lines 13–14.
By grouping UI specifications, these groups can be reused in several of the transaction
types windows. The statement on line 1 in the code snippet below is part of the UI
specification for the deposit transaction and indicates that the fromAccountGroup is a
‘component’ (actually a group of components) being used in the deposit transaction UI.
The statement on line 2 specifies the same for the transfer transaction.
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containsComponent(depositTransaction,fromAccountGroup).
containsComponent(transferTransaction,fromAccountGroup)

Recall from Chapter 5 that the logic layers in SOUL can be used to create separate sets of
specification facts and rules which can be loaded and unloaded from the runtime memory.
For each of the groups above such a layer can be used to separate its specification
from the other groups and reuse the entire specification in different UIs. For instance,
the entire visualisation of the fromAccountGroup is reused in the several transaction
windows such that the layout relations of the components within this group are the
same for all transaction windows. It is no longer necessary to change components
programmatically to make them act as a different component as was the case in the
original MijnGeld implementation. With DEUCE the transfer window contains the
toAccount group and the payTo group, but not the category group. The withdrawal
window contains the toAccount group and the category group, but not the payTo
group. This is specified in each of the UI specifications respectively as follows:
1
2

3
4

containsComponent(transferTransaction,toAccountGroup).
containsComponent(transferTransaction,payToGroup)
containsComponent(withdrawalTransaction,toAccountGroup).
containsComponent(withdrawalTransaction,categoryGroup)

When in future evolutions the category group should also become part of the transfer
window, this is solved by adding the specification
1

containsComponent(transferTransaction,categoryGroup)

6.2.4

Evolving the DEUCE Specification

As groups of components are easily reused within DEUCE, we have specified the transaction windows as a whole, including the entry buttons group (see Figure 6.1). This
group is reused in all windows, so that when adding an additional search button it is
sufficient to add the facts that declare the search button to the UI specification of the
entry buttons group. Note that in MijnGeld this would require all visualisation windows
to be updated.
1
2

3
4
5

containsComponent(entryGroup,searchButton).
button(searchButton).
text(searchButton,search).
minimumWidth(searchButton,60).
minimumHeight(searchButton,20).
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a

b

Figure 6.3: Transaction windows with DEUCE for: a) transfers b) deposits

6
7

leftOf(searchButton,newEntryButton).
topAlign(searchButton,newEntryButton)

With this extra specification from now on all windows using the entryGroup will display
the search button.
In a similar way, the properties of components can be changed. For example, imagine
we want the split button to be coloured red in all transaction windows. By adding
the following property to the top layer specification (which is valid for all transaction
types), the split button will automatically be coloured red in all windows. This is
shown in Figure 6.3 where both the transfer and the deposit window now have a red
split button.
1
2

foregroundColour(splitButton,white).
backgroundColour(splitButton,red).
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Properties of components can also be changed for one particular type of transaction
window by adding the specification to the set of facts for that window. For instance the
following specification changes the colours of all buttons in the deposit window to blue.
Note that the split button remains red and the buttons of the transfer window do not
change.
1
2
3
4

backgroundColour(?comp,blue) if
button(?comp).
foregroundColour(?comp,white) if
button(?comp)

These rules specify that the background colour of a component that is of type button
has to be blue and the foreground colour white.
Note that in VisualWorks Smalltalk the developers have to provide the code for the
property changes themselves which requires knowledge on how to do this. For example
in MijnGeld the label of a component is changed at 50 locations spread throughout the
applicationModels code, but sometimes this is done by sending the message label:
to the widget and other times by sending it labelString: or setLabel:. Furthermore
the developers need to access the widget by sending the widgetAt: message to the UI
instance. In DEUCE the details of how to access a widget and change its properties
are hidden by the high-level UI specifications and mappings from high-level to low-level
entities.

6.2.5

Reusing Visualisation Logic

Several parts of the UI concerns specifications can be reused for different UIs. For
example in MijnGeld the developer used VisualWorks Smalltalk’s support for localising
the UI. To do so a ‘message catalogue’ is provided for each supported language. The text
shown in labels, buttons, etc. is retrieved from this message catalogue. For instance for
setting the transfer label in the transaction window for transfers, this is done as follows:
1

(self widgetAt: #typeLabel) labelString: (#Transfer << #moneyCat)asString

In this example the text for Transfer is looked up in the moneyCat message catalogue.
In the English catalogue it maps onto ‘Transfer’ and in the Dutch catalogue it maps
onto ‘overboeking’. The disadvantage of using the message catalogue in VisualWorks
Smalltalk is that all the code in the applicationModels that change the text of a label
or button has to make the call to the catalogue. Hence these localisation statements are
spread all throughout the MijnGeld implementation. Currently MijnGeld makes the
lookup call in 8,79% of the methods in the applicationModels.
Additionally, applying localisation might result in labels and buttons to have to resize
in order to show the entire text. For instance the Dutch word ‘annuleren’ is longer than
‘cancel’ so the cancel button bearing this label should be larger. Furthermore these
resizes can result in a change in layout when for instance components are not to overlap
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and have to be aligned. Such problems are not taken care of by the VisualWorks
Smalltalk support for localisation.
Using an approach like DEUCE does overcome these problems. First of all message
catalogues are described declaratively, for instance as follows:
1
2

3
4

Layer for English
text(cancelButton,[‘Cancel’])
Layer for Dutch
text(cancelButton,[‘annuleren’])

Secondly, all the localisation for a certain language will be concentrated in the layer for
that language. By adding these localisation layers to UI specifications, the localisation
is automatically applied for the entire UI. There is no need of repeating the localisation statement, nor its lookup in the message catalogue, throughout the rest of the UI
specification. Thirdly, as DEUCE calculates the layout based upon high-level layout
relations, layouts are automatically adapted to the size of the new buttons and labels.
For example, as the following layout relation states that the cancel button should be
positioned to the right of the enter button but does not specify its actual position, its
size is taken into account by the constraint solver upon calculating its actual position
based on the layout relation.
1

leftOf(enterButton, cancelButton)

The localisation layers can be reused for the different UIs in MijnGeld such that text
is automatically adapted upon changing language. Similarly, layers with (partial) layout
specifications can be reused such that company guidelines are enforced automatically.
For example such guidelines specify font and colour properties, or logo’s to be shown
at certain places in the UI, etc. By using the layer for all UIs for a company, its
guidelines ensure a consistent UI visualisation throughout all their applications. Also,
if an application is used by different companies, each with their own guidelines, the
particular UI for each of the companies is configured for that particular company.

6.3

Evolving the Presentation Logic Concern

When evolving the UI visualisation or its behaviour, the presentation logic will be
affected. For example changing the way a button looks will affect the specification of
that button. Changing the behaviour of the button such that it responds to clicking,
double clicking and hoovering, also requires the presentation logic to be updated.
Figure 6.4 shows the MijnGeld window in which a user can change the details of
a bank account, such as its account number and balance information. The underlying application model retrieves the information from the UI to update the application
data. Providing a new visualisation strategy for this window, for instance to spread the
several information groups over several windows, requires the application model to be
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Figure 6.4: Bank account details window in MijnGeld

updated. The new visualisations have to be provided, in the form of windowSpecs. The
application model code has to be revised such that the right window is accessed when
retrieving a widget’s value for updating the application data.

6.3.1

Implementing the New Visualisation Logic With DEUCE

In Figure 6.5a the same interface is shown as it is generated by DEUCE.
In this specification the different groups of components are displayed one after the
other by using the oneColumn rule:

4

containsComponent(bankAccount,generalInfo).
containsComponent(bankAccount,additionalInfo).
containsComponent(bankAccount,balanceInfo).
containsComponent(bankAccount,accountInfo).

5

oneColumn(<generalInfo,additionalInfo,balanceInfo,accountInfo>)

1
2
3
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Figure 6.5: Bank account details window with DEUCE
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When providing an alternative layout view for this UI as shown in Figure 6.5b, in
the existing implementation of MijnGeld this requires providing four new window specifications. Once more making changes the the UI visualisation in this implementation,
for instance by changing the properties of the iban field, requires changes to be applied
to all different views by the developer manually. With DEUCE it is possible to provide
for this alternative layout view by adding the following specifications.
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

window(generalInfo).
window(additionalInfo).
window(balanceInfo).
window(accountInfo).
group(flowButtons,<previous,next>).
button(previous).
button(next).
text(previous,[’<<’]).
text(next,[’>>’]).
sameRow(<previous,next>).
above(?x,flowButtons) if
group(?x,?comps)

Lines 1–4 specify that the component groups are actually a window, such that DEUCE
will generate a separate UI window for each of these. Lines 5–9 specify the next and
the previous button which are to be added to each of the windows of the UI, in order
to go the next or previous window. These buttons are positioned next to one another
(line 10) and below the other components in the group (line 11).

6.3.2

Implementing the New Behavioural Logic With DEUCE

The visualisation alternative has been specified, and additional flow buttons are added.
However the behavioural logic for these buttons has to be specified as well such that
clicking these buttons results in opening the next or previous window in the control
flow. To do so, the following is added to the behaviour logic of the Bank account UI
specification.
1
2

3
4

5
6
7
8

linkUIEventToQuery(previousButtonClicked,flowButton(?ui,previous)).
linkUIEventToQuery(nextButtonClicked,flowButton(?ui,next)).
UIEvent(nextButtonClicked,next,click).
UIEvent(previousButtonClicked,previous,click).
next(Window1,Window2).
next(Window2,Window3).
next(Window3,Window4).
previous(Window4,Window3).
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previous(Window3,Window2).
previous(Window2,Window1).
flowButton(?ui,previous) if
currentWindow(?ui, ?window),
previous(?window,?newWindow),
changeCurrentWindowTo(?ui,?window,?newWindow).
flowButton(?ui,next) if
currentWindow(?ui, ?window),
next(?window,?newWindow),
changeCurrentWindowTo(?ui,?window,?newWindow).

The statements on lines 1–4 specify that clicking the previous or next button results
in triggering the flowButton query. Recall that these statements are transformed by
DEUCE behind the scenes into event handlers on the corresponding button. In the
current implementation of MijnGeld the developer provides these handlers manually.
On the one hand by using the UI Painter Tool to link a component to a model method
for which the code is provided in the applicationModel. On the other hand by writing
event instalment statements. The latter is less common but nevertheless necessary
when using events that differ from the standard model, for instance when the event
for a button is not the click event. In MijnGeld 2,2% of the methods makes such an
installation call on top of what was specified as the default model for the UI widgets.
Lines 5–10 are facts being used in the flowButton query to know what window to
open as the previous or the next window.

6.4

Evolving the Application Logic Concern

Introducing new behaviour in the application that is to be reflected in the UI, requires
the application logic to evolve. However, it does not necessarily affect the other UI
concerns. For example, Figure 6.6 is a snapshot of the MijnGeld user interface that is
used to keep track of payees being used in the finance application. The list of payees
can be adapted with this interface. Introducing a new implementation for the payees
objects, results in new application logic to call upon these new objects. There is no
need to change the presentation logic (as the UI remains the same), nor the connection
logic (as the link between presentation and application logic remains the same).

6.4.1

Implementation in VisualWorks Smalltalk

The payees window provides a view on the parties database of the MijnGeld.System
class. Therefore the window is defined for the application model PartiesApplication
Class, which provides the actual links between the widget values and the contents of
the parties database. The application model PartiesApplication contains the code
to retrieve or update information in parties as well as the code to retrieve or update
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Figure 6.6: Payees window in MijnGeld

the values of the widgets being used in the UI. For example, the following method of
PartiesApplication is used to delete a payee entry.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

deleteParty
| toRemove index |
toRemove := self selectedRow value.
index := self payeesList selectionIndex - 1 max: 1.
self payeesList list remove: toRemove.
self system removeParty: toRemove.
self payeesList selectionIndex: index

On line 6 the entry is deleted from the parties database. On line 5 it is deleted from
the list of payees, which functions as the value for the widget displaying this list, while
the other lines of code are used to update the index pointer of that same list. As such
the method triggers UI logic, apart from the call on line 6 which triggers the underlying
application. 36% of the methods implemented in the applicationModels of MijnGeld
(and the same accounts for other Smalltalk systems), call upon both the UI and the
application.
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Figure 6.7: Payees window with DEUCE

6.4.2

Evolving the Smalltalk Implementation

Let us assume that the MijnGeld application is evolved such that it uses a new kind of
parties database which is accessed through different methods. For instance, removing
an entry is now done by sending the delete: method. Hence, the method call on line 6
has to be changed. It is up to the developers to know where the method is used and to
understand what lines change and which lines remain the same.

6.4.3

Implementation in DEUCE

We specified the payees UI with DEUCE, which resulted in the UI shown in Figure 6.7.
We omit the specification of the visualisation logic as it is similar to the examples shown
before. In what follows we give details on the other concerns with respect to the delete
functionality.
The behavioural logic is shown first.
1

UIEvent(deleteButtonClicked,deleteButton,click).

2

linkUIEventToQuery(deleteButtonClicked,deleteEntry(?ui)).

3

deleteEntry(?ui) if
deletePayee(?ui).

4

5
6

deleteEntry(?ui) if
disable(updateButton, ?ui).
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deleteEntry(?ui) if
disable(retrieveButton, ?ui).
deleteEntry(?ui) if
disable(deleteButton, ?ui).
deleteEntry(?ui) if
enable(newButton, ?ui)

The UIEvent fact on line 1 specifies that the clicking to the component deleteButton
will result in triggering the deleteButtonClicked event. This event is linked to the
deleteEntry(?ui) query on line 2 such that upon the deleteButtonClicked event this
query is launched. The specification of the deleteEntry query is specified on lines 3–
12. When triggered, it launches the deletePayee query which is explained further on
as it is part of the connection logic. Furthermore the query deleteEntry will change
the properties of certain other buttons, namely by enabling and disabling them. Note
that this enablement and disablement of buttons is not present in the original MijnGeld
application as it would complicate its current implementation. However in the DEUCE
version of the UI it is added with little overhead.
The application logic with respect to the delete functionality is the following:
1

applicationEvent(payeeRemoved,payeeDatabase,#removeParty:).

2

role(payeeDatabase,[Sepher.MijnGeld.System]).

3

linkApplicationEventToQuery(payeeRemoved,payeeRemoved(?ui)).

The applicationEvent fact on line 1 specifies that sending the message removeParty:
to the payeeDatabase (which is represented by the class [Sepher.MijnGeld.System]
as indicated on line 3) triggers the application event payeeRemoved. This event maps
to the query payeeRemoved(?ui) which will be launched when the event is triggered.
The specification of the query itself is part of the connection logic, as will be shown
further on. As we explained in Chapter 5, the application events are transformed by
DEUCE into method wrappers automatically. By doing so developers no longer have to
browse the underlying application to add the necessary observer statements. Currently
in VisualWorks Smalltalk this is required and these statements contaminate the application code. In the MijnGeld implementation for example these statements were added
to 11,95% of the methods in the core application.
Additionally, the application logic also contains the code to actually update the
application. For instance, the following is used to remove an entry from the underlying
application.
1
2

removePayee(?appl,?payee) if
[?appl removeParty: ?payee. true]
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Upon launching this query, the underlying application is called to actually remove the
selected entry.
The connection logic provides the link between UI and application events and UI
and application actions. With respect to the delete button, we have seen that the UI
behavioural logic and the application logic trigger the connection events deletePayee
and payeeRemoved. These are specified as follows:
1
2
3

4
5

deletePayee(?ui) if
application(?ui,?appl),
removePayee(?appl,?payee).
payeeRemoved(?ui) if
updatePayeeDisplay(?ui)

The first query calls the removePayee application action. The second query calls the
updatePayeeDisplay UI action.

6.4.4

Evolving the DEUCE Specification

When evolving the application in the same way as before by providing a new kind of
parties database and new methods to access this database, this has consequences for the
application logic only. The application logic provides the link between the underlying
application and the UI concerns. The other UI concerns, namely the connection and
presentation logic, access the application through the abstractions of the application
logic. Changing the underlying application hence requires to update the body of these
abstraction queries. For example, for the delete functionality, the application logic
changes are:
1

applicationEvent(payeeRemoved,payeeDatabase,#deleteParty:).

2

removePayee(?appl,?payee) if
[?appl deleteParty: ?payee. true]

3

The other concerns are not affected by this application evolution, as should be the case.

6.5

User Interface Events Trigger Connection Logic

The connection logic of a user interface is the concern where UI and application actions
are linked with each another such that upon a UI or application event, these actions
are triggered. As such it provides for the glue between the presentation logic and the
application logic concern. Figure 6.8 depicts an example where a UI event triggers
connection logic which results in calling both application and UI actions. Consider the
bank account details window of the MijnGeld application. It contains a field for the
input of the bank account number. When the user changes the number, its input is
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checked for validity. Depending on its validity, the field is coloured differently such that
the user gets visual feedback on his input. If the account number matches the pattern for
account numbers, it is partially valid and the field is coloured orange. If additionally its
sequence also succeeds the validation checksum, the field is coloured green. Otherwise
the input number is invalid and coloured red.

6.5.1

Implementation in VisualWorks Smalltalk

The functionality of the example shown in Figure 6.8 is not implemented in the original
MijnGeld application but as it shows how context knowledge (i.e. application data)
influences the UI and its link with the application, we will show next how it can be
implemented in Smalltalk. As this functionality is concerned with the user interface,
it is implemented in the applicationModel class of the bank account details window.
As this class combines all UI concerns, namely presentation, application and connection
logic, the code tangling between these concerns is omnipresent and complicates adding
functionality as illustrated by the example.
First of all the developers need to install the event handler on the numberInputField
such that upon changing it, the applicationModel is called. Typically this code is put
in the postBuildWith: method of the applicationModel which is executed after the
runtime Smalltalk UI window has been built. The following installs an event handler on
the numberInputField component which sends the accountNumberInputed message to
the applicationModel instance (bound to self) upon the changed event.
1
2
3
4
5
6

postBuildWith: aBuilder
super postBuildWith: aBuilder.
aBuilder componentAt: #numberInputField widget
when: #changed
send: #accountNumberInputed
to: self

The accountNumberInputed method is responsible for updating the UI visualisation.
As shown below it checks the validity of the account number being inputted and decides
what UI update method to call. Also these update methods are to be implemented by
the developers in the applicationModel class.
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

accountNumberInputed
|input|
input := self numberInput value.
(self isValidAccountNumberPattern: input)
ifTrue: [
(self isValidAccountNumberSequence: input)
ifTrue: [self validInput]
ifFalse: [self partiallyValidInput]]
ifFalse: [self invalidInput]
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Figure 6.8: User interface events trigger connection logic
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Updating the UI visualisation, for which the code is shown below, requires developers to
know how to retrieve the component (line 3) and how to change its background colour
(lines 4–6).
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10

validInput
|widget prefs|
widget := self builder componentAt: #numberInputField.
prefs := widget lookPreferences.
prefs setBackgroundColor: (ColorValue green).
widget lookPreferences: prefs
partiallyValidInput
...
invalidInput
...

6.5.2

Implementation in DEUCE

Implementing the example in DEUCE separates the knowledge put in the
applicationModel class into the several concerns. Furthermore DEUCE provides highlevel abstractions such that developers are no longer concerned with the actual implementations of how to add event handlers or update component properties. Note that
this does assume the abstractions and ‘mappings’ from high-level to low-level entities
to be provided. However, libraries with this knowledge can be reused if the solution for
separation of concerns provides the necessary infrastructure to do so.
The behavioural logic of the example is shown below. Line 1 specifies that the changing the account number (accountNumberChanged) is linked to the changed event on the
numberInputField. It is linked to the checkAccountNumber query on line 2. The rule
accountNumberInput on line 3 is used to retrieve the value of the numberInputField
component. The rule valueForComponent is part of the underlying rule set where is
specified how to access an actual Smalltalk UI component.
1

UIEvent(accountNumberChanged,numberInputField,changed).

2

linkUIEventToQuery(accountNumberChanged,checkAccountNumber(?ui)).

3

accountNumberInput(?ui,?number) if
valueForComponent(numberInputField,?ui,?number)

4

The behavioural logic also contains how valid or invalid input is shown in
the interface. The following code example shows how the queries validInput,
partialValidInput and invalidInput are mapped onto changing the background
colour of the numberInputField. These queries are triggered by the connection logic.
When the way this validity is shown in the interface is evolved, these queries are updated
in the behavioural logic while the connection logic will remain unchanged.
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validInput(accountNumber,?ui) if
backgroundColour(numberInputField,?ui,green).
partialValidInput(accountNumber,?ui) if
backgroundColour(numberInputField,?ui,orange).
invalidInput(accountNumber,?ui) if
backgroundColour(numberInputField,?ui,red)

The application logic specifies what it means for an account number to be valid
as shown in the following code snippet. As MijnGeld does not provide this functionality, we added it directly in the application logic layer as a logic rule for illustration purposes. Nevertheless this functionality is business logic that should be provided by the underlying application. In that case the application logic will map the
validAccountNumberSequence to a method call to the underlying application.
1
2
3

4
5

validAccountNumberSequence(?appl,?number) if
[(((?number copyFrom:1 to: 3), (?number copyFrom: 5 to: 11)) asNumber
\\ 97) == ((?number copyFrom:13 to: 14) asNumber)].
validAccountNumberPattern(?appl,?number) if
[’###-#######-##’ match: ?number]

Finally, the connection logic is specified in order to link the UI event that triggers
the checkAccountNumber query to UI and application actions.
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11

12
13

checkAccountNumber(?ui) if
application(?ui,?appl),
accountNumberInput(?ui,?number),
validAccountNumberSequence(?appl,?number),
validAccountNumberPattern(?appl,?number),!,
validInput(accountNumber,?ui).
checkAccountNumber(?ui) if
application(?ui,?appl),
accountNumberInput(?ui,?number),
validAccountNumberPattern(?appl,?number),!,
partialValidInput(accountNumber,?ui).
checkAccountNumber(?ui) if
invalidInput(accountNumber,?ui)

The checkAccountNumber rule has three alternatives. The first alternative on line 1
retrieves the input in the numberInputField (line 3), checks whether both the sequence
(line 4) and pattern (line 5) are valid, and if so, updates the UI (line 6). The second
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alternative (line 7) checks for partially valid input and the last alternative (line 12) is
triggered if the first two rules both failed and hence the input is invalid.

6.6

Application Events Trigger Connection Logic

In the previous example we have seen how UI events trigger a connection logic query,
but also application events can do so. Let us reconsider the example of the bank account
details window with added functionality as shown in Figure 6.9.
A first example assumes MijnGeld to be connected to an online banking facility. If
there is a connection, an extra information label about the connection is added and the
user is allowed to edit the bank details. Therefore the input components are enabled. If
the connection is absent, the extra information label is removed. Furthermore the bank
account details can be only be viewed by the user. This results in the input components
being disabled. A second example assumes MijnGeld to be used by different users (for
instance from the same family) where some users have edit permissions while others only
have view permissions. If a user has edit permissions an edit information label is added
and input fields are enabled. In the case of view permissions, the information label is
removed and the input fields are disabled. However, as the first and second example are
brought together in the same MijnGeld application, they influence each other. If a user
has edit permissions but the application is not connected to the bank facility, the user
has edit rights but can not change the details.

6.6.1

Implementation in VisualWorks Smalltalk

Implementing this example is VisualWorks Smalltalk is similar to the implementation of
the previous example, apart from the fact that the observer mechanism will be triggered
by the underlying application such that the applicationModel is called. In order for the
observer mechanism to be triggered, developers need to add ‘self changed’ statements
to the application methods manually. For instance, if the UI is updated upon changing
the connection status, the application code should look like:
1
2
3

connectionStatus: aBoolean
connected := aBoolean.
self changed

These ‘self changed’ messages are contaminating the underlying application code and
have to be added by the developers manually. Upon the ‘self changed’ message, all the
UIs (i.e. views) that depend on the application are notified of the change and are responsible for updating themselves accordingly. Recall that the code for these updates is part
of the applicationModel class, consisting of entangled presentation logic, application
logic and connection logic. Hence, in addition to changing the underlying application,
the developers provide the UI logic to update the UI windows in the applicationModel.
As labels are added and removed at runtime and other components are repositioned, the
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developers need to implement this behaviour. Although this code will be more complex,
it is similar to the example from the Section 6.5.

6.6.2

Implementation in DEUCE

Connection Status changes
Implementing the first part of the example in which the UI is updated depending on the
connection status of the application is done as follows. First of all the connectionStatus:
method of the MijnGeld application is specified as being an application event, namely
connectChanged (line 1). This application event will trigger the connection query
connectionStatusChanged (line 2).
1
2

applicationEvent(connectChanged,mijnGeld,#connectionStatus:).
linkApplicationEventToQuery(connectChanged,connectionStatusChanged(?ui))

The connection query connectionStatusChanged calls upon two other connection
queries that will make sure the extra information (i.e. label) is shown and the usage
possibilities (namely editable or viewable) are applied.
1
2
3

connectionStatusChanged(?ui) if
extraInformation(?ui),
usagePossibilities(?ui)

Showing the extra information related to the connection status is specified by the
following two rules:
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

extraInformation(?ui) if
application(?ui,?appl),
connected(?appl),
connectionInfo(?ui,connected).
extraInformation(?ui) if
application(?ui,?appl),
not(connected(?appl)),
connectionInfo(?ui,disconnected)

The application logic is queried to find out whether the underlying application is connected to its bank institution on lines 3 and 7. The behavioural logic is triggered to
adapt accordingly on lines 4 and 8.
Similarly the usage possibilities of the UI are updated:
1
2
3
4

usagePossibilities(?ui) if
application(?ui,?appl),
connected(?appl),
editState(?ui).
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usagePossibilities(?ui) if
application(?ui,?appl),
not(connected(?appl)),
viewState(?ui)

The application logic for checking the connection status is specified below and shows
that a message is sent to the underlying application in order to find out.
1
2

connected(?appl) if
[?appl isConnected]

In the behavioural logic concern we specify how extra information is shown in the
user interface and how the usage possibilities (editState and viewState) are carried
through. For example if the connection information is to be shown for the connected
status, the onlineLabel is added to the bank account UI (line 3), namely to its window responsible for showing the general information (line 2). After adding the new
component, the window’s layout is updated (line 4).
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

connectionInfo(?ui,connected) if
?storage->window(?ui,generalInformationWindow,?window),
?UISpecRules->addComponentTo(onlineLabel,?window),
?UISpecRules->calculateLayout(?window).
connectionInfo(?ui,disconnected) if
?storage->window(?ui,generalInformationWindow,?window),
?UISpecRules->removeComponentFrom(onlineLabel,?window),
?UISpecRules->calculateLayout(?window)

Applying the edit state on the UI is done by enabling the input components, while
they are disabled for the view state.
1
2
3

4
5
6

editState(?ui) if
editState(?ui) if
editState(?ui) if

enable(nameInputField,?ui).
enable(numberInputField,?ui).
enable(typeInputField,?ui).

viewState(?ui) if
viewState(?ui) if
viewState(?ui) if

disable(nameInputField,?ui).
disable(typeInputField,?ui).
disable(numberInputField,?ui).

In this implementation we have listed all components that are to be enabled of disabled.
An alternative specification is the following:
1
2
3

editState(?ui) if
inputField(?component,?ui),
enable(?component, ?ui).
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viewState(?ui) if
inputField(?component,?ui),
disable(?component,?ui)

In this alternative specification all inputFields are enabled or disabled. When adding
a new inputField component to the UI, the behavioural logic does not change as these
rules (and the reasoning engine) assure that all inputField components are updated.
User Permissions changes
Changing the UI when the user permissions change is implemented similarly to
the connection status change. An application event is specified for calling the
currentUser: method in the MijnGeld application (line 1). The event is linked to
the userPermissionsChanged query (line 2).
1
2

applicationEvent(userChanged,mijnGeld,#currentUser:).
linkApplicationEventToQuery(userChanged,userPermissionsChanged(?ui))

The connection query userPermissionsChanged, shown in the code snippet bellow,
also calls upon the extraInformation (line 2) and the usagePossibilities (line 3)
query, which in their turn will call upon the application and presentation logic.
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19

userPermissionsChanged(?ui) if
extraInformation(?ui),
usagePossibilities(?ui).
extraInformation(?ui) if
application(?ui,?appl),
userPermissions(?appl,view),
permissionInfo(?ui,view).
extraInformation(?ui) if
application(?ui,?appl),
userPermissions(?appl,edit),
permissionInfo(?ui,edit).
usagePossibilities(?ui) if
application(?ui,?appl),
userPermissions(?appl,view),
viewState(?ui).
usagePossibilities(?ui) if
application(?ui,?appl),
userPermissions(?appl,edit),
editState(?ui)
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The editState and viewState queries are defined in the behavioural logic and are the
same rules as shown before. The userPermissions query is an application logic query
and is specified as:
1
2

userPermissions(?appl,?permission) if
equals(?permission, [?appl getUserPermission])

As shown next, in similarity with the connectionInfo rule, the permissionInfo
rule is part of the behavioural logic and adds (line 3) or removes (line 7) an information
label to the generalInformationWindow (lines 2 and 6).
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

permissionInfo(?ui,edit) if
?storage->window(?ui,generalInformationWindow,?window),
?UISpecRules->addComponentTo(editLabel,?window),
?UISpecRules->calculateLayout(?window).
permissionInfo(?ui,view) if
?storage->window(?ui,generalInformationWindow,?window),
?UISpecRules->removeComponentFrom(editLabel,?window),
?UISpecRules->calculateLayout(?window)

Connection Status and User permissions combined
As shown in Figure 6.9, combining both context changes results in different UI behaviour. Although the application is connected to its financial institution, the users can
not edit the information if they have no edit permissions (Figure 6.9c). Additionally
if users have edit permissions but the application is not connected, the bank account
details can not be edited. As both context changes influence each other, an extra rule
has to be added to the connection logic such that their influence on each other is taken
into account.
1
2
3
4
5

usagePossibilities(?ui) if
application(?ui,?appl),
userPermissions(?appl,edit),
not(connected(?appl)),
viewState(?ui)

This rule specifies that if a user has edit permissions (line 3) but the application is
disconnected from the financial institution (line 4), the user interface does not allow to
edit the details and hence is in its viewState (line 5). Note that the previous specifications of the usagePossiblities rule remain valid. Since the declarative reasoning
mechanism will also execute these other alternatives for usagePossiblities, it assures
that the UI is updated as needed.
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Conclusion

In this chapter we have shown that the conceptual solution from Chapter 3 and its practical implementation DEUCE from Chapters 4 and 5 achieves the separation of concerns
we envisioned, also at the implementation level of user interfaces and applications.
A first consequence of separating user interface concerns is the increase in reuse
possibilities. In Section 6.2 we illustrate this by reusing groups of components in several
UIs. As a bonus we showed how localisation statements, which typically are scattered
throughout the entire UI code, can be centralised into one layer of specifications and
be reused in several UIs. Furthermore the validation scenario in this section benefits
from the strength of declarative programming for easily updating the properties of UI
components.
In Section 6.3 the presentation logic concern was evolved by adding an additional
presentation strategy for one of the MijnGeld windows such that the UI was split over
several windows and new flow buttons were added to switch between these windows.
This new strategy implied changes to both the visualisation logic and the behavioural
logic respectively. The other concerns were not affected though.
Section 6.4 evolves the application logic concern in both the Smalltalk and DEUCE
implementation of MijnGeld. Whereas the Smalltalk implementation this implied changes
throughout the UI implementation (i.e. applicationModel classes), in DEUCE the
concern does not affect the other UI concerns.
The scenarios in Section 6.5 and Section 6.6 focussed on evolving the connection logic
concern. This concern can be triggered by both UI events and application events. As
a result a connection logic query is launched. The connection logic is expressed at the
logical level and benefits from the abstractions offered by DEUCE. These abstractions
as well as support for the dynamic UI changes lack in the Smalltalk implementation,
which hampers the implementation of both scenario’s in Smalltalk. However, both examples illustrate how a good separation of concerns facilitates the implementation of
advanced user interfaces.
Note that we have not validated the practicality of DEUCE, but rather how the
various user interface concerns can be separated from one another such that a modularisation is accomplished. In order to validate the practicality and adoptability of
DEUCE, an empirical study would need to be conducted. This implies having two sufficiently large groups of developers develop a similar software system. Whereas one group
uses the contemporary approach, the other would need to use DEUCE. Additionally we
believe a more mature DEUCE implementation (in contrast to this proof-of-concept implementation) is needed to do so. Nevertheless we are confident that DEUCE (or similar
approaches) supports developers in writing application and user interface code. Various
presentations about this work were given in an industrial context (e.g. for partners in
the Advanced Media project and for partners from inno.com) and made it clear that the
problem we tackled in this dissertation is indeed a problem that is perceived in practice.
Furthermore we received positive feedback on our approach to tackle the problem.
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Conclusion and Future Work

The advent of new programming paradigms and development methods, such as ambient intelligence, context-sensitive systems and agile development, give rise to numerous
new software challenges. One recurring challenge that developers face in all of these is
achieving a clean separation of concerns in user interfaces. Although the principle of
separation of concerns is not new, it is poorly supported by current software development environments. Nonetheless, adding or evolving concerns that are scattered and
entangled has a big impact on the application’s code. A scattered concern implies an
invasive change to different modules. Tangled code impedes comprehension and future
evolution. Because of code scattering and tangling, making changes to one concern
might break the functionality of another one.
In this dissertation we presented a solution to achieve the modularisation of user
interface code from the application code from a developer’s point of view. This will
support developers in coping with the challenge of implementing a software system
and its user interface. We have shown how the approach can be put into practice
and how it achieves its goal. DEUCE, which is a proof-of-concept tool suite, is based
on a declarative formalism to specify the different user interface concerns at various
levels of abstraction. The core of DEUCE contains a backward chainer. This reasoning
mechanism combines the specifications and constructs a user interface that co-operates
with the underlying application. It uses the VisualWorks Smalltalk UI framework,
method-wrappers and a constraint solver to do so. As a target programming language
we have chosen VisualWorks Smalltalk. Hence the UI primitives that are used are part of
the VisualWorks UI framework. This is a good representative development environment
since it is based on the well-known MVC paradigm. The UI development tools contain
a representative set of widgets and UI actions that are present in all major development
platforms.
In the following we recapitulate our findings and highlight the main contributions,
after which we discuss future research directions. We end with enumerating technical
considerations for the implementation of DEUCE.
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Contributions

In current software development environments there is a clear lack of support to separate
user interface and application. In this dissertation we addressed this problem and we
have contributed
• to the terminology of user interface concerns,
• to the conceptual solution towards separation of user interface concerns, and
• with a proof-of-concept implementation to validate the conceptual solution,
• with support for VisualWorks Smalltalk user interfaces.

7.1.1

User Interface Concerns

A first contribution of this dissertation is the careful analysis of terminology related to
the separation of user interface concerns (see Chapter 3). We also defined the various
UI concerns that exist. Although existing approaches offer a similar concern division,
there are significant differences to bear in mind. These mainly result from the fact
that current approaches pay little or no attention to the code tangling that results from
linking UI and application with each other. The user interface concerns we defined are:
• the presentation logic, which specifies everything that is purely UI related, namely
its visualisation and its behaviour.
• the application logic, which specifies what behaviour from the underlying application can be called from within the UI, and what behaviour of the application
triggers the UI.
• the connection logic, which specifies how application logic and presentation logic
are combined and interact.
As described in Chapter 3, these three concerns should be specified in complete isolation
from each other. Not only conceptually but also at the implementation level they should
be. Furthermore the underlying application must remain oblivious to these user interface
concerns. Obviously the user interface concerns themselves are not oblivious to the
underlying application as the interface is to interact with the application. Nevertheless
this knowledge is concentrated in the application logic concern.

7.1.2

A Conceptual Solution for Separating UI Concerns

In Chapter 2 we analysed existing work and discussed the main players of the field that
focus on achieving a separation. Unfortunately existing approaches fall short to obtain
a clean separation when analysed in the context of new software challenges discussed in
the introduction of this dissertation. In short, these software systems require linking the
application and the UI in both directions, the possibility to use different views for the
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same application, and user interfaces that are subject to runtime changes. As discussed
in Chapter 3, current approaches fail in one or more of these regards.
In this dissertation we elicited a set of requirements for a framework to achieve a
separation of concerns, namely:
• Requirement 1: A separate specification for each concern
• Requirement 2: Specifications at a high-level of abstraction
• Requirement 3: A mapping from high-level entities onto code-level entities
• Requirement 4: An automated way to combine the different UI concerns into a
complete and final application
• Requirement 5: Provision for automated layout.
Requirement 1 forms the cornerstone for the modularisation of concerns as it separates
them and allows for reusing or evolving either of the concerns without affecting the
other ones. As a lot of code tangling in user interfaces results from the fact that the
application and UI interactions are implemented at a low-level, requirement 2 aids developers in abstracting from the implementation details and allows us to focus on the
functionality of the concern itself. Consequently these high-level specifications need to
be transformed into a low-level specification without again exposing developers to the
implementation details, which brings us to requirement 3. Although the mapping is
provided by someone at some point, it can be reused for all user interfaces for that particular implementation level (or platform). This turns it into an asset that will ease the
future development of a multitude of applications. Additionally requirement 4 ensures
that the final application is composed without further developers’ intervention. Finally
automated layout (requirement 5) is not to be overlooked. This enables developers to
change the UI visualisation at runtime without needing to entangle programmatic UI
changes in the base application code.

7.1.3

A Proof-of-concept Implementation

We have shown that the various requirements can be fulfilled technically by implementing a proof-of-concept named DEUCE, which supports the separation of user interface
concerns for VisualWorks Smalltalk software systems. In Chapter 6 we validated the
solution through several archetypical scenarios that illustrate how UI concerns can be
evolved and changed independently from one another, and therefore provide the desired
separation of concerns. When using DEUCE for non-Smalltalk platforms, it has to be
investigated how the necessary mechanism can be provided. However, as SOUL is used
as a declarative medium and also has been linked with Java [Bri07], we expect little difficulties when using DEUCE for Java. It would nevertheless require the mapping libraries
(that map high-level entities onto actual Smalltalk entities) to be re-implemented. We
will now elaborate on the technical aspects of this dissertation.
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A Declarative Language to specify UI Concerns
DEUCE uses a declarative language for specifying user interface concerns. As explained
in Chapter 4 Section 4.1, it is intuitive for developers to think about the UI in terms of
what it represents instead of how it is achieved. Several other existing UI frameworks
have added the notion of declarative specifications, such as JGoodies, Adobe’s Adam
and Eve, and UIML. Note that not all of these approaches offer the power of specifying
advanced user interfaces for they lack an inference engine. Since DEUCE uses a combination of a declarative language and a reasoning engine, it has the additional strength
that the declarative UI statements can be used in a reasoning process. This process is
used by more expressive and powerful rules as it can derive knowledge from these rules,
and hence can transform more abstract rules in low-level UI statements.

Meta-programming Mechanisms behind the Scenes
DEUCE uses several meta-programming mechanisms behind the scenes in order to link
the UI and the application. First of all, it uses SOUL as a declarative medium to express
UI specifications, which was explained in Chapter 4 Section 4.2. The UI specifications
are used to construct a Smalltalk UI. Therefore DEUCE provides a set of rules that
describe the construction of such a UI and that transform the high-level UI component
descriptions into low-level Smalltalk UI components. These rules use SOUL’s meta
programming facilities. The underlying Smalltalk level is called from within the logical
level which enables the creation and manipulation of objects.
Secondly, DEUCE uses method wrappers to link the application to the UI, such
that upon a change in the application the logic level is triggered. The declarative UI
specifications describe when the application will launch a call back to the UI. DEUCE
transforms these specifications into a method wrapper that will intercept the particular
message send to the application. Hence, DEUCE is responsible for injecting the application with triggers to the logical level and uses meta programming as a technique
to inject the method wrappers that will do so. This is needed to make the application
oblivious of the user interface.

Support for Smalltalk UIs
The rules that map the high-level UI specifications onto low-level code entities are in
this case rules that map high-level specifications onto low-level Smalltalk UI entities.
Although the set of rules that we have provided is not complete in the sense that we
do not support all of Smalltalk’s UI components, we have provided an initial set to
support the creation of VisualWorks Smalltalk UIs, and more particularly the support
for changing and updating UI components dynamically.

7.2. Future Research Directions

7.2
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With DEUCE we have shown how a separation of user interface concerns can be achieved
such that each of the concerns can evolve in separation of the others. Such a separation
is not always supported by current approaches to the full extent and is becoming of
importance in new software challenges which require programmatic intervention. As we
described in the introduction of this dissertation, in current software systems variability
has come to play an important role. In future research we would like to combine our
experiences with other research directions such that an integrated approach will support
developers even better, especially when dealing with these new software challenges.

7.2.1

From UI Design to UI Code

In this dissertation we have proposed the technical platform for achieving a modularisation of user interface code. However, this work can only be successful in the long-run if
it is fit into the development process. This requires additional research that is quite different from the work we have presented here. In Chapter 3 we introduced the high-level
methodology for creating user interfaces with a solution that provides a clean separation
of user interface concerns. When putting this methodology into practice, we experienced
the need for programmer’s guidelines on how to use DEUCE. The pre-conditioned mind
that is used to develop a software system in a tangled and scattered way, needs to adapt
itself to think about the several concerns in separation. There is a thin line between
what is application logic and what is user interface logic and we believe programmer’s
guidelines will aid developers in making the distinction. Future research will need to
conduct experience studies in order to come up with a first set of guidelines. Obviously
these guidelines will also evolve over time as developing software systems with separated user interface code becomes more wide-spread. Additionally, valuable lessons can
be learned from approaches that offer a different range of user interface concerns, often
in the form of models.
Additionally, DEUCE focusses on separating UI concerns at the level of the UI
implementation. It does not consider the modelling of user interfaces. Obviously this
modelling phase is of importance when creating an application and its user interfaces.
Therefore future research directions for DEUCE include incorporating current research
on modelling UIs with DEUCE’s concern specifications. For example, the several models
that are used in model-based UIs (see Chapter 2) can be used to refine the presentation
logic concern.
Apart from models for the different UI aspects, also UI design patterns are an interesting aspect when designing a user interface [Laa03, Sin04, Tid05]. These patterns
describe recurring solutions in user interfaces. Design patterns also hint at an implementation solution. It would be interesting to use DEUCE’s reuse capabilities for turning
these pattern descriptions into reusable UI pattern rules which can be configured for
any high-level UI specification. For instance, the CRUD (create-retrieve-update-delete)
pattern describes how a set of new, edit, save, and delete buttons behave and are for
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instance enabled and disabled upon clicking one or the other. By offering the pattern
and its UI behaviour as a reusable pattern, other buttons can be linked to this behaviour
by describing what role they play in the pattern.

7.2.2

Incorporating Context-Oriented Programming

Context-oriented programming [Cos05] is a fairly new research domain that investigates
how different contexts can be specified in separation and are combined at runtime to
provide for the application behaviour that is valid for a present set of contexts. It is
especially in those context-sensitive systems that UIs need to expose a high degree of
flexibility. Furthermore this flexibility is not limited to providing yet another view on
the same interface. Existing approaches exist for modelling context and for creating a
different UI for each of these contexts (statically). Nevertheless research on ambient
intelligent systems hints that also UI behaviour will be influenced by contexts. With
DEUCE we have touched context influences that require the UI to adapt dynamically,
but future work will include the incorporation of context-oriented programming into our
ideas and requirements for the separation of UI concerns.

7.2.3

UI Generation and Model-Driven Engineering

Research on context-sensitive UIs has acknowledged the need for accessing model information at runtime because these systems need to adapt to the context and need
to reflect dynamic changes in context in their user interfaces when appropriate [Sot05,
VdB05, Pat05, Loh06, Dem06, Cle06]. However, most approaches for automatically creating user interfaces use a generative approach and use the high-level models to generate
the user interface code. For instance this is the case in Model-Driven Engineering (e.g.
model-based UIs). We believe that our approach is in line with MDE. The UI concern
specifications in DEUCE provide for runtime ‘models’ of the UI, although we agree that
the more fine-grained models as used in model-based UIs for instance can be used to
fine-tune the presentation logic concern. DEUCE combines (transforms) the runtime
models into a working application through means of its reasoning mechanism. Furthermore thanks to the declarative nature of our approach, the ‘transformations’ can reason
about their execution rather than having to provide a meticulous one-to-one mapping.
Although originally we considered declarative meta-programming as a means to generate user interfaces [God02], DEUCE does not generate UI code but creates the UI
objects dynamically and interacts with them continuously. This allows to access and
reflect upon ‘model’ information at runtime. However, for performance reasons we believe it might be interesting to re-investigate to what extent UIs can be generated and
what (limited set of) infrastructure and information is needed at runtime to reflect the
dynamic changes in context. Additionally we want to further explore the role DEUCE
could play within the MDE community.

7.2. Future Implementation Improvements
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UI Specifications as a Domain Specific Language

The declarative user interface specifications we propose in this dissertation can be considered to be a domain specific language language. The high-level rules and facts are
dedicated to user interfaces only, and therefore specific for the domain of UIs. Additionally, one can create his own set of rules that apply for their particular kind of
interface domain, e.g. by specifying their own type of components and user interface
patterns. We have considered UI specifications to be a domain specific language in the
past [God04], but in future work we would like to continue on this path and investigate
how this idea can be further explored.

7.2.5

Industrial Validation

The work in this dissertation shows how a separation of concerns can be achieved, and
we believe that it will aid developers in creating, maintaining and evolving both software
systems and user interfaces. In the past industrial partners have already expressed the
desire for an approach that achieves a better separation and allows for more powerful
UI descriptions that include reasoning as when to apply certain properties and when to
apply others. Obviously DEUCE will need more maturity before it can be applied in an
industrial case, but taking this road will endorse our findings. The same accounts for
exposing several users to the use of DEUCE. Both these tracks will also support future
research on the methodology as was discussed at the beginning of this section. Note
that it is possible to introduce DEUCE incrementally for instance by re-factoring or
creating certain user interfaces while maintaining the original implementation for other
user interfaces. As such it can gradually be introduced in an industrial context.

7.2.6

Other Types of UI Code

In this dissertation we focussed on user interface code for traditional business applications. These applications are typically built from a application’s point of view, and its
corresponding business behaviour. The user interface is built as an interface between
that application and the user. These user interfaces typically provide form-based windows with traditional widgets such as buttons, input fields, drop down menus, and text
labels.
Other types of applications will require other types of user interfaces. For example
in a drawing program, objects are moved around through direct manipulation. Virtual
world applications (e.g. Second Life) need yet another UI approach and are often approached from a user interface point of view. Nevertheless these applications also consist
of a user interface and an application part, and therefore can possibly benefit from a
separation of both parts as well. However, future work is needed to investigate how the
solution we offered in this dissertation can contribute when implementing these other
kinds of user interface code.
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Future Implementation Improvements for DEUCE

Chapter 5 explained the underlying mechanisms used by DEUCE. These mechanisms
were chosen as they provide the necessary infrastructure to support a solution for the
separation of user interface concerns. However, in future work other techniques can be
explored as they might introduce additional benefits or solve limitations of the current
DEUCE implementation.

7.3.1

Minimal Technical Requirements

By implementing DEUCE as a proof-of-concept for the conceptual solution proposed
in Chapter 3, we show that it is possible to provide for such a solution. DEUCE uses
powerful implementation mechanisms and techniques in order to provide a maximum
of expressiveness. As such this work was not limited by technical issues. We acknowledge that some of these technologies are too advanced for the everyday developer and
can introduce additional pitfalls. Further research will need to look into the minimal
requirements that are necessary to implement the conceptual solution we propose. As
such, the minimal technical overhead for both implementing and using DEUCE will be
established.

7.3.2

Modularising Logic

In Section 5.9 we explained how logic is currently modularised in SOUL. In short, SOUL
uses logic layers as static modules to store facts and rules. In general repositories consist
of several layers, the facts and rules of which are loaded in the repository for use during
the runtime reasoning process.
DEUCE uses the layers to separate the concerns by dedicating a layer to each of the
concerns. Within a concern, several layers can be used to provide for different levels of
abstraction and UI specifications. By plugging in and out layers into repositories, the
relevant layers for a certain user interface are combined into a whole. Although this layer
based modularisation was sufficient for the proof-of-concept DEUCE implementation,
we want to look into rule management mechanisms used in other large scale declarative
systems, such as expert systems. When introducing large sets of UI specifications (rules
and facts), an improved rule-management system will be required in order to select the
relevant rule layers and plug in and out the required logic statements.

7.3.3

Backward Versus Forward Chained Reasoning

Declarative programming languages use inferencing as a process for deriving information
from known (and assumed) information (i.e. facts and rules). Two important inference
techniques are forward chaining (data-driven reasoning) and backward chaining (goaldriven reasoning). In a data-driven reasoning process, the conditions of a rule are
matched with the facts in the fact-base. If the conditions are satisfied, the actions are
performed. In a goal-driven reasoning process, the possible conclusions of a rule are
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matched since these are goals achieved by using the rule. The conditions are only tested
if the rule can contribute to the achievement of the goal.
Just like Prolog, SOUL uses a backward chained inferencing mechanism. Although
this mechanism is sufficient for DEUCE to support the programmer in separating UI
concerns, during our experiments we have come to believe that DEUCE could benefit
from a forward chained inference mechanism. User interfaces respond to dynamic interactions. Upon such an interaction DEUCE triggers the reasoning process by calling
upon a certain query. When using a forward chainer, such an interaction would result
in new knowledge being added to the factbase. When new knowledge is added, new
conclusions and facts can be inferred. In turn, this new knowledge leads to other UI
and application actions being triggered. In future work, we will investigate what the
benefits are of opting for a forward chainer (data-driven approach) over a goal-driven
approach. Additionally we will look into the effects of a possible loss in power of expressiveness. Currently the use of a data-driven approach is investigated in the context of
highly context-sensitive systems such as ambient intelligence systems where new context
information becomes valid (and invalid) rapidly and the software system is required to
react to these context changes [Mos07].

7.3.4

Traditional Aspect-Oriented Programming Techniques

In Chapter 2 we referred to Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) as a technique for
achieving a separation of concerns, although it has not been applied to user interface
concerns as yet. In AOP, aspects are used to express cross-cutting concerns throughout
a base program. Aspects haven been used to gather information about the UI and
application dynamics [Li08]. Although this approach does not create a separation of
user interface concerns, it does consider the user interface to be an important and crosscutting concern. Obviously so does this dissertation and although DEUCE does not use
a traditional pointcut language or a traditional weaver, it provides an aspect-oriented
approach for dealing with user interface concerns. The various concerns are specified in
isolation and an underlying mechanism is provided to compose these concerns and the
underlying application into the final software system. In future work it is nevertheless
interesting to look at these traditional AOP techniques and at how DEUCE can benefit
from using them.
In order to link the application with the UI, DEUCE uses method wrappers for instrumenting the application with the necessary code fragments that trigger the declarative reasoning process. Although method wrappers provide sufficient expressiveness
for the current purpose of DEUCE, other pointcut languages might provide a stronger
mechanism to capture method calls, and hence application events. This extra expressiveness enables the creation of fine grained application events. For example some aspect
languages allow specifying that an aspect applies for all methods with a certain name
without considering the class they are defined in. Using this we could specify that all
methods in an application that add something to their database by sending a message
that contains the ‘add’ keyword in its name, should trigger the logic level in order to
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update the UI.
Note that the method wrappers technique we have adopted, has been used to build
aspect-oriented languages, for instance in AspectS [Hir03]. AspectS provides aspectoriented language features and introduces an abstraction layer on top of method wrappers. These abstractions would already allow DEUCE to specify more fine grained
application events. However similar (and other) abstractions can be added to DEUCE
as well by providing the necessary abstraction rules.
Some AOP languages provide richer pointcut languages that would allow instrumenting the application code more precisely. This is for instance the case with CARMA’s
pointcut language which is based on logic programming [Gyb01, Gyb03]. It allows specifying more precisely when to weave and when not to weave an aspect through logic
statements. In DEUCE it would be of use to specify conditional application events.
For instance, we can choose to trigger the logical level when an application event occurs for a user interface in which certain input fields were entered. If the inputfield
condition fails, the application event does not apply, and hence the aspect (that will
contain the code to trigger DEUCE) does not need to be woven. Furthermore CARMA
weaves aspects dynamically which will allow the link between application code and UI
to change dynamically as well. These dynamic link updates are now taken care of in
DEUCE through the specification of the actual connection queries that are triggered by
the application.

7.3.5

Rule Libraries and Tool Support

DEUCE supports developers in creating user interfaces and maintaining and evolving
these interfaces. It provides high-level specifications for the different UI concerns in
separation of one another to do so. These high-level specifications are transformed by
DEUCE into an actual running application with interface. Obviously DEUCE needs to
know how high-level entities map onto low-level entities. These mappings are sets of
rules to be used during the reasoning process. Once a mapping has been established
for a low-level platform or implementation language, they can be reused for several UIs.
Future work on DEUCE consists of extending the current mapping for VisualWorks
Smalltalk, as well as other mappings to be created. Note that it is currently possible to
call Java from within SOUL [Bri07] which would make it possible to reuse part of the
existing DEUCE implementation.
Additionally, adding tool support on top of the declarative statements will allow developers to use dedicated tools for dedicated tasks. For instance developers can create
the UI visualisation with a painter like tool, describe the layout relations by drawing
connections between components, use state diagrams to specify UI behaviour and conditions that apply when triggering this behaviour, etc. As each of the tools can translate
its input into declarative statements, DEUCE will continue to exist behind the scenes
to combine the declarative statements into an actual application. The developers however can use the special purpose formalism of their choice for expressing each of the
concerns.

7.4. Conclusion

7.3.6
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Debugging DEUCE

The developers using DEUCE should be supported in dealing with unexpected solutions.
For example, when two layout specifications contradict or when the UI is updated dynamically in two different ways, a debugger can aid in fine-tuning the specifications.
Additionally, using a declarative approach for achieving a modularisation of user
interface code, requires to deal with incomplete solutions. Currently, if the UI specification leads to more than one possible user interface, DEUCE returns the first solution
that is found. Nevertheless, it might be advisable to aid developers in constructing a
non-ambiguous UI. On the other hand, if no perfect solution is found, the current implementation of DEUCE will fail. A different approach might be to allow UIs that do
not fulfill the specification completely but approximate the specification the most.

7.4

Conclusion

Current software engineering practices lack support for a full separation of user interface
concerns. When implementing a software system, developers are confronted with tangled
and scattered code. The application and its user interface are strongly interconnected
such that evolving a system requires developers to understand both parts thoroughly.
Additionally the user interface code is scattered throughout the application code and
vice versa such that developers need to scan carefully to find all occurrences of the
behaviour they are trying to evolve or maintain.
Furthermore implementing a software system requires developers to understand how
the implementation mechanisms work. The need to know how to apply the mechanisms
that link the user interface and the application. They also need to know, and remember,
the implementation details on how to access the user interface and the user interface
components.
As such, current software engineering practices do not support developers in creating
user interfaces. They lack a good separation of concerns. In this dissertation we have
given a foundation to alleviate the problem. Furthermore we implemented a proof-ofconcept for this solution by which we have shown that the conceptual solution can be
implemented and does provide for the required separation of concerns. Consequently, the
problem of scattered and tangled code is solved and developers are supported in creating,
but especially in evolving and maintaining an application and its user interfaces.

Appendix A

DEUCE Rules for Creating the UI

Figure A.1 recapitulates the process of creating a Smalltalk UI based on the high-level
UI specifications.

A.1

Accessing the UI Specification

In order to create Smalltalk components based on the high-level UI specification, this
specification needs to be accessed in order to retrieve the right information. This is
accomplished by the following rules.
1
2

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10

11
12

1
2

isComponentInInterface(?comp,?interface) if
?UISpec->containsComponent(?interface,?comp)
specComponentType(?compName,button) if
?UISpec->button(?compName).
specComponentType(?compName,inputField) if
?UISpec->inputField(?compName).
specComponentType(?compName,label) if
?UISpec->label(?compName).
specComponentType(?compName,textEditor) if
?UISpec->textEditor(?compName).
specComponentType(?compName,comboBox) if
?UISpec->comboBox(?compName).
specComponentType(?compName,dataSet) if
?UISpec->dataSet(?compName)
specFont(?name,?fontName) if
?UISpec->font(?name,?fontName),!
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window(standardCalculator).
containsComponent(standardCalculator, firstDigits).
containsComponent(standardCalculator, operators).
text(standardCalculator,Calculator).
minimumWidth(?c,40). minimumHeight(?c,40).
backgroundColour(?c ,veryLightGray).
....
createUI(?appl,?ui,?interface,?definitionRepository) if
?UISpecRules->newUserInterface(?ui),
newRepository(?stateRepository),
linkWithApplication(?ui),
createWindows(?ui),
defaultWindow(?ui,?interface)

DEUCE

createWindow(?ui,?interface,?inst) if
currentUserInterfaceInstance(?ui),
?UISpecRules->newWindow(?interface,?ui,?inst),
?layout->setupLayoutSystem(?inst,?layoutSystem),
?UISpecRules->addComponentsFromTo(?interface,?inst),
?UISpecRules->all(setWindowProperties(?interface,?inst))

2

addComponentsFromTo(?interface,?window) if
all(and( ?UISpec->containsComponent(?interface,?comp),
addComponentTo(?comp,?window))),
calculateLayout(?window),
section 5.3
refreshWindow(?window)

4

addComponentTo(?name,?window) if
newComponent(?name,?window,?component),
all(setProperties(?component)),
all(addLayoutRelationsFor(?window,?component)),
?storage->window(?ui,?,?window),
all(installUIEvent(?,?component,?ui))

5

comp

7

section 5.5

newComponent(+?componentName,+?ui,?component) if
specComponentType(?componentName,?type),
generateSpec(?componentName,?type,?smtSpec),
equals(?component,[?ui add: ?smtSpec.])

6

UIBuilder
instance

3

7

newWindow(?windowName,?ui,?window) if
equals(?window,[|bld| bld := UIBuilder new.
bld add: (WindowSpec new label: ?windowName asString;
bounds:(0@0 corner: 0@0)). bld])

1
UIBuilder
instance

comp

section 5.7

generateSpec(?name,?type,?spec) if
generateSpec(?name,?type,?spec) if
equals(?spec,[?smtClass new name:?name])

comp
comp
comp
comp

comp

comp

spec

comp
triggers

Figure A.1: From high-level user interface specification to Smalltalk user interface

A.2. Creating Smalltalk UI Components

1
2

1
2
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specText(?compName,?text) if
?UISpec->text(?compName,?text)
specType(?compName,?type) if
?UISpec->type(?compName,?type)

A.2

Creating Smalltalk UI Components

Based on the high-level component specifications (such as its type and properties), a
new Smalltalk UI component is created. To do so a spec object is created. Upon adding
this spec object to the Smalltalk UI window (a builder instance), Smalltalk transforms
it into a component object.
1
2
3
4

newComponent(+?componentName,+?ui,?component) if
specComponentType(?componentName,?type),
generateSpec(?componentName,?type,?smtSpec),
equals(?component,[?ui add: ?smtSpec.])

How to generate the Smalltalk spec object depends on the type of the corresponding
component.
1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14

generateSpec(-?name,?type,?spec) if
smalltalkClassForSpecType(?type,?smtClass),
equals(?spec,[?smtClass new]),!.
generateSpec(?name,menuButton,?spec) if
smalltalkClassForSpecType(menuButton,?smtClass),!,
equals(?spec,[?smtClass new name:?name]).
generateSpec(?name,inputField,?spec) if
smalltalkClassForSpecType(inputField,?smtClass),!,
specType(?name,?type),
equals(?spec,[?smtClass new name:?name; type:?type; flags: 0]).
generateSpec(?name,comboBox,?spec) if
smalltalkClassForSpecType(comboBox,?smtClass),!,
specType(?name,?type),
equals(?spec,[?smtClass new name:?name; type:?type; flags: 0]).

17

generateSpec(?name,textEditor,?spec) if
smalltalkClassForSpecType(textEditor,?smtClass),
equals(?spec,[self halt. ?smtClass new name:?name]),!,.

18

generateSpec(?name,?type,?spec) if

15
16
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19
20

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
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smalltalkClassForSpecType(?type,?smtClass),
equals(?spec,[?smtClass new name:?name]),!.
generateSpec(?name,?abstractType,?spec) if
?UISpec->?abstractType(?name,?contents),
findall(?subspecs,and(includes(?type,?contents),
generateSpec(?,?type,?subspecs)),?subComponents),
listAsCollection(?subComponents,?col),
equals(?spec,
[CompositeSpecCollection new name: ?name; collection: (?col asArray);
compositeSpec: (CompositeSpec new name: ?name)])
smalltalkClassForSpecType(ActionButtonSpec,[ActionButtonSpec]).
smalltalkClassForSpecType(button,[ActionButtonSpec]).
smalltalkClassForSpecType(inputField,[InputFieldSpec]).
smalltalkClassForSpecType(label,[LabelSpec]).
smalltalkClassForSpecType(textEditor,[TextEditorSpec]).
smalltalkClassForSpecType(menuButton,[MenuButtonSpec]).
smalltalkClassForSpecType(comboBox,[ComboBoxSpec]).
smalltalkClassForSpecType(?type,?class) if
equals(?class, [Smalltalk at: (?type asString capitalized, ‘Spec’)
ifAbsent: [nil]]),
not(equals(?class,[nil]))

The initial component properties are set.
1
2

3
4

5
6

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

setProperties(?component) if
setText(?component).
setProperties(?component) if
setFont(?component).
setProperties(?component) if
setColour(?component)
setColour(?component) if
name(?component,?name),
?UISpec->foregroundColour(?name,?colour),
foregroundColour(?component,?colour).
setColour(?component) if
name(?component,?name),
?UISpec->backgroundColour(?name,?colour),
backgroundColour(?component,?colour).

A.3. Creating a Smalltalk UI Window

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16

17
18
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setFont(?component) if
name(?component,?name),
specFont(?name,?fontName),
font(?component,?fontName).
setText(?component) if
name(?component,?name),
specText(?name,?text),
text(?component,?text).
setInitialLayout(?component) if
[?component component layout: (?component component bounds). true]

A.3

Creating a Smalltalk UI Window

The Smalltalk UI (and its main window) is an instance of the UIBuilder class.
1
2
3
4
5
6

newWindow(+?windowName,+?ui,?window) if
equals(?window,[|builder| builder := UIBuilder new.
builder add: (WindowSpec new label: ?windowName asString;
bounds: (0@0 corner: 0@0)).
builder userInterface: ?ui.
builder doFinalHookup.])

Components are added and removed from this UIBuilder instance and the window’s
layout is recalculated.
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

addComponentsFromTo(?interface,?window) if
all(and(isComponentInInterface(?comp,?interface),
addComponentTo(?comp,?window))),
calculateLayout(?window),
refreshWindow(?window).
removeComponentsFromFrom(?interface,?window) if
all(and(isComponentInInterface(?comp,?interface),
removeComponentFrom(?comp,?window))),
calculateLayout(?window),
refreshWindow(?window)

Upon adding a component to a UI, its initial properties are set, layout relations are
added to the window’s constraint solver, and the components are linked to the DEUCE
specification (installUIEvent).
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addComponentTo(?name,?window) if
?UISpec->group(?name,?grcomps),!,
all(and(includes(?comp,?grcomps),
addComponentTo(?comp,?window))).
addComponentTo(?name,?window) if
newComponent(?name,?window,?component),
all(setInitialLayout(?component)),
all(setProperties(?component)),
all(addLayoutRelationsFor(?window,?component)),
?storage->window(?ui,?,?window),
all(installUIEvent(?,?component,?ui))

Upon removing a component from a UI, also the layout relations for that component
are removed from the window’s constraint solver.
1
2
3
4

5
6
7

removeComponentFrom(?name,?window) if
?UISpec->group(?name,?grcomps),
all(and(includes(?comp,?grcomps),
removeComponentFrom(?comp,?window))).
removeComponentFrom(?component,?window) if
removeComponent(?component,?window),
removeLayoutRelationsFor(?window,?component)

The initial window properties are set with:
1
2

3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10

11
12
13
14

setWindowProperties(?windowName,?window) if
setWindowSize(?windowName,?window).
setWindowProperties(?windowName,?window) if
setWindowName(?windowName,?window).
setWindowProperties(?windowName,?window) if
?UISpec->backgroundColour(?windowName,?color),
[?window window background: ?color. true].
setWindowName(?windowName,?window) if
?UISpec->text(?windowName,?name),
windowName(?window,?name)
setWindowSize(?name,?window) if
?UISpec->windowWidth(?name,?w),
?UISpec->windowHeight(?name,?h),!,
setWindowSize(?window,?w,?h).

A.4. Steering the Creation Process

15
16
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setWindowSize(?name,?window) if
expandedWindowSize(?window)

A.4

Steering the Creation Process

The DEUCE process is started by the following query. It stores the definition and
state repositories, keeps track of the underlying application and creates the new user
interface. The application is linked with the DEUCE logic and the necessary UI windows
are created.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
2

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12

createUI(?appl,?ui,?interface,?definitionRepository) if
?UISpecRules->newUserInterface(?ui),
newRepository(?stateRepository),
?storage->add(userInterface,?ui),
?storage->definition(?ui,?definitionRepository),
?storage->state(?ui,?stateRepository),
?storage->application(?ui,?appl),
linkWithApplication(?ui),
createWindows(?ui),
defaultWindow(?ui,?interface)
linkWithApplication(?ui) if
?UISpecRules->all(installApplicationEvent(?,?ui))
createWindows(?ui) if
findall(?a,and(isWindow(?a),createWindow(?ui,?a,?inst)),?as).
createWindow(?ui,?interface,?inst) if
currentUserInterfaceInstance(?ui),
?UISpecRules->newWindow(?interface,?ui,?inst),
?layout->setupLayoutSystem(?inst,?layoutSystem),
?storage->window(?ui,?interface,?inst),
?storage->layoutSystem(?inst,?layoutSystem),
?UISpecRules->addComponentsFromTo(?interface,?inst),
?UISpecRules->all(setWindowProperties(?interface,?inst)).
defaultWindow(?ui,?interface) if
[?ui defaultWindow: ?interface. true]

Appendix B

DEUCE Rules for Accessing the UI

The runtime Smalltalk UI (and its application) will be accessed from within DEUCE
in order for instance to update the UI dynamically or in order to query the UI or
application for information. The following predicates are part of the DEUCE core logic
and are used to change the properties of components. Note that this is not an exhaustive
set of predicates.

B.1

Platform Independent Rules

Changing the property of a component is expressed by referring to the component’s
name as it is used in the UI specification. Hence, the component with that name is
retrieved from the interface and the corresponding property rule is triggered. The latter
rule is part of the set of DEUCE logic rules that are specific for the corresponding user
interface framework (currently the VisualWorks Smalltalk UI Framework).
1
2
3

4
5
6

1
2
3

4
5
6

enable(?compName,?ui) if
componentWithNameIn(?component,?compName,?ui),
enable(?component)
disable(?compName,?ui) if
componentWithNameIn(?component,?compName,?ui),
disable(?component)

backgroundColour(?compName,?ui,?colour) if
componentWithNameIn(?component,?compName,?ui),
backgroundColour(?component,?colour)
foregroundColour(?compName,?ui,?colour) if
componentWithNameIn(?component,?compName,?ui),
foregroundColour(?component,?colour)
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text(?compName,?ui,?text) if
componentWithNameIn(?component,?compName,?ui),
text(?component,?text)
valueForComponent(+?compName,?ui,?value) if
componentWithNameIn(?comp,?compName,?ui),
valueForComponent(?comp,?value)

B.2

Platform Dependent Rules

Updating Smalltalk component properties is established by sending a Smalltalk message
to that component.

B.2.1
1
2

3
4

1
2

1
2

3
4

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

Updating Smalltalk Component Properties

disable(?component) if
[?component disable. true].
enable(?component) if
[?component enable. true]
name(+?component,?compName) if
equals(?compName,[?component spec name])
layout(+?component,+?layout) if
[?component layout: ?layout. true].
layout(+?component,-?layout) if
equals(?layout,[?component component layout])
backgroundColour(+?component,+?colour) if
smalltalkColourFor(?colour,?value),
[|prefs| prefs := ?component lookPreferences.
prefs setBackgroundColor: ?value.
?component lookPreferences: prefs. true]

foregroundColour(+?component,+?colour) if
smalltalkColourFor(?colour,?value),
[|prefs| prefs := ?component lookPreferences.
prefs setForegroundColor: ?value.
?component lookPreferences: prefs. true].

B.2. Platform Dependent Rules

11
12
13
14

1
2

3
4
5

1
2

3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14

15
16

17
18

19
20
21
22

23
24

25
26
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foregroundColour(+?component,-?colour) if
equals(?colour,
[ |prefs| prefs := ?component lookPreferences.
prefs foregroundColor])
font(?component,?fontName) if
smalltalkComponentType(?component,ComboBoxView),!.
font(?component,?fontName) if
[(UILookPolicy new) setStyleOf:(?component widget) to:(?fontName asSymbol).
?component widget invalidate. true]
text(+?component,-?text) if
equals(?text,[?component widget model value]),!.
text(?component,?text) if
smalltalkComponentType(?component,inputField),!,
[ ?component widget editText: (?text asString).
?component widget model value: ?text .
?component widget invalidate. true].
text(?component,?text) if
smalltalkComponentType(?component,sequenceView),!.
text(?component,?text) if
smalltalkComponentType(?component,TextEditorView),!,
[ ?component widget editText: (?text asString).
?component widget model value: ?text.
?component widget invalidate. true].
text(?component,?text) if
smalltalkComponentType(?component,DataSetView),!.
text(?component,?text) if
smalltalkComponentType(?component,ComboBoxView),!.
text(?component,?text) if
smalltalkComponentType(?component,WinXPMenuButtonView),!,
[ ?component widget makeTextLabelFor: (?text asString).
?component widget invalidate. true].
text(?component,?text) if
smalltalkComponentType(?component,TabControlComposite),!.
text(?component,?text) if
smalltalkComponentType(?component,TreeView),!.
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33
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text(?component,?text) if
smalltalkComponentType(?component,SubCanvas),!.
text(?component,?text) if
smalltalkComponentType(?component,Composite),!.
text(?component,?text) if
[ ?component widget labelString: (?text asString).
?component widget invalidate. true]
valueForComponent(+?component,-?value) if
equals(?value,[?component widget model value]).
valueForComponent(+?component,+?value) if
[ ?component widget model value: ?value.
?component widget invalidate. true]

B.2.2
1
2

1
2

3
4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Updating Smalltalk Window Properties

windowSize(+?ui,+?width,+?height) if
[?ui window minimumSize: (?width @ ?height).true.]
windowName(+?ui,+?name) if
[?ui window label: ?name.true.].
windowName(+?ui,-?name) if
equals(?name,[?ui window label])
expandedWindowSize(?ui) if
[xcoord := 0. ycoord := 0.
?ui namedComponents associationsDo:
[:el | |cr| cr := el value component layout corner.
(cr x > xcoord) ifTrue: [xcoord := cr x].
(cr y > ycoord) ifTrue: [ycoord := cr y]].
?ui window minimumSize: xcoord @ ycoord. true]

Appendix C

DEUCE Rules for Composition

Composing the various concerns and the application into a final software system, is
partially done by DEUCE’s reasoning mechanism that is triggered at runtime. This
is achieved by installing a piece of code to execute (namely to call DEUCE) upon a
UI event or application event. DEUCE uses VisualWorks Smalltalk’s event handling
system for the first, while method wrappers are used for the latter.

C.1

Linking UI Events to DEUCE

Figure C.1 recapitulates how user interface events are linked with the DEUCE UI specification. The top layer illustrates DEUCE high-level UI specification statements. The
DEUCE core logic contains the rules to transform these specifications into the Smalltalk
code (blocks) that will trigger the DEUCE reasoning engine.

C.1.1
1
2
3
4
5
6

installUIEvent(?eventName,?component,?ui) if
name(?component,?componentName),
?UISpec->UIEvent(?eventName,?componentName,?event),
?UISpec->linkUIEventToQuery(?eventName,?query),
deuceTrigger(?query,?code,?ui),
installEventHandler(?component,?event,?code)

C.1.2
1
2

3
4

Platform Independent Logic

Platform Dependent Logic

installEventHandler(?component,click,?code) if
[?component widget when: #clicked send: #value to: ?code. true],!.
installEventHandler(?component,getFocus,?code) if
[?component widget when: #gettingFocus send: #value to: ?code. true],!.
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UIEvent(divideClicked,divide,click)
linkUIEventToQuery(divideClicked,operatorClicked(divide,?ui))

installUIEvent(?eventName,?component,?ui) if
name(?component,?componentName),
?UISpec->UIEvent(?eventName,?componentName,?event),

DEUCE

1

?UISpec->linkUIEventToQuery(?eventName,?query),

2

deuceTrigger(?query,?code,?ui),
installEventHandler(?component,?event,?code)

3

deuceTrigger(?query,?code,?ui) if
equals(?code,[[(Soul.Evaluator eval: ('if currentInstance
(?ui), ?UISpec->', ?query asString) in: (Soul.Factory
repository: #deuce) withAssociations:
(OrderedCollection with: #ui->?ui)) allResults]])

4

installEventHandler(?component,click,?code) if
[?component widget when: #clicked send: #value to: ?code. true],!

clicked
a Message send
selector: #value
/

event handler

args: #()
receiver: a Blockclosure

=
section 5.7

[(Soul.Evaluator
eval: 'if currentInstance(?ui), ?UISpec->' , t1 asString
in: (Soul.Factory repository: #deuce)
withAssociations: (OrderedCollection with: #ui -> t2)) allResults]

triggers

Figure C.1: From high-level user interface event specification to Smalltalk event handler

C.2. Linking Application Events to DEUCE

5
6
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installEventHandler(?component,?eventName,?code) if
[?component widget when:(?eventName asSymbol) send: #value to: ?code.true]

C.2

Linking Application Events to DEUCE

Figure C.2 recapitulates how application events are linked with the DEUCE UI specification. The top layer shows the high-level specifications that will be transformed by
the DEUCE core logic (middle layer) into the Smalltalk specific code instrumentation
(through method wrappers).

C.2.1
1
2
3
4
5
6

installApplicationEvent(?event,?ui) if
?UISpec->linkApplicationEventToQuery(?event,?query),
?UISpec->applicationEvent(?event,?role,?method),
?UISpec->role(?role,?class),
deuceTrigger(?query,?code,?ui),
installWrapper(?code,?class,?method)

C.2.2
1
2

3
4
5
6

2
3
4
5

Platform Dependent Logic

installWrapper(?code,?class,?method) if
?storage->get(wrapper,[?code printString],?class,?method,?wrapper),!.
installWrapper(?code,?class,?method) if
equals(?wrap, [(Refactory.Wrappers.DeuceMethodWrapper
on: (?method asSymbol) inClass: ?class executeCode:?code) install.]),
?storage->add(wrapper,[?code printString],?class,?method,?wrap)

C.3
1

Platform Independent Logic

Triggering DEUCE

deuceTrigger(?query,?code,?ui) if
equals(?code,[[ (Soul.Evaluator
eval:(‘if currentUserInterfaceInstance(?ui),?UISpec->’,?query asString)
in:(Soul.Factory repository: #deuce)
withAssociations:(OrderedCollection with: #ui->?ui)) allResults]])
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linkApplicationEventToQuery(resultChanged,updateResult(?ui))
applicationEvent(resultChanged,calculator,#result:)
role(calculator,[Deuce.Calculator])

DEUCE

4

installApplicationEvent(?event,?ui) if
?UISpec->linkApplicationEventToQuery(?event,?query),
?UISpec->applicationEvent(?event,?role,?method),
?UISpec->role(?role,?class),
installWrapper(?query,?class,?method)

3

installWrapper(?query,?class,?method) if
deuceTrigger(?query,?code,?ui),
equals(?wrap,[(Refactory.Wrappers.DeuceMethodWrapper on:
(?method asSymbol) inClass: ?class executeCode:?code) install]),
?storage->add(wrapper,[?query printString],?class,?method,?wrap)

2

1

5

deuceTrigger(?query,?code,?ui) if
equals(?code,[[(Soul.Evaluator eval: ('if currentInstance
(?ui), ?UISpec->', ?query asString) in: (Soul.Factory
repository: #deuce) withAssociations:
(OrderedCollection with: #ui->?ui)) allResults]])

methodWrapper
mclass: Deuce.Calculator
selector: #result:
code: a Blockclosure
=
section 5.7

[(Soul.Evaluator
eval: 'if currentInstance(?ui), ?UISpec->', t1 asString
in: (Soul.Factory repository: #deuce)
withAssociations: (OrderedCollection with: #ui -> t2)) allResults]

triggers

Figure C.2: From high-level application event specification to low-level method wrapper

Appendix D

DEUCE Rules for Automated Layout

Figure D.1 recapitulates the process from high-level layout specification to actual Cassowary constraints. In what follows we will list the rules for each of these steps.

D.1

From Advanced Layout Relations to Basic Layout Relations

DEUCE provides several advanced layout strategies that can be expressed in terms of
the basic relations, such as there are one-row, one-column, same-row and same-column.
Components are put into one-row by transforming this specification into a left-of
relation between each of the components in that row.
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10

11
12
13
14

oneRow if
?UISpec->oneRow(?name),
?UISpec->group(?name,?comps),
oneRowToLeftOf(?comps).
oneRow if
?UISpec->oneRow(?comps),
list(?comps),
oneRowToLeftOf(?comps).
oneRowToLeftOf(<?firstComponent,?secondComponent>) if
addSpecification(leftOf(?firstComponent,?secondComponent)).
oneRowToLeftOf(<?firstComponent|?restComponents>) if
head(?secondComponent,?restComponents),
addSpecification(leftOf(?firstComponent,?secondComponent)),
oneRowToLeftOf(?restComponents)

The same is achieved for the one-column relation which is expressed in terms of above
relations between each of the components in that column.
185
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oneColumn(<plusButton, minusButton, multiplyButton, divideButton>)

1

advancedToSimpleRelations

above(plusButton, minusButton)
above(minusButton, multiplyButton)
above(multiplyButton, divideButton)
2

transformLayoutRelations

aboveInt(plusButton, minusButton)
adjoin(?component,?window) if
name(?component,?compName1),
aboveInt(?compName1,?compName2),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?window),
layoutSystem(?window,?layoutSolvingSystem),
?layout->adjoin(above,?component,?comp2,?layoutSolvingSystem)

DEUCE

3

4
adjoin(above,?comp1,?comp2,?solver) if
constraintVariable(?comp1,bottom,?comp1var,?solver)
constraintVariable(?comp2,top,?comp2var,?solver),
makeConstraint(greater,?comp2var,?comp1var,strong,?solver)

5
makeConstraint(greater,?xeq,?yeq,?strength,?solver) if
[?solver addConstraint:
(?xeq cnGEQ: ?yeq strength:
(Cassowary.ClStrength perform: ?strength)). true ]

aConstraint
strong(-1.0*plusButtonComponentBottom+1.0*minusButtonComponentTop>=0)

triggers

Figure D.1: From high-level layout specification to low-level constraint

D.1. From Advanced Layout Relations to Basic Layout Relations

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10

11
12
13
14
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oneColumn if
?UISpec->oneColumn(?name),
?UISpec->group(?name,?comps),
oneColumnToAbove(?comps).
oneColumn if
?UISpec->oneColumn(?comps),
list(?comps),
oneColumnToAbove(?comps).
oneColumnToAbove(<?firstComponent,?secondComponent>) if
addSpecification(above(?firstComponent,?secondComponent)).
oneColumnToAbove(<?firstComponent|?restComponents>) if
head(?secondComponent,?restComponents),
addSpecification(above(?firstComponent,?secondComponent)),
oneColumnToAbove(?restComponents)

Putting a list of components on the same horizontal line means putting them in the
same row and aligning them on the same horizontal line (top).
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16

sameRow if
?UISpec->sameRow(?name),
?UISpec->group(?name,?comps),
sameRowToLeftOfAndTopAlign(?comps).
sameRow if
?UISpec->sameRow(?comps),
list(?comps),
sameRowToLeftOfAndTopAlign(?comps).
sameRowToLeftOfAndTopAlign(<?firstComponent,?secondComponent>) if
addSpecification(leftOf(?firstComponent,?secondComponent)),
addSpecification(topAlign(?firstComponent,?secondComponent)).
sameRowToLeftOfAndTopAlign(<?firstComponent|?restComponents>) if
head(?secondComponent,?restComponents),
addSpecification(leftOf(?firstComponent,?secondComponent)),
addSpecification(topAlign(?firstComponent,?secondComponent)),
sameRowToLeftOfAndTopAlign(?restComponents)

Putting a list of components on the same vertical line means putting them in the
same column and aligning them on the same vertical line (left).
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9
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sameColumn if
?UISpec->sameColumn(?name),
?UISpec->group(?name,?comps),
sameColumnToAboveAndLeftAlign(?comps).
sameColumn if
?UISpec->sameColumn(?comps),
list(?comps),
sameColumnToAboveAndLeftAlign(?comps).
sameColumnToAboveAndLeftAlign(<?firstComponent,?secondComponent>) if
addSpecification(above(?firstComponent,?secondComponent)),
addSpecification(leftAlign(?firstComponent,?secondComponent)).
sameColumnToAboveAndLeftAlign(<?firstComponent|?restComponents>) if
head(?secondComponent,?restComponents),
addSpecification(above(?firstComponent,?secondComponent)),
addSpecification(leftAlign(?firstComponent,?secondComponent)),
sameColumnToAboveAndLeftAlign(?restComponents)

The diagonal relationship can for instance be expressed in terms of the one-column
and one-row relationship.
1
2
3

4
5
6

diagonal if
?UISpec->diagonal(?name),
diagonalToColumnAndRow(?name).
diagonalToColumnAndRow(?comps) if
addSpecification(oneRow(?comps)),
addSpecification(oneColumn(?comps))

D.2

Internal Representation for Layout Relations

The basic layout specifications are translated into an internal representation such that
all layout relations, also the ones expressed in-between groups, are considered.
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

transformToInternalRelation(?predicate) if
?UISpec->?predicate(?group1,?group2),
groupInt(?group1,?comps1),
groupInt(?group2,?comps2),
transformList(?predicate,?comps1,?comps2).
transformToInternalRelation(?predicate) if
?UISpec->?predicate(?comp1Name,?comp2Name),
not(groupInt(?comp1Name,?)),

D.2. Internal Representation for Layout Relations

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28
29

30
31
32
33
34

1
2
3

1
2
3
4

not(groupInt(?comp2Name,?)),
list(?comp1Name),
list(?comp2Name),
transformList(?predicate,?comp1Name,?comp2Name).
transformToInternalRelation(?predicate) if
?UISpec->?predicate(?comp1Name,?comp2Name),
not(groupInt(?comp1Name,?)),
not(groupInt(?comp2Name,?)),
not(list(?comp1Name)),
list(?comp2Name),
transformList(?predicate,<?comp1Name>,?comp2Name).
transformToInternalRelation(?predicate) if
?UISpec->?predicate(?group1,?comp2),
groupInt(?group1,?comps1),
not(groupInt(?comp2,?)),
transformList(?predicate,?comps1,<?comp2>).
transformToInternalRelation(?predicate) if
?UISpec->?predicate(?comp1,?group2),
groupInt(?group2,?comps2),
not(groupInt(?comp1,?)),
transformList(?predicate,<?comp1>,?comps2).
transformToInternalRelation(?predicate) if
?UISpec->?predicate(?comp1Name,?comp2Name),
not(groupInt(?comp1Name,?)),
not(groupInt(?comp2Name,?)),
transformList(?predicate,<?comp1Name>,<?comp2Name>)
transformList(?predicate,?list1,?list2) if
findall(?comp1, and(includes(?comp1,?list1),
transformComponent(?predicate,?comp1,?list2)),?rs)
transformComponent(?predicate,?comp1,?list2) if
equals(?pred,[(?predicate asString, ‘Int’) asSymbol]),
findall(?comp1,and(includes(?comp2,?list2),
addSpecification(?pred(?comp1,?comp2))),?result)

4

expandGroups if
expandGroup(?group,?components),
getRepository(?UISpec,?rep),
assert(groupInt(?group,?components),?rep)

5

expandGroup(?group,?components) if

1
2
3
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?UISpec->group(?group,?comps),
findall(?sublist,and(includes(?comp,?comps),
expandGroup(?comp,?sublist)),?sublists),
flatten(?sublists,?components).

6
7
8
9

10
11

expandGroup(?group,<?group>) if
not(?UISpec->group(?group,?comps))

D.3

From Basic Layout Relations to Layout System
Rules

The first two basic layout relations that can be expressed with DEUCE are above and
left-of. Their counterparts above and right-of can be expressed in terms of these two.
Each of the rules has several alternatives in order to take into account the spacingbetween components, if this was specified in the UI specification. These basic relations
are transformed into adjoin relations. The latter are resolved by the automated layout
system rules.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24

adjoin(?component,?window) if
name(?component,?compName1),
aboveInt(?compName1,?compName2),
?UISpec->spacingBetween(?compName1,bottom,?compName2,top,?space),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?window),
layoutSystem(?window,?system),
?layout->adjoin(above,?component,?comp2,?space,?system).
adjoin(?component,?window) if
name(?component,?compName1),
aboveInt(?compName1,?compName2),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?window),
layoutSystem(?window,?system),
?layout->adjoin(above,?component,?comp2,?system).
adjoin(?component,?window) if
name(?component,?compName1),
aboveInt(?compName2,?compName1),
?UISpec->spacingBetween(?compName2,bottom,?compName1,top,?space),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?window),
layoutSystem(?window,?system),
?layout->adjoin(above,?comp2,?component,?space,?system).
adjoin(?component,?ui) if
name(?component,?compName1),
aboveInt(?compName2,?compName1),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?ui),
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25
26

1
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layoutSystem(?ui,?system),
?layout->adjoin(above,?comp2,?component,?system)
adjoin(?component,?window) if
name(?component,?compName1),
leftOfInt(?compName1,?compName2),
?UISpec->spacingBetween(?compName1,right,?compName2,left,?space),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?window),
layoutSystem(?window,?system),
?layout->adjoin(leftOf,?component,?comp2,?space,?system).
adjoin(?component,?window) if
name(?component,?compName1),
leftOfInt(?compName1,?compName2),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?window),
layoutSystem(?window,?system),
?layout->adjoin(leftOf,?component,?comp2,?system).
adjoin(?component,?window) if
name(?component,?compName1),
leftOfInt(?compName2,?compName1),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?window),
layoutSystem(?window,?system),
?layout->adjoin(leftOf,?comp2,?component,?system).
adjoin(?component,?ui) if
name(?component,?compName1),
leftOfInt(?compName2,?compName1),
?UISpec->spacingBetween(?compName2,right,?compName1,left,?space),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?ui),
layoutSystem(?ui,?system),
?layout->adjoin(leftOf,?comp2,?component,?space,?system)

DEUCE user interface specifications can also make use of the next-to and on-top-of
relations in order to place components on the same line horizontally or vertically. While
the left-of relation places one component to the left of another, the next-to relation
assures the two components are actually also on the same horizontal line.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

adjoin(?component,?window) if
name(?component,?compName1),
nextToInt(?compName1,?compName2),
?UISpec->spacingBetween(?compName1,right,?compName2,left,?space),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?window),
layoutSystem(?window,?system),
?layout->adjoin(nextTo,?component,?comp2,?space,?system).
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adjoin(?component,?ui) if
name(?component,?compName1),
nextToInt(?compName2,?compName1),
?UISpec->spacingBetween(?compName2,right,?compName1,left,?space),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?ui),
layoutSystem(?ui,?system),
?layout->adjoin(nextTo,?comp2,?component,?space,?system).
adjoin(?component,?window) if
name(?component,?compName1),
onTopOfInt(?compName1,?compName2),
?UISpec->spacingBetween(?compName1,bottom,?compName2,top,?space),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?window),
layoutSystem(?window,?system),
?layout->adjoin(onTopOf,?component,?comp2,?space,?system).
adjoin(?component,?ui) if
name(?component,?compName1),
onTopOfInt(?compName2,?compName1),
?UISpec->spacingBetween(?compName2,bottom,?compName1,top,?space),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?ui),
layoutSystem(?ui,?system),
?layout->adjoin(onTopOf,?comp2,?component,?space,?system)

Four additional basic layout relations are used to align components.
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18

align(?component,?window) if
name(?component,?compName1),
bottomAlignInt(?compName1,?compName2),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?window),
layoutSystem(?window,?system),
?layout->align(bottom,?component,?comp2,?system).
align(?component,?window) if
name(?component,?compName1),
bottomAlignInt(?compName2,?compName1),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?window),
layoutSystem(?window,?system),
?layout->align(bottom,?comp2,?component,?system).
align(?component,?window) if
name(?component,?compName1),
leftAlignInt(?compName1,?compName2),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?window),
layoutSystem(?window,?system),
?layout->align(left,?component,?comp2,?system).
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align(?component,?window) if
name(?component,?compName1),
leftAlignInt(?compName2,?compName1),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?window),
layoutSystem(?window,?system),
?layout->align(left,?comp2,?component,?system).
align(?component,?window) if
name(?component,?compName1),
rightAlignInt(?compName1,?compName2),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?window),
layoutSystem(?window,?system),
?layout->align(right,?component,?comp2,?system).
align(?component,?window) if
name(?component,?compName1),
rightAlignInt(?compName2,?compName1),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?window),
layoutSystem(?window,?system),
?layout->align(right,?comp2,?component,?system).
align(?component,?window) if
name(?component,?compName1),
topAlignInt(?compName1,?compName2),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?window),
layoutSystem(?window,?system),
?layout->align(top,?component,?comp2,?system).
align(?component,?window) if
name(?component,?compName1),
topAlignInt(?compName2,?compName1),
componentWithNameIn(?comp2,?compName2,?window),
layoutSystem(?window,?system),
?layout->align(top,?comp2,?component,?system)

Other layout specifications are related to the size of components. The UI specifications can specify either or both the minimum and fixed width and height. If both are
specified, we have opted to give the largest size the priority, as expressed in the core
rules to deal with width and height.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

width(?component,?ui) if
name(?component,?compName1),
?UISpec->minimumWidth(?compName1,?min),
?UISpec->fixedWidth(?compName1,?fix),[?fix > ?min],!,
layoutSystem(?ui,?system),
?layout->size(width,minimum,?component,?min,?system),
?layout->size(width,fixed,?component,?fix,?system).
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width(?component,?ui) if
name(?component,?compName1),
?UISpec->fixedWidth(?compName1,?fix),!,
layoutSystem(?ui,?system),
?layout->size(width,fixed,?component,?fix,?system).
width(?component,?ui) if
name(?component,?compName1),
?UISpec->minimumWidth(?compName1,?min),
layoutSystem(?ui,?system),
?layout->size(width,minimum,?component,?min,?system)

height(?component,?ui) if
name(?component,?compName1),
?UISpec->minimumHeight(?compName1,?min),
?UISpec->fixedHeight(?compName1,?fix),[?fix > ?min],!,
layoutSystem(?ui,?system),
?layout->size(height,minimum,?component,?min,?system),
?layout->size(height,fixed,?component,?fix,?system).
height(?component,?ui) if
name(?component,?compName1),
?UISpec->fixedHeight(?compName1,?fix),!,
layoutSystem(?ui,?system),
?layout->size(height,fixed,?component,?fix,?system).
height(?component,?ui) if
name(?component,?compName1),
?UISpec->minimumHeight(?compName1,?min),
layoutSystem(?ui,?system),
?layout->size(height,minimum,?component,?min,?system)

D.4

From Layout System Rules to Constraint Relations

The layout specifications are transformed into actual constraints for the Cassowary
constraint solver.

D.4.1

Positioning relations

The above, left-of, next-to and on-top-of relations are adjoin relations and transformed
into constraints. So is the alignment relation. These relations hold between the coordinates of two components.
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adjoin(above,?x,?y,?solver) if
constraintVariable(?x,bottom,?xvar,?solver),
constraintVariable(?y,top,?yvar,?solver),
makeConstraint(greater,?yvar,?xvar,strong,?solver).
adjoin(above,?x,?y,?space,?solver) if
constraintVariable(?x,bottom,?xvar,?solver),
makeEquation(sum,?xvar,?space,?xeq),
constraintVariable(?y,top,?yvar,?solver),
makeConstraint(greater,?yvar,?xeq,strong,?solver).

adjoin(leftOf,?x,?y,?solver) if
constraintVariable(?x,right,?xvar,?solver),
constraintVariable(?y,left,?yvar,?solver),
makeConstraint(greater,?yvar,?xvar,strong,?solver).

adjoin(leftOf,?x,?y,?space,?solver) if
constraintVariable(?x,right,?xvar,?solver),
constraintVariable(?y,left,?yvar,?solver),
makeEquation(sum,?xvar,?space,?xeq),
makeConstraint(greater,?yvar,?xeq,strong,?solver).

adjoin(nextTo,?x,?y,?space,?solver) if
constraintVariable(?x,right,?xvar,?solver),
constraintVariable(?y,left,?yvar,?solver),
makeEquation(sum,?xvar,?space,?xeq),
makeConstraint(equals,?yvar,?xeq,required,?solver).
adjoin(onTopOf,?x,?y,?space,?solver) if
constraintVariable(?x,bottom,?xvar,?solver),
makeEquation(sum,?xvar,?space,?xeq),
constraintVariable(?y,top,?yvar,?solver),
makeConstraint(equals,?yvar,?xeq,required,?solver)
align(?position,?x,?y,?solver) if
constraintVariable(?x,?position,?xvar,?solver),
constraintVariable(?y,?position,?yvar,?solver),
makeConstraint(equals,?yvar,?xvar,required,?solver)

D.4.2

Size relations

Sizing relations hold between the co-ordinates of one component.
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size(height,minimum,?x,?min,?solver) if
constraintVariable(?x,top,?xvar,?solver),
constraintVariable(?x,bottom,?yvar,?solver),
makeEquation(sum,?xvar,?min,?xeq),
makeConstraint(greater,?yvar,?xeq,strong,?solver).
size(width,minimum,?x,?min,?solver) if
constraintVariable(?x,left,?xvar,?solver),
constraintVariable(?x,right,?yvar,?solver),
makeEquation(sum,?xvar,?min,?xeq),
makeConstraint(greater,?yvar,?xeq,strong,?solver).
size(height,fixed,?x,?h,?solver) if
constraintVariable(?x,top,?xvar,?solver),
constraintVariable(?x,bottom,?yvar,?solver),
makeEquation(sum,?xvar,?h,?xeq),
makeConstraint(equals,?yvar,?xeq,required,?solver).
size(width,fixed,?x,?w,?solver) if
constraintVariable(?x,left,?xvar,?solver),
constraintVariable(?x,right,?yvar,?solver),
makeEquation(sum,?xvar,?w,?xeq),
makeConstraint(equals,?yvar,?xeq,required,?solver)

D.4.3

Constraint Variables

Layout relations are expressed between the various boundaries of components. Each of
the component boundaries is designated by a constraint variable, generated with the
following rules.
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

constraintVariableName(+?comp,+?position,?name) if
name(?comp,?compName),
equals(?name,[?compName, ‘-’, ?position]).
possibleConstraintVariablesFor(?compName,?vars) if
equals(?vars,<[?compName, ‘-’, #top],
[?compName, ‘-’, #bottom],[?compName, ‘-’, #left],
[?compName, ‘-’, #right],[?compName, ‘-’, #center]>)

D.4.4

Adding Deviation Values

Deviation values are used to express distance between component positions (i.e. constraint variables).

D.5. From Constraint Relations to Cassowary Constraints

1
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makeEquation(sum,?varname,?value,&equation) if
equals(&equation,[?varname + ?value]).
makeEquation(difference,?varname,?value,&equation) if
equals(&equation,[?varname - ?value])

D.5

From Constraint Relations to Cassowary Constraints

The following rules transform high-level constraint relations into Cassowary constraints.
This is done through the use of SOUL’s symbiosis with Smalltalk, as the Cassowary
constraint solver used is implemented in Smalltalk.

D.5.1
1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12

Creating Constraints

makeConstraint(greater,?xeq,?yeq,?strength,?solver) if
[?solver addConstraint: (?xeq cnGEQ: ?yeq strength:
((Cassowary.ClStrength perform: ?strength)). true].
makeConstraint(smaller,?xx1,?yx1,?strength,?solver) if
[?solver addConstraint: (?yx1 cnGEQ: ?xx1 strength:
(Cassowary.ClStrength perform: ?strength)). true].
makeConstraint(equals,?xeq,?yeq,?strength,?solver) if
[?solver addConstraint: (?xeq cnEqual: ?yeq strength:
(Cassowary.ClStrength perform: ?strength)). true]

makeConstraint(stay,?xeq,?strength,?solver) if
[?solver stay: ?xeq strength:
(Cassowary.ClStrength perform: ?strength). true]

D.5.2

Constraint Solver

The following predicates create a new instance of the Cassowary constraint solver, trigger
the system to be solved, and remove the constraints related to a certain component (i.e.
variableNames).
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makeConstraintSolver(?ui,?solver) if
equals(?solver,[Deuce.ConstraintSolving.ConstraintSolver new]).
solveConstraintSystem(?solver) if
[?solver solve. true].
removeConstraintsFor(?componentName,?solver) if
possibleConstraintVariablesFor(?componentName,?v),
includes(?name,?v),
[?solver removeConstraintsFor: ?name. true]

D.5.3

Constraint Variables

Cassowary constraint variables are either retrieved or created by the following predicates.
1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

constraintVariable(?comp,?position,?var,?solver) if
getConstraintVariable(?comp,?position,?var,?solver),!
getConstraintVariable(?comp,?position,?var,?solv) if
constraintVariableName(?comp,?position,?name),
[?solv hasConstraintVariable: ?name],
equals(?var,[?solv constraintVariable: ?name]).
getConstraintVariable(?comp,?position,?var,?solv) if
constraintVariableName(?comp,?position,?name),
[(?solv hasConstraintVariable: ?name)not],
layout(?comp,?layout),
equals(?var,[Deuce.ConstraintSolving.LayoutConstraintVariable
new name: ?name; component: ?comp;
layout: ?layout ; position: ?position.]),
[?solv addConstraintVariable: ?var name: ?name. true]
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